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DCP 9303506 Addendum 2

DESCRIPTION:

This change installs 36" diameter pipe line stop branch connections, including saddle reinforcements and
flanges, on 48" diameter Essential Service Water (SX) piping lines OSX03CA and OSX03CB, which are
return lines to the SX system Mechanical Draft Cooling Tower (MDCT)"D" and "11" cells. This
Addendum is a revision to the original design change (DCP 9303506) that w as to install line stop branch
connections on 24" diameter cooler tower return lines OSX97AD and OSX97All.

S AFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
SX MDCT return piping cannot cause an; accident postulated in the SAR. This change will not
adversely impact reactor primary systems or pressure boundaries. The only potential accident that
could be initiated would be the loss of an SX system train ( A or B) if a MDCT return line were to
fail catastrophically. A total loss of SX is not considered a credible accident per UFSAR Section
7.4.2. The probability of SX MDCT return line failure is not increased because the piping system
ASME pressure boundary is innintained and because the impact of this change was evaluated by
calculation and found to be acceptable. The SX MDCT does not act as a radiological barrier or
release path during any of the analyzed accidents. This change will not adversely impact in-plant
radiological systems.110 wever, the SX system does provide cooling to components that mitigate
offsite dose consequences due to various analyzed accidents. This change does not impact off-site
dose. The probability of a malfunction of the MDCT's and associated return piping does not
increase because the impact of this change 'as evaluated and found to be acceptable. The SX
MDCT's are designed to remove the plant design basis heat load following a LOCA/ LOOP
accident, with six or seven out of eight tower cells operable, depending on the initial basin
temperature. This change does not affect the consequences of a MDCT malfunction because the
connections will not impact the ability of the Ultimate 11 eat Sink to perform its required post-
accident cooling function.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfur.ation of a difDrent type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created b cause installing line stop branch connections does not
create the potential for a new type of accident or malfunction because piping system failure and
system redundancy requirements were previously considered as part of the original SX system
design. The permanent line stop branch connections are designed and required to be installed in
accordance with the ASME code.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because installing line stop branch connections does not affect any parameters upon which
Technical Specifications are based; therefore, there is no reduction in the margin of safety.
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DCP 9500020

DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9500020 removed and capped piping from the acid transfer pump,0AC04P, to the Sulfuric Acid Day
Tank. 0AC02T. The acid transfer pump to sulfuric acid day tank isolation valve, OAC053, was also
removed. An elbow replaced a tee where acid line OAC06A had connected into acid line OAC09A-2. The
change was made so drawings would coincide with the existing piping configuration, and to eliminate an
existing tee 7where acid would collect, stagnate, and corrode the piping.1 akage from the corroded piping
had become a safety hazard to personnel.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
proposed change removes a non-safety related pipe and valve that are no longer used which does
not affect any systems, structures, or components that could cause an accident or affect the
probability of any existing accidents, cause the malfunction of equipment important to safety, or
affect the consequences of a accident or a malfunction of equipment important to safety.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the change does not adversely affect plant
operations or failures. The removed piping and valve were no longer needed fe- egeneration of
the radwaste demineralizer. The demineralizer is disposed of and replaced wi gew resin.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which the technical specifications are
based.

I

i
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DCPs 9500178 and 9500179

DESCRIPTION:

DCPs 9500178 and 9500179 made the following changes to the 1/2FWOO9A,B, C, D valve actuators to
improve the reliability of the actuators:
1. Removed the nitrogen solenoid valves, associated check valve, and valve manifold. This required

replacing the current top end plate of the actuator cylinder with a new one.
2. Replaced the hydraulic pressure switches with a new model switch and relocated the switches.
3. Added new isolation valves in the tubing to the hydraulic pressure switches. I

4. Relocated the nitrogen pressure switch to conform to the new top end plate of the actuator
cylinder.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
operation of the 1/2FW009A-D valves is not changed. The valves will close to perfonn their
safety function (contpoment isolation). Furthermore, the proposed changes do not adversely
affect any other equipment or systems. The deletion of the pneumatic solenoids removes an active
sub-component that is required to open for the 1/2FWOO9A-D to close (i.e. to perform its safety
function). The deletion of the pneumatic solenoids, check valve, and associated manifold reduces
potential nitrogen leak paths. Replacement of the hydraulic pressure switches should reduce
setpoint drift and other malfunctions. Failure of any of the 1/2FWOO9A-D to close w hen required
was previously analyzed and the analysis remains bounding. The FW system pressure boundary is
not affected by the proposed 1/2FWOO9A-D actuator changes. The risk of a feedwater isolation
valve inadvertent closure due to a hydraulic leak er hydraulic pump failure is not changed by the
subject design change.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the probability of a malfunction of the
1/2FWOO9A-D valves will be reduced by incorporating the subject design change. There are two
possible malfunctions (not created by this design change): inadvertent valve closure and failure to
close. Both the inadvertent closure of the 1/2FWOO9A-D and failure to close were previously
analyzed and the analyses remain bounding. No other components or systems will be affected by
this design change.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon w hich Technical Specifications are based
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DCP 9500332/333

DESCRIPTION:

The existing 30 kVA Process Computer inverter,1(2)CX083, will be replaced with a new 20 kVA inverter
manufactured by Solidstate Controls, Inc. (SCI). The enclosure for the replacement inverter will be the
same size as the existing inverter enclosure. The termination points will be located to facilitate the reuse of j

the existing field cables. The existing inverter will be removed to accommodate the replacement unit. The
subject computer inverter is located in the Unit 1,(2) Miscellaneous Equipment Room (MEER), on the 451
ft elevation of the Auxiliary Building. I

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMM ARY:
i

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the i

process computer's inputs to the Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) will not change. The I
process computer will continue to collect, process, and display vital plant parameters during
normal and abnormal modes of operation. As stated above, the interaction of the computer
inverter with other SSCs will not change; no new interactions or failure modes have been
identified No new failure modes for the replacement inverter or the process computerhave been
identified. The interfaces between the process computer and other SSCs important to safety will
not change. Any poteatial interactions between the replacement inverter and other SSCs have been
considered in the de.agn pror. ns. The inverter will be seismically mounted to preclude the
inverter from becoming a hazard to adjacent Class IE components during a postulated Operating
Basis Earthquake (OBE) or Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE).

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the replacement inverter will interface with its
inputs (ac and de sources) and outputs (plant process computer, annunciator) in the same manner
as the existing inverter. The process computer's interface with other plant SSCs will not change.
The process computer will continue to function as it currently does during normal and abnormal
modes of operation. Operations personnel will not change the way in which they use the process
computer to perform their tasks. The 7.0-kVA rating of the replacement inverter is sufficient to
supply the current load while accommodating future load growth. Since the replacement inverter
is rated at 20 kVA vs. 30-kVA,it will draw less input current. The effect of this change on other
plant systems has been evaluated and found acceptable. The components used in the construction
of the new inverter are equivalent to the components used in the existing inverter.

Considering the above, this change will not create new accidents or unanalyzed conditions
different than those already considered in the UFSAR.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.
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DCP 9600148

DESCRIPTION:

One of the anchors for an Auxiliary Feed (AF) battery rack was corroded and it broke during torquing
sukequent to the cleaning. Therefore,it was decided to remove all the anchors and their base plates for
that rack and an adjacent rack, and install new plates and anchors as showr. on DCP no. 9600148. Per field
walkdown, only the rack with the broken anchor was installed per the DCP and the adjacent rack remained
per origina1 installation. Therefore, DCR no. 980104 is issued to show the new detail as an alternate detail
foi all the racks. The proposed change reduces the number of expansion anchors for each rack from 16 |
small anchors to 4 larger anchors with longer embedments. I

|

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the |
new floor mounting detail for the AF battery racks is not associated with the initiation of any )
accident described in the UFSAR. The new floor mounting detail for the AF battery racks is i

designed for all design basis load combinations. Therefore, the new mounting detail does not !

degrade the performance of the racks, batteries or the AF system. The proposed change does not i
change the consecuences of any accidents and does not increase the consequences of a I
malfunction of the AF batteries or any other equipment important to safety. The AF batteries and 1

AF system will remain available to perform their safety function to mitigate malfunctions of |

equipment important to safety. All equipment that is currently credited in the SAR to mitigate a
malfunction of equipment important to safety will continue to perform as required.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the new floor mounting detail for the AF battery
racks was designed for all design basis loads, therefore, this new floor mounting detail does not

i

introduce any new failure modes. The proposed change does not affect AF system performance, or
any other system operation.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced I
because the mounting detail for the AF battery racks do not affect any parameters upon which i

Technical Specifications are based. !

l
i

!
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DCP 9600386

DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9600386 installed line stop fitungs on the inlet and outlet lines of the "C" Non-essential Service Water
Strainer,0WS01FC. The strainer isolation valves did not seal properly so the strainers could not be
properly maintained. The line stops allowed the strainer inlet isolation valves to be replaced so they would
seal.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
importam to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
Nonessential Service Water System does not perform a safety function and does not support the
operation of safety related equipment. Installation of the line stop fittings was in the Circulating
Water Pump House (CWPH) There is no safety-related equipment <cated in the CWPH,
therefore, any postulated failure of the line stops and resulting flooding would hav : haa no impact
on safety equipment. The line stops did not affect the operation of the Nonessential Service Water
System. The line stops had no impact on any plant system required to mitigate the consequences
of an accident. Installation of the line stops affected only one of the three WS strainers leaving
two strainers to support the operation of both units (Normal system alignment). The motor and
diesel driven fire pumps are located on the same elevation of the pump house as the WS Strainers.
If a leak of a line stop had occurred, water would have flowed to the lower elaation of the pump
house away from the fire pumps. In addition, the diesel driven fire pump is located insidt a closed
room and would have been unaffected by water from the leak.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because there were no new failure modes and the
consequences of existing failure modes were unchanged. Safety equipment and systems were
unaffected. No new interactions between the WS and other systems were created.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced I

because tae idition of the line stop fittings does not affect any parameters upon which Technical
Specifications are based. j

.

1

|
1

|

i
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DCP 9700173

i

DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9700173 replaces existing recorders, flow meters and bubblers with ultrasonic level monitors for river i

screen house (RSii) travelling screens differential level measurement. It removes existing river level
transmitter and recorder. New ultrasonic level monitors will also be used to measure river level. A new ;

recorder will be installed to record differential and river level. I

!
!

SAFETi' EVAL UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the i

proposed change does not involve, or interface with, any systems, structures, or components I

important to safety. The proposed activity does not alter the initial conditions used in the UFSAR
analysis for any accidents. The components involved do not initiate any accidents or mitigate the
consequences of any accident analyzed in the SAR. The function of any System, structure or
component important to safety is not altered by this change.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a ditTerent type than any evaluated previously in l
the safety analysis report is not created because this design change does not adversely impact i

UFSAR accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). The proposed change does |

not introduce any adverse interactions between any SSCs. )
3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced !

because the replacement of differential recorder for travelling screens does not affect any |
parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

I

|
;

I

|

l

i
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DCP 9800037 ;

DESCRIPTIOJi

DCP 9800037 replaces the River Screen House (RSil) 0A and OB Air Compressors and the RSil Air
Compressor Air Receiver, including all necessary piping changes, electrical changes and control circuit
changes. A new 10 lip rotary screw compressor will replace the existing 20 iip reciprocating compressor
(0A) and a new 20 lip screw compressor will replace the existing 20 lip reciprocating compressor (0B).
The RSil Service Air and Instrument Air systems and components are non-safety related.

!

S AFETY EVAL.UATION SUMM ARY:

1. 'the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
reliability of the affected SSCs is being increased. The RSil compressors do not perform any
safety function and do not interface with any safety related equipment. The replacement SSCs are
more reliable, easier to maintain and therefore less likely to fail than the exiting SSCs. Effects of
the skids on the category I RSil structure were evaluated and found to be acceptable. The
consequences of any accident are unaffected by the proposed activity. They do not function to
mitigate the consequences of any accident. The failure of the affected SSCs is bounded by a loss
of non-emergency AC power to station auxiliaries.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in I
the safety analysis report is not created because the analyzed accident, loss of non-emergency ac
power, an incident associated with " Decrease in lleat Removal by the Secondary System", bounds
any failures associated with the affected SSCs. The proposed activity will not adversely affect
plant operations when the changed components function as intended. All interactions with other
SSCs remain unchanged. The proposed activity will introduce no new failure modes, and will
increase the reliability and availability of the affected components / systems.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Speci6 cation, is not reduced
because the replacement of the River Screen llouse Air Compressors does not affect any
parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

.
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DCPs 9800050 and 9800057

DESCRIPTION:

DCPs 9800050 and 9800057 provided an alternate weld detail for the Upper Head Rod Cluster Control
Assembly (RCCA) Thermal Sleeve Guides to the Thermal Sleeve at any RCCA Ilead Penetration. An
alternate weld detail for attaching the thermal sleeve guides was provided because some guides that were
installed using the original detail became loose or completely detached.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1
1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment j

important to nfety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
change did not alter the function of the RCCA thermal sleeve guide. Control Rod function or 4

operation was not affected. The change was external to the Reactor Vessel and did not atTect the
RCS pressure boundary. No boundary to radioactivity release was affected by this change.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the function and operation of the RCCA Thermal
Sleeve and Thermal Sleeve Guide to ensure proper RCCA alignment during Reactor Head
installation was not adversely affected. Control Rod function or operation was not affected. Plant
operation was not changed. No new failure modes were introduced.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the function or operation of the Control Rods was not affected by this change. The change
did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

9 of 266



DCP 9800092

DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9800092 provides repair seal patches for the Reactor Building Floor Drain Sump cover. This will
provide covers for existing openings and function as a Foreign Material Exclusion (FME) barrier. The
metal plate that covers the sump has unused and over 9 ed penetrations that allow the sump to

;

communicate with the containment atmosphere, pc . ly afTecting the sensitivity of the dew-point I

instruments. Additionally, the cover provides a barner to prevent the leak detection weir from being
afTected by any debris that might be in containment.

,

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. , The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
affected SSC serves to monitor small, unidentified leaks in containment. No accident is adversely
affected by the proposed activity. The afTected SSC, when functioning properly serves to detect an
accident before it occurs, as in " leak-before-break". ne changt' will serve to increase the
reliability and accuracy of that function. The afTected SSC d9ewt function to mitigate the
consequences of the accident, it does function to help diagnose a ,ondition that could indicate
accident initiation, as in " leak-before-break" indication, ne interface between the affected SSC
and any safety related eqaipment remains unchanged. The affected SSC does not functior., post-
accident, to mitigate the consequences of an accident. The afTected SSC does function to indicate
and measure small, uni 6tified leaks in containment, thereby possibly foretelling of an accident
prior to occurrence. The proposed activity does not adversely affect that function.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the analyzed accident, small break LOCA, an
incident associated with " Decrease in Reactor Coolant Inventory", bounds any failures associated
with the affected SSCs. The proposed activity will not adversely affect plant operations when the
changed components function as intended. All interactions with other SSCs remain unchanged.
The proposed activity will introduce no new failure modes, potentially increase the reliability and
accuracy of the affected components / systems. '

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the repair / replacement of the RF sump cover seals does not afTect any parameters upon
which Technical Specifications are based.

|

|

l
!
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DCP 9800114 |

I

DESCRIPTION:
I

DCP 9800114 installed an externel nitrogen fill valve on the hydraulic operator for the Feedwater Isolation
Valves, IFWOO9A,B,C,D. The new isolation valves facilitate charging of the FVIV nitrogen accumulators
and reduce cycling of the manifold isolation valves.

!

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfuncuon of equipment
imponant to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
operation of the 1FWOO9A-D valves is not changed. The valves will close to perform their safety |
function (containment isolation). The new fill line components are designed for the maximum
nitrog 9 accumulator pressure and are seismically qualified. No other components or systems
important to safety were affected by this design. Modes of failure of the 1 FWOO9A.D, and their
consequences, were not adversely changed. Failure of any of the IFWOO9A-D to close when ,

'

required was previously analyzed and the analysis remains bounding. The FW system pressure
boundary was not affected by the IFWOO9A D fill line addition. The probability of a IFWOO9A-
D valve malfunction that results in a loss of normal feedwater flow is unchanged because the risk
of a feedwater isolation valve inadvertent closure caused by a hydraulic leak, hydraulic pump
failure, or inadvertent actuation was not changed by the design change. The equipment and'or
systems required to mitigate a loss of normal FW flow, or FW system pipe break, were not
affected by the change.

,

i

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in |
the safety analysis repon is not created because FWIV operation was unchanged by the addition of

'

the fill valve. ' Die fill valve is administratively maintained closed during plant operation. The open
end of the fill valve was also plugged so inadvertent operation of the valve will not result
blowdown of the nitrogen charge. The new fill line was seismically qualified. Potential leakage
through the new fittings is bounded by other fitting leaks and results in low accumulator pressure
that will actuate the nitrogen low-pressure alarm. No new failure modes are created by this
change. No other components or systems will be affected by this design change.

The margin of safety, as def' ed in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced3. m
'

because the 5-second limit on valve closure time is unchanged by the DCP.

;

i
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DCP 9800124

DESCRIPTION: j

'
DCP 9800124 allowed the installation of a 1-1/2" socket welded coupling in the safety injection line to the
"D" cold leg. The coupling was needed to support weld repair activities on the line. A leaking elbow w eld
was cut out along with a section of the attached pipe. The coupling was used to attach the replacement
pipe.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability cf occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment |
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because

,

addition of a pipe coupling to line IS!08JD-1-1/2" will not increase the probability of an accident. !
A pressure boundary leak (small break LOCA) through the coupling or ;ts welds is no more likely ;

than leakage from any other component or weld. The coupling material and pressure class were i
suitable for this application and the welds were installed using approved station procedures. 1

Piping stress and component usage factor were evaluated in calculation U004106 Addendum B
and remained within allowable limits. The coupling did net decrease the amount of flow through
the pipe. Proper function of the safety injection to "D" cold leg would occur if required and there
was no increase in the possibility of fuel damage and associated radiation release.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the new coupling did not change the function of
the Safety injection system and did not create new interfar es with other systems. No new failure
modes were created and existing failure modes remained the same. Therefore, there will be no
accident or malfunction of a type different from those evaluated in the UFSAR.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
,

because the additio of the pipe coupling does not affect any parameters upon which Technical I
Specifications are based. j

|
!

i
i

i

I

)

|

|

|

I
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DCP 9800136

DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9800136 provided details for the installation of flanges in two tube steel components of support
IS104004X. The tube steel members are support auxiliary steel, which transfer the load from the pipe to
the main building structure. Support IS104004X provides support for the "B" St Accumulator discharge
line, IS109BB-10". The tube steel members pass over check valve IS18956B. This check valve has a
bolted bonnet. The bonnet had to be removed to perform repairs and to inspect the check valve seat. The
flanges allowed the tube steel to be temporarily removed and then reinstalled with a minimum of effort.

SATETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because no
accidents can be directly initiated by failure of the SI sg, ,rt. Addition of flange connections to
support IS104004X did not increase the probability of RCS or accumulator pressure boundary
leakage because a pipe support failure was no more likely because of the new connections. The
flange and tube steel materials were suitable for this application and the welds were installed using
approved station procedures. Stresses in the support components were acceptable as calculated in
13.1.29-BYR98-061. The method of attaching to and restraining line 1SIO9BB-10" was
unchanged. The "B" accumulator would provide water to the RCS w hen needed thus ensuring
there is no increase in the possibility of fuel damage and associated radiation release.

2 De possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the new flanges did not change the function of the
Safety injection system and did not create new interfaces with other systems. There were no new
failure modes and existing failure modes remained the same. |

3. ne margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the addition of flanged connections in the support auxiliary steel does not affect any

;

parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based. !

I

l
i

i

I
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DCP 9800153

|

DESCRIFTION- I

DCP 9800153 provided an alternate detail that allows isolation of core exit thermocouple pressure tubing in |
conditions where existing tubing fittings leak. The alternate detail requires that the affected core exit j
thermocouple be removed from servic lia pressure tubing and thermocouple wire are cut and a i

permanent cap fitting is installed. The core exit thermocouple may be repaired and returned to its original
design condition at tne discretion of the station. The core exit thermocouple wire passes through the reactor
coolant system pressure boundary. To maintain the pressure boundary, a Swagelok fitting connector is
used to provide a transition between the 5/16" pressure tubing and the non-pressure boundary thermocouple |

wire. The Swagelok fitting can leak at the transition. The alternate detail provides a generic design that i
allows the existing Swagelok transition fitting to be removed and replaced with a cap fitting to isolate the
leak.

,

i

SAFETY EVAL,UATION SUMM ARY:
j

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment I

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased for the
reasons discussed for each of the following UFSAR Sections; 15.4.3 identifies four causes for a
RCCA Misoperation accident. Installation of a swage cap fitting on a CET pressure tube will not
cause any of these events. A single dropped RCCA, dropped RCCA bank and a misaligned RCCA
can be detected by an asymmetric power distribution using the CETs. The minimum number of
available CETs is limited by Technical Specification Table 3.3-10. Therefore, there will be
adequate instrumentation available to detect such an event. The CETs do not function as pan of
the Reactor Protection System and do not assist in rod control. Recovery from these events does
not depend on the function of the CETs. The probability of equipment malfunction resulting from
a rod cluster control assembly misoperation is limited by reactor trip initiated by the Reactor
Protection System (RPS) instrumentation, operation of rod control systems and operator action
based on indication of the event.

UFSAR Sections 15.1,15.2 and 15.3 identify a number of causes for the accidents described in
those se:tions (increase in heat removal, decrease in heat removal, decrease in reactor coolant flow
rate). The CETs have no control functions that affect any of these accidents.

UFSAR Section 15.6 identifies four events resulting in decrease in RCS inventory. CETs have no |

control function over pressurizer valves and no impact on the integrity of steam generator tubing
or small lines outside containment. The CET pressure tubing is pan of the RCS boundary. The
new cap fitting added by the alternate detail is no more likely to fail than the existing swage fitting ;

installed on all the CETs since it meets similar material requiremnts and is rated for a press ure in
excess of the RCS design pressure.

The CETs provide indication of core exit temperature following the accidents described above.
Monitoring of the core exit temperature may or may not be required following the accidents
depending on the severity of the accident and the availability of other temperature indicating
instrumentation. The CETs are valuable in conditions when the core exit temperature begins to
exceed the range of narrow ana wide range RTDs such as when the core begins to be uncovered
during severe loss of coolant accidents. Following installation of the alternate detail in accordance
with plant procedures and Technical Specifications, the minimum required number of CETs will
be available to provide this function.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because there are no CET, guide tube or Swagelok fitting
failure modes, of a type different from those evaluated in the SAR. There are no changes to
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existing failure modes. Operation of the minimum required number of CETs is not affected by
this design change.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the requirement of Technical Specification 3.3.3 and Table 3.3.3-1 that four operable CET
channels per core quadrant exist will be maintained.

|

l
!
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DCP 9800!80

DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9800180 supported installation of new stainless steel cover plates for the Oil Separator Sump and Oil
Storage Vault. This was required since the existing covers were corroded and required replacement.
Stainless steel material was chosen instead of carbon steel in order to prevent future corrosion possibilities.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
Design Change installs identical covers in shape, geometry and mounting detail and the only
difference is e the substitution of material type which was evaluated in Byron calculation No.
5.5.7-BYR98-081 and found to be accep'.able.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a dift'erent type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because no systems are affected by the substitution in
material type for the cover plates. No SAR documents are impacted by this change. The subject
cover plates are not mentioned in any SAR documents. The functionality of the cover plates is
shown to remain unchanged in Byron calculation No. 6.5.7-BYR98-081.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the substitution in material type for the cover plates does not affect any parameters upon
which Technical Specifications are based.
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DCP 9700236 & 9700237

DESCRIPTION:

This design change relocates an existing demineralized water (WM) flush line from the outlet to the inlet of

radiation monitor OPR0lJ and adds a demineralized water (WM) flush line to the inlet of radiation monitor
OPR103.

SAFETY EVALUATION EUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment j
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because l

providing WM water to Radiation Monitors OPR01J and OPR10J does not impact the probability |
of any accident described in the UFSAR. Accident consequences are not increased because I

Radiation Monitors OPR01J and OPR10J are used for surveillance and control of radioactive
substances in liquid efiluents during normal reactor operations. They are not relied upon to l
mitigate the consequences of an accident. The affected WM lines are located in the Unit 1 & ' I

Turbine Building,in areas where their failure will not impact equipment important to safety. The |

WM lines will not adversely impact the operation of the Process Radiation Monitors, OPR01J and
OPRIOJ. The WM lines and radiation monitors are not required to mitigate the consequences of a j

malfunction of equipment important to safety. i

!

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in i

the safety analysis report is not created because the WM lines will not adversely impact the PR j

system to create a new accident or malfunction because the flushing water will improve the !
capability of the radiation monitors to detect radioactive contamination in the CW Blowdown and .;
WX systems. A check valve in the WM flushing line prevents accidental radiological '

contamination of the WM system from the CW and WX systems. Operating procedures will
direct operators to shut the WM isolation valves, when not being used for flushing the radiation
detectors. This will prevent accidental dilution of the CW or WX water sample streams, ensurmg j

that effluent radiation levels remain within allowable limits. ;
i

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because providing WM water to Radiation Monitors OPR01J and OPR10J does not affect any
parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based; therefore, there is no reduction in the
margin of safety. '
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DCP 9700407
;

I

DESCRIPTION- |

This modification installed viscous damping devices on a first stage reheater vent line from the 2A
Moisture Separator Reheater, to minimize piping vibration. Excessive movement on this line has caused
torn pipe insulation, interference with nearby pipes and supports, and potentially could result in a pipe
break, causing a steam leak in the Turbine Building.

,

!

I
SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

,

I

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment |
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased, because ]
installation of the viscous damping devices will lower the probability of a fatigue failure and j

resulting steam leak in the Turbine Building. The extraction steam syster.1 is not used to mitigate i

the consequences of any accident or malfunction of equipment importa .t to safety. I

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type th'.n any evaluated previously in i

the safety analysis report is not created because failure of the viscous dampers simply returns the
extraction steam system to origina! configuration. Installation of the viscous dampers does not |

create any new interfaces with other systems. '

l
3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Tec'.inical Specification, is not reduced

because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

i

i
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DCP 9800107/109

DESCRIPTION:

DCPs 9800107 and 9800109 provide for a linestop to be installed in pipe 0WS93 A. The line will be
abandoned in-place and a new supply line will tie into the 20 inch WS supply line to the Auxiliary Building
IIVAC System Refrigeration Units,0WSD7A, and be used to supply water to the suction of the Service
Water Booster Pumps and dilution water for Chemical Feed to Nonessential Service Water. The subject
pipe is leaking due to corrosion an.1 there is no means of isolation for the affected portion of the pipe |
without taking the WS system out of service, which would required a shutdown of both units. The linestop

'

installation and the " hot tap" for the replacement water source tie-in can both be performed on-line.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment j

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the |
proposed change relocates a small supply tap off of the WS system. All affected SSCs are non- 1

safety related. No function or method of performing a function is being affected by the proposed
activity. The analyzed accident, " Decrease in lleat Removal by the Secondary System" bounds ,

any failure of the affected SSCs. I

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously m
the safety analysis repon is not created because the proposed activity does not change cooling or j
capacity loads on the afTected systems. No new failure modes are introduced by the proposed

'

change. No accident conditions apply, as the WS, CF and the Chilled Water portion of the
Auxiliary Building HVAC are all non-safety related. The flood caused by a rupture in the I

circulating water system bounds any failure in the WS system that might occur during the
.

installation of the linestop or during the hot tap into the new supply line. The analyzed accident, !

" Decrease in Heat Removal by the Secondary System" bounds any failure of the affected SSCs.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Speci0 cation, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical SpeciGcations are based.

|
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DCP 9800176

DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9800176 provides for the replacement of portions of the copper instrument Air lines to the Non-
Return Valves, as necessary, in the Extraction Steam (ES), Heater Drain (HD) and Main Steam (MS)
Systems. The large bore ES, HD and MS lines, in which these valves are installed, move due to thermal
expansion. As a result of the allowed pipe flexure, the pipes also move during normal operations. The I A
lines are supported in tube tracks that are rigidly attached to turbine building structural steel and do not
move with the pipe movement.1hese air lines eventually become brittle, fatigue and fail.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because no
function or method of performing a function is being affected by the proposed activity. The
affected IA lines are non-safety related, as is the entire I A system, and is not assumed to function
in the event of an accident. The failure of the affected air lines will not cause an accident or a
turbine trip. The proposed activity will increase the reliability of the affected SSCs and reduce the
probability of a malfunction of the affected SSCs. Failure of the flex hose has the same ,

consequences as failure of the existing copper tubing. ]

2. The possibility for an accident or rnalfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the afTected non-return check valves perform their
safety-important function without the aid ofIA. The failure of the affected IA supply lines to non- |
return check valves is no different, due to the proposed activity, than the current configuration. |

Therefore, the change will not adversely impact systems or functions so as to create the possibility I

of an accident or malfunction of a type different from those evaluated in the SAR. I
i

3. - The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced I

because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based, ,

therefore, there is no reduction in the margin of safety.

|

l

|

1

|
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DCP 9800374

DESCRIPTION:
1

DCP 9800374 supported installation of new exterior concrete intrusion barriers with chain link fence on top
at various locations throughout the plant grounds for security monitoring purposes. This Design Change

.

was required as part of the Operational Safety Response Evaluation (OSRE) implementation. The barriers
enhance plant security's response effectiveness and are intended to deter an intruder from entering the plant
buildings. The concrete barriers are placed on ground in tandem as to form a continuous barrier. The fence ;
posts are grouted in holes at top of the concrete barriers. Chain link fence gates are provided anywhere
access through the barriers was needed.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
buildings and equipment are not affected by the change. Installation of concrete barriers has no
impact on the probability of flooding accident described in the UFSAR. The barriers are passive

,

structures with minimum interaction with plant systems. Although the barriers impact the Probable J

Maximum Precipitation (PMP) analysis by altering surface water runofflevels during e period of
local intense precipitation, the situation was evaluated in Hyron calculation No. WR-BY PF-i J
rev.03 and found to have no adverse impact on safety related equipment or buildings.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the concrete barrier system is a passive structural
system which provides an added layer of defense to existing plant security system. Other than site
flooding, there are no interactions with plant safety systems or equipment. The flooding concern
has been satisfactorily addressed in Byron calculation No. WR-BY-PF-10 rev.03

i

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced i
'

because the installation of the concrete barriers does not afTect any parameters upon which -
Technical Specifications are based.
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DCP 9800598

DESCRIPTION:

The proposed activity replaces the vendor supplied Diesel Oil tubing with piping. The OEM supplied
tubing has become degraded and needs to be replaced. The configuration is such that accessibility is limited
without extensive equipment disassembly and replacement of the tubing "as is" is not feasible. Therefore,
to facilitate assembly and future work as required, the tubing is replaced with threaded piping, of the same
materi l as the downstream diesel oil piping in this line.a

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
imponant to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changed SSC is designed to more stringent requirements than the OEM tubing and is no more
likely to fail than the existing tubing. Failure of the affected component does not cause the
accident. The replacement piping is qualified to the requirements of ASME Section 111, Class 3
piping and is therefore, qualified to remain operable afler any design basis accident or initiating
event. Therefore, the affected SSC does not affect the ability of the EDG to perform its safety
function.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis repon is not created because the existing vendor-supplied piping i.:eets or
exceeds the requirements of ANSI B31.1. The replacement piping is qualified to ASME Section
Ill, Class 3, ensuring that the change will not adversely impact the affected system. The change
does not adversely affect plar.+ 3perations or failures. No new system interactions or functions are
created by the proposed acti6ty Failure of the affected component and the associated EDG train
is bounded by a single failure and is evaluated in the SAR.

'

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based;
therefore, there is no reduction in the margin of safety,

I

|
|

l
i

I

i

!

|

i
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UFSAR Drafi Revision Packace 4-038
DCP 9100776

DESCRIPTION:

The modification installed permanent power supplies, condensate drain lines, duct supports, and panel
attachments for the Byron Unit I control rod drive (CRD) cabinet and instrument inverter cabinet spot

.

coolers located in the Miscellaneous Electric Equipment Room (MEER). The modification was made to !

make the temporary installation of the spot coolers permanent. The Draft Revision Package revised the
UFSAR to reflect this new information.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment J

important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the 1

supplemental coolers provide cool air for the CRD and instrument inverter cabinets to reduce
internal cabinet temperatures and improve component reliability. The modification minimizes i

component failures in the CRD and instrument inverter cabinets, w hich lowers the probability of
dropped rods or other control rod misoperation accidents. The changes did not adversely affect
the operation of any safety systems or equipment important to safety.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created because the modification did not alter the design basis of any system or
adversely affect the function of any system or component. New accident scenarios were not ;

credible. '

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the MEER room ventilation design was evaluated and the modification did not affect the
area temperature limit for the MEER listed in Technical Specifications. The new non-safety

.

power distribution had no impact on the on-site power distribution systems discussed in the I
Tech acal Specifications.

i

l
i
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packr.ce 6-031
DCP 9500021 & 9500022

DESCRIPTION:

This change replaces Steam Generator Blowdown prefilters 1WX0lFA, IWX0lFB,2WX01FA, and
2WX01FB with larger capacity prefilters. The original prefilter vessels remain in place without filter
elements. New 3" lines tap off the top of the original vessels. Two new prefilter vessels are mounted on El.
401' of the Auxiliary Building. An existing prefilter differential pmsure switch is utilized for a prefilter
high differential pressure alarm and the other existing switch is abandoned in place. The Local Radwaste
Control Panel high difTeremial pressure alarm annunciator windows are changed out. This change reduces
Steam Generator Blowdown prefilter and Nnineralizer resin changeouts, which reduce radwaste and
OAM costs. DRP 6-031 updated the UFSAR to reflect this information.

!
SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The proba'oility of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this
change does noi impact any accident described in the UFSAR. The change does not add or impact
Blowdown System high-energy lines or Blowdown Containment isolation Valves. The
consequences of a steam system piping failure or steam generator tube rupture are not increased
because the Blowdown System is isolated for these accidents. This change does not impact
equipment important to plant safety, it dces not impact the Auxiliary Building's ability to
withstand Cat. I loads, because the prefilter vessel mountings and piping were seismically
evaluated. The change does not impact the operating characteristics of the SD System or other
hiain Steam or Radwaste Demineralizer equipment.

2. The possibilit' for su accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety anay i . port is not created because the prefilt-r vessels and connecting piping are |
located in the Auxiliary Building on El. 401,in an open area with no safety-related systems or l

equipment located nearby. The change does not impact the function of the SD System or other
,

related Mam Steam or Radwaste Demineralizer equipment. The change does not add equipment '

or high energy piping that could cause an accident different from those evaluated in the UFSAR.
The change does not degrade Auxiliary Building seismic qualification.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the replacement of steam generator blowdown prefilters does not affect any parameters
upon wMch Technical Specifications are based.

!

i.

1

!
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l UFSAR Draft Revision Package 6-051

DCP 9303207 and FDRP 17-035

;

DF*CRIPTION;

DCP 9303207 installed new furniture in the Main Control Room to replace existing furniture, which was
worn. This furniture consisted of new metal desk frames and solid surface material (Earthstone) desktops.
Main Control Room Cabinets 1/2CX05J,1/2PM 14JB, and the emergency breathing air cabinets received
new desktops only. Portions of the Emergency Breathing Air System were removed to facilitate
ins 6allation of the replacement furniture. This Emergency Breathing Air System has been considered
abandoned and is no longer used. Instead, seven S.C.B.A. units (Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus) are
available in the control room along with dedicated air bottles to supply emergency breathing air. Two
additional S.C.B.A units are also provided to comply with single failure criteria as described in Regulatory
Guide 1.95. Additional reserve air supplies are maintained ons;te to provide a total of 6 hours of breathing
air for each of the seven emergency staff personnel.

The tire load in the main control room is changed due to the addition of cable insulation and fiber eptic
,

cable. Solid surface Ettthstone desktops are also added, but since the flame spread is less than 25, they do
not need ta be added to the Dre load.

In addition, the design change rerouted electrical power and communication lines from control panels to
supply local printers. Electrical wiring was field routed for the center desk and unit desks. An existing
abandoned condait in the floor was ground down to ficar level to eliminate a tripping hazard. All existing
telephones, pages, Security sound power phone systems or other communication and computer systems
were restored to their current pieces of Main Control Room fumiture unless removed by another design
change, MIS equipment replacement, or some other allowable change. The mounted Iquid release key box
and fire extinguir.her, which were mounted on the Center Desk, were relocated to the nearby former
breathing air storage cabinet on the unit I side. The abandoned radio phonejacks on the Center Desk were
removed.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased for the design
change Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) because the design changes do not affect the control
room bourdary, the control room ventilation system, or containment systems. The design change
does not have an affect on the cause of accidents in the containment such as a Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA). The equipment that responds to accidents such as a LOCA, including main
control room ventilation, will still respond as designed so that the consequences of an accident are
unchanged. Safety related equipment is not affected and the furniture is seismically restrained to
prevent impacting safety-related equipment in the main control room during a seismic event. The
design chaage does not affect the operation of safety-related equipment, or impact any equipment
important to safety. Therefore, the consequences and occurrences of a malfunction of equipment
important to safetpre unchanged.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the main control room equipment will still operate
as required. The main control room is continually manned and the negligible increase in fire load
due to addition of furniture is acceptable. S.C.B.A.s are available to provide self-contained

| breathing air to control room personnel in the event the air is unbreathable in the main control j

( room, usually in the case of smoke due to fire. All fire barrier paths will remain intact. The |
affected fumiture is installed with seismic mounting and load considerations analyzed. The !

additional fire load has been analyzed and found to be acceptable. The ventilation system for the

I

i
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n.ain control room is not affected by the design change. h. <.aojacks wece already abandoned
by another design change and are not reinstalled into the new desks.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the added fire load is within acceptable limits and the change does not affect any
parameters upon hich Technical Specifications are based.

4
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 6-057
! DCP 9500?32
l
.

DESCRIPTION: 1

1

! DCP 9500232 installed a 1-3/4" thick blank plate and several 3/4" drain lines in the Non-essential Service
Water (WS) supply and return lines to the following plant equipment;

,,

'

l

0AS32M Recycle Evaporator Condensate Return Tank Vent Condenser j
1/2BR02A Unit 1/2 Boron Thermal Regeneration System Chiller )

;

| 0WX12DA/DB/DC Radwaste Evaporator Distillate After Cc,r.,iers
0WS08DA/DB/DC Radwaste Evaporator Surface Condenser
0WX06DA/DB/DC Radwaste Evaporator licating Element Condensate
OAB08MA/MB Recycle Evaporator Sample Cooler
0WX42AA/AB/AC Radwaste Evaporator Ammonia Stripper Overheads Condenser

The purpose of the change was to isolate and drain unused portions of the WS system. Since the Radwaste
Evaporator and BTRS are not used at Byron, the WS lines are stagnant. The potential existed for
degradation of these lines and leaks. After the ' ds were installed, the unused ponions of the system
were drained and the threat ofleakage from t' s mrces was eliminated. DRP 6-057 updated the UFSAR
to reflect this informatien.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMfv. An?,

1. The probability of oceturence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the )
portion of the WS system passing through the Auxiliary Building that is filled with water was ,

significantly reduced. The portion of the system that was isolated by DCP 9500232 represents a I

majority of the stagnant lines to and from unused Radwaste Evaporators and BTRS. The blank |

plates were designed to the requirements of ANSI B31.1. Therefore, the probability of Auxiliary
Building Flood;.g was reduced. Elevation 383' of the Auxiliary Building General Access area is
evaluated for the effects of flooding on safe shutdown equipment. The flood is postulated to occur )
due to failure ofline 0WS07E-30" in calculation 3C8-1281-001. 0WS07E-30" is the return line i

that was isolated by DCP 9500232. The affected supply line passes the same volume of water as
the return line. Therefore, the consequences of a failure of either of these lines are bounded by the
existing analysis.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because DCP 9500232 does not alter the function of any ;
safety system. It does not increase the risk of failure or change the way non-safety related '

equipment would fail.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the isolation of WS supply and return lines associated with the BTRS and Radwaste
Evaporators does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

!

I.

!

I
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 6-080
~

DCP 9500311 and FDRP 17-042)

DESCRIPTION:
)

DCP 950031 I replaced the inflatable Reactor Cavity Boot Seal with a non-inflatable Reactor Cavity Seal.
The new seal requires less time to install, is less cumbersome than the old seal and does not require the use
of adhesives to attach the ends of the seal together. Because there are no adhesives, there is no curing wait
period required prior to flooding of the reactor cavity. This can help reduce the length of refueling outages.
In addition, the NES seal does not require nitrogen pressure to inflate and provide a seal, which eliminates
the seal, deflation concern of the inflatable seal. The NES seal is reusable and has a longer predicted life
than the inflatable seal. The UFSAR and FPR were updated to reflect this information.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
reactor cavity seal does not interface with or alTect the fuel handling crane, equipment, or fuel
movement. Fuel pool area ventilation and radiation control systems will function to mitigate potential
radioactive releases. The consequences of a reactor cavity seal leak during fuel movement are
unchanged compared to the consequences of the inflatable seal. The J-Bolts were analyzed for
strength and firmly attach to the reactor flange to compress the NES reactor cavity real and provide a
water seal. There is no possibility of a loss ofinflation, due to puncture or seal damage, w ith the non-
inflatable NES seal as there is with the old pressurized seal. Like the inflatable seal, the NES seal will
not fail catastrophically. Ilowever, the dropping of a heavy load on the inflatable seal could have
punctured the seal causing it to deflate along the entire length and leak while dropping the load on the
NES seal would only cause a small amount oflocalized leaking. Thus the NES seal is superior in
performance.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
safety analysis report is not created because both the old and replacement NES cavity seal provide a
seal for the reactor cavity. The replacement seal attaches securely to the reactor vessel flange with the i

use of J-bolts, and is analyzed to stay in place under normal refueling conditions and under seismic {
conditions. The NES seal is designed to make a seal utilizing downward pressure on the sealing

'

surface and has compression plates to provide an even pressure. The seal is designed so it will not fall
through the reactor cavity. The seal is composed of stainless steel parts, to prevent corrosion, and an
EPDM rubber that makes the actual seal. An NES calculation has determined the reactor cavity seal
will not experience catastrophic failure if a fuel assembly were dropped on the new seal, although !

some localized leakage could occur. If the inflatable seal had been punctured, such as by a drop of a j
heavy object on it, it could deflate and sealing could be lost around the entire seal. '

I
3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced because I

the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

|

)

I
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-007 |

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of the Draft Revision Package was to revise the UFSAR to delete Figure 5.4-4. The change
also revised any section that referenced Figure 5.4-4, to correctly reference the Residual Heat Removal
system P&lD Figure 6.3 2.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not changed. This change is a
documentation change only to remove a figure that does not reflect the actual design of the plant,

,

|

but rather is representative of a general plant design. The design of the plant is represented m ;
Figure 6.3-2.

]

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in |
the UFSAR is not created because no physical changes to the plant were made. This is a |
documentation change only.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

|
;

!
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-008
DCP 9600278

i

DESCRIPTION:
|

This change installs a floating boom at the River Screen llouse (RSil) intake structure, to deflect Rock
River sheet ice and allow the river current to carry the sheet ice downstream. The change installs sheet I
piling and rock rip-rap upstream of the intake structure, to eliminate stagnant water, increase the river j

current, and prevent debris accumulation in front of the intake. Each fall and spring, the RSil is afTected by
sheet ice floating down the Rock River. llistorically, the sheet ice accumulates at the RSil bar grills,
partially blocking the flow of water into the RSil intake bays, lowering intake bay water levels, and causing ,

the Circulating Water make-up pumps to cavitate.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY: I

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the

,

RSH Circulating Water and Essential Service Water (SX) makeup systems do not impact the j

probability of praviously analyzed accidents. Accident consequences are not increased because
installing a floating boom, sheet piling, and rock rip-rap will not adversely impact off-site dose. :

The probability of an SX Makeup rump malfunction will be reduced by decreasing the potential
for blockage of the intake by sheet ise, ensuring adequate intake bay water levels and supply of j
water to the SX Makeup Pumps. The floating boom, sheet piling and rock rip-rap will not affect |

the consequences of a malfunction of the safety-related SX Makeup Pumps. |

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the floating boom, sheet piling, and rock rip-rap
will not adversely impact RSH systems or furetions, because the installation will be outside of the |
RS11 Cat. I structure and because the impact on the structure was cvaluated and found to be i

acceptable. The effect of a seismic event on the boom, sheet piling, and rip-rap was considered
i

and determined to be incapable of blocking off the flow of river water to the Essential Service J

Water makeup pumps.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the addition of a floating Soom, sheet piling, and rock rip-rap at the River Screen 11ouse
does not affect any paranaters upon which Technical Specifications are based. I

!

1

|

1
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-016 ]
DCP 9600194/5 & FDRP 18-042 '

DESCRIPTION:

Replacement of the existing Gould batteries and their associated racks with C&D batteries and racks. The )
UFSAR was updated to reflect the new batteries. The FPR was updated to account for the increased fire
load from larger batteries.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
new batteries replace the existing batteries and there is no change in function. The new batteries
are expected to perform in the same manner as the existing batteries during the postulated
accident, since they are of a similar type and construction and are supponed in a similar two step
rack, which is qualified to the requirements of class 1E equipment. A loss of power can be caused
by conditions outside of the plant, or a failure in the AP or MP systems. None of these systems
are affected by the scope of this change. The modification is to the batteries and the insulating of
the west wall in Battery Room 112.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the replacement batteries have a higher capacity
and more design margin than the existing batteries. The installation of the wall insulation is
designed as a seismic installation, which will restrain it from falling on the batteries. The
operation of the DC system will not change other than being able to assure a terminal voltage of
105V DC a' the IP Inverter terminals upon a loss of AC power. Th increase in cross tie amps
does not affect the existing DC loads due to a higLer battery capacity. Future loads will be
monitored by ELMS-DC. Therefore, there is no possibility of creating an accident different than
those already analyzed. ,

J

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced all |
changes to the batteries are improvements in performance, and in no way hinder the batteries from !

performing as required.

|

i

|
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UFSAR Drafl Revision Packace 7-017

|

DESCRIPTION j

!
ne UFSAR was revised to change the description of the design bases statement for the Steam Generator
Blo'wdown system in Section 10.s.8.1 The change modified the second paragraph and deleted item "c" on
page 10.4-25. The change provides actual plant operations practice and reflects and conforms to actual
regulatory requirements. Specifically the change was done to reflect actual design requirements for the
steam generator blowdown system's concurrent leakage which were determined to be restrictive beyond the
General Design Criteria and the expectation of the NRC Standard Review Plan.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment 1

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the i

change is a change to the wording of the UFSAR to make t consistent with regulatory i
e

requirements and actual plant operational practice, ne enange did not involve any changes to
plant operations, equipment modifications, or safety related procedures described in the SAR. The
steam generator blowdown system is isolated under all postulated accident conditions and it is not
required for any accident mitigation.

The possibili for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in2. 9
the safety analysis report is not created because the change did not involve any change to plant
operations, equipment functions, or safety related procedures described in the SAR. The chage
did not create the possibility of an accident or malfunction because it was an update to correct
wording on the UFSAR. Concurrent leakage monitoring for the steam generator blowdown
system is not required per the general design criteria. Primary to secondary leakage monitoring is
done continuously and it is independent from any other type ofleakage monitoring.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced I
because the correction of UFSAR wording for the Steam Generator Blowdown System design
bases does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

*
,

.

,l

!

i
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-024
DCP 9600046/47

DESCRIPTION

The modification replaced the existing Diesel Generator starting air dryers with newer models and an
associated high temperature alarm, and added a particulate /cc,alescing filter to each dryer to remove oil and
contaminates from the air stream. The UFSAR Revision was made to update the applicable sections of the
UFSAR.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY

1. The probability of an occurrence, or the consequences of an accident, or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR, is not increased because the air start system
does not affect any initiators to accidents or malfunctions, and the change serves to increase the
reliability of the Diesel Generators by improving the quality of starting air.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a difTerent type than any previously evaluated in the
UFSAR is not created because the new air dryers are very similar to the old air dryers, with improved
monitoring. The function and parameters of the starting air system do not change.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced because the
change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-026
DCP 9600277

DESCRIPTION:

This change installs a Circulating Water (CW) blowdown warming line to the River Screen llouse (RSH).
The warming line taps off the CW blowdown line and is routed underground to the RSil. A header pipe
with nozzles is installed in front of the RSil bar grills, to mix warm blowdown water with incoming Rock
River water. During the winter, when the river is not ice covered, conditions are conducive for the
formation of frazil ice. Frazil ice has the potential of restricting water flow into the RSil. If RSH intake
bay water levels drop low enough, the CW makeup pumps can cavitate. Losing the CW make-up pumps
causes cooling tower fiume levels to drop, and eventually results in a plant shutdown. In the unlikely event
the bar grills freeze solid with frazil ice, the Essential Service Water (SX) make-up to the plant would be
cut off. DRP 7-026 updated the UFSAR to reflect this information.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment |
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the |

RSil CW makeup and blowdown system and the SX makeup system does not impact the
probability of previously analyzed accidents. Accident consequences are not increased because
installing a warming line to the RSH intake will not impact off-site dose. The probability of an
SX Makeup Pump malfunction will be reduced by decreasing the potential for frazil ice formation. I
Preventing frazzle ice formation helps ensure adequate intake bay water levels and the supply of
water to the SX Makeup Pumps. The CW blowdown warming line to the RSH will not affect the |
consequences af a malfunction of the safety-related SX Makeup Pumps. I

i

1

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the warming line will not adversely impact RSH
systems or functions because the line is outside of the RSH Cat. I structure, and because the
impact on the structure is evaluated and acceptable. The warming line is routed along the river
bottom, where it can not freeze or restrict the flow of water into the RSH. In addition, operation of
the warming line is administratively controlled to prevent radwaste releases from being entrained
with CW and SX system makeup.

l

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the addition of a warming line to the River Screen House does not affect any parameters
upon which Technical Specifications are based.

I

|
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packane 7-030
DCP 9600375

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of this UFSAR Revision was to document the removal of the existing cables, control switches,
and indicating lights associated with Train B of the Control and Auxiliary Electrical Equipment Room
(VC)IIVAC from the Remote Shutdown Panel, and relocate them to a new panel in a different Fire Zone.
This DCP was done to prevent the loss of both trains of VC HVAC, in the event of a fire in the area of the
Remote Shutdown Panel.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased since this change was
made to ensure the reliability of the VC system, and is available at all times to mitigate the
consequences of an accident. The VC system is not an initiator of accidents or malfunctions,
therefore the probability of occurrence remains unchanged.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created since no functional changes were made to the VC llVAC system control
logic, and control interlocks with other plant systems did not change. Issues related to seismic
qualification of new and existing components, fire, flooding, and interactions with other SSCs
have been considered and addressed as required.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

!

|

1
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packanes 7-038 and 7-064
DCPs 9202464. 9202465. 9600373. 9600374. 9700076 and 9700079

|

DESCRIPTION:

|
The purpose of these UFSAR Revisions was to update the UFSAR with descriptions of the technical
changes associated with recent modificatiens to the Control System of the Byron /Braidwood Refueling !

Machines, and the Byron Fuel Transfer System. The DCPs install a new Control System for the Refueling {
Machine, and upgrades the Fuel Transfer Drive System from a chain drive to a winch drive system with a '

variable speed DC drive motor, and were previously reported.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the
modification to the Control System will increase the reliability of the Refueling Machine by
replacing an aging, prone-to-failure control system with an upgraded control system. Replacement
of the chain drive system in the Fuel Transfer Drive system will allow for smoother and more
reliable motor operation. The consequences are not changed because the Refueling Machine and
Fuel Transfer Drive System are not used to mitigate the consequences of a Fuel Handling ,

Accident. |

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created because the functions of the Refueling Machine have not changed.
Only the control system for the Refueling Machine has been affected by upgrading to state-of-the-
art control technology. No new failure modes are created by these changes. Structural failure I
modes are not altered. Control Systems will fail as-is. The machine is designed to allow '

manipulation of a fuel assembly to a safe condition using manual controls. Since the change to the
Fuel Transfer Drive System utilizes the existing fuel transfer cart and fuel containment devices.
failures that would cause fuel assembly damage remain unchanged.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

|

|
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-042

DESCRIPTION:

DRP 7-042 corrects discrepancies found in the UFSAR during activities related to a design control self
assessment for the Residual liest Removal System. Changes include:
1. Change the Residual lleat Removal (Rii) heat exchanger (llX) design heat capacity to 28.79 x 106

BTU /hr as listed in the vendors data sheet.
2. Change the Net Pump Suction 11ead (NPSil) required for the Ril pump at 3000 gpm to 12 ft. as !

shown in vendor pump curves. I

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
impodant to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because there |
is no change to plant equipment or how systems operate. There is no change to the RCS or the i

reactor core. The change corrects values listed in the UFSAR to the actual values. Therefore, the |

probability of an accident does not change. The Rii heat exchanger is an important component
used during the emergency operation of the Rii system to remove heat from the RCS. The .

capacity va:ue stated in Table 5.4-8 is a reference value that is based on specific operating I

conditions, however operating conditions change with time. The important parameter for the heat
exchanger is the UA value. The UA value is used to determine the actual heat exchanger capacity
for the specified process parameters. The value for UA as stated in this table does not change.
Therefore, the change to the stated capacity has no affect on the capability of the Ril heat |
exchanger to mitigate any accidents. |
The rev; sed UFSAR value for required NPS11 is a correction to the UFSAR and not a change to l

the pump. The operation of the pump does not change. The NPSli available is greater than j
required and therefore does not affect the ability of the pump to operate. Therefore, the Ril pump
will continue to perform the design functions that mitigate the consequences of an accident. There
is no change from the analyzed conditions as to how the Rif system or any other system operates
or responds to an accident. Therefore the consequences do not increase.

2. The possibility for an accident or malf ,ction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the change corrects the values stated in the

;

UFSAR to the analyzed conditions. No changes are made to the system or components. They will j
continue to perform their safety-related function as designed. No new failure modes are created.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the changes do not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.
The Tech Specs contain flow requirements for these pumps, but this is not affected by the changes.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packaee 7-051
DCPs 9600417. 9600418. and 9600325

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of the UFSAR Revision was to document the evaluation and full qualification of equipment
submerged as determined by revisions to the Byron and Braidwood Containment Flooding Analysis and to
establish a revised post-LOCA flood level. This reanalysis was done in support of the Steam Generator
Replacement Project. The DCPs involved with this change were to inspect and repair the caulk and gaskets
on the RCFCs, to preclude loop seal formation in the RCFC discharge tunnel, and to install an access hole
into the incore thermocouple tunnel so that the tunnel volume could be credited in the flooding analysis.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased since the flooding event
is result of a LOCA, and not an initiator. Additionally, the equipment that is required to safely

. shut down reactor and mitigate the consequences of a LOCA will continue to perform its intended
function without degradation in performance. The potential for erroneous indications pas
evaluated and detennined to have no adverse impact on the mitigation and recovery of tre LOCA
flooding event.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created because the equipment affected by the revised (increased) flood level
and not qualified for submergence, is either not required to perform a sa hty function following a
LOCA flooding event, the equipment will have performed its safety ft action prior to
submergence, or alternate indication is available to perform the intended function.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reiluced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

I
i

..
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-053
DCPs 9700184. 9600ll5. 9700185

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this UFSAR revision was to revise the description of the regeneration of the Instrument Air
Dryers. The Instrument Air Dryers were replaced under the subject DCPs.

' SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY l

1. The probabihty of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because instrument air
dryers do not affect any initiating conditions for accidents evaluated in the UFSAR, nor are they-
used to mitigate the consequences of accidents or malfunctions. - The new dryers will improve the
operation of equipment important to safety.

2. . The possibility of an accident or malfunction or a different type than previously evaluated in the
UFSAR is not created since the new dryers are functionally equivalent to the old dryers. There is
no adverse affect on other systems or functions

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced
because the test does not affect any of the parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based.

F
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-055
DCP 9700450

I

DESCRIPTION:
i

I
DCP 9400450 replaces the containment ventilation charcoal filter high efficiency particular air (HEPA)

'

filters with sepratoriess filters, and clarifies that the containment ventilation charcoal filter units were not
designed to operate after a loss of coolant accident. The UFSAR has been updated to reflect the

,

replacement IIEPA filter and clarify that the HEPA filters are not required to operate afler a loss of coolant !
accident. i

|
|

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The prcbability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increesed because the I

containment ventilation charcoal filter unit is not required to function after an accident and the
seismic integrity of the unit is maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in I
the safety analysis report is not created because this design change does not adversely impact

'

UFSAR accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). The replacement of the ;

HEPA filters and the clarification of the UFSAR does not introduce any adverse interactions '

between any SSCs.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced j
because O replacement of the HEPA filters and the clarification of the UFSAR does not affect i

any parameters upon which Tcchnical Specifications are based. j

J

!
i

1
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|
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UFSA R Draft Revision Packace 7-056 1
'Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 18-050

DCPs 9500394. 9500389. 9500390
i

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of DCP 9500394 was to replace the Unit 1 Steam Generators (SG) during the BIR08 outage.
in conjunction with the required changes to piping systems, galleries, and component supports. This safety
evaluation also addressed construction activities needed to perform the SG replacement such as SG rigging
both inside and outside containtnent, installation and use ofinside containment auxiliary cranes, a
temporary material handling system, temporary structures for both rigging and laydown, and laser
templating target nests. This DCP also reduced the number of snubbers required per Steam Generator,
reducing the fire loading in containment due to hydraulic oil, which required a revision to the Fire
Protection Report via FDRP 18-050.
The purpose of DCP 9500389 was to create a temporary construction opening of approximately 20 feet
wide by 22 feet high in the Unit 1 Containment for the steam generator removal and replacement. Removal
activities included detensioning and removal of selected tendons; removal of concrete, reinforcing steel,
and tendon ducts; and liner plate removal. Restoration activities includud reinstalling the removed sectien
of the liner plate, installing replacement reinforcing steel and tendon ducts, replacing the containment
opening concrete, reinstalling removed tendons, and retensioning tendons afTected by the containment
opening. 'Ihis safety evaluation included the construction activities associated with creating and restoring
the opening.
The purpose of DCP 9500390 was to construct the Old Steam Generator Storage Facility (OSGSF) to hold
the four original Byron Unit 1 Steam Generators that were replaced as part of the Steam Generator

{Replacement Project. The OSGSF is located in the owner-controlled area outside the protected area, and
was constructed of reinforced concrete walls with a reinforced concrete roofsupported by steel beams. The
concrete walls and roof provide radiation shielding and also provide an environmental barrier. The OSGSF ;

is normally unoccupied by personnel access is available through a vestibule with a locked door, i
Draft Revision Package 7-056 revised the appropriate sections of the UFSAR to reDect the new information j
as a result of these design changes. ;

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
3

important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because: i

a. All Steam Generator Replacement modifications and the construction activities used to install
the modifications, were evaluated for UFSAR loads and accidents, and were found to be
within the current limits described in the UFSAR.

b. The required safety related function of the containment during and after the containment
opening modification is maintained. The containment opening will have no adverse impact
on the operation or function of any safety related SSC's during the time when these SSC's are
required to perform a safety related function. I

c. The OSGSF is constructed outside the protected area and has no interactions with plant
equipment. The consequences of an OSGSF failure were evaluated and were determined to
be a small fraction of 10CFR100 guidelines.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created because: ,

a. Modifications were designed, and construction activities were developed and scheduled, such I

that there are no nev i different events created as a result of the modifications and
construction.

i
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b. The plant will be in cold shutdown with the primary coolant system depressurized before
tendons are detensioned. All fuel will be removed from Unit I and stored in the Spent Fuel
Pool and all shared safety related systems will be isolated from the Unit 1 Containment prior
to removing containment concrete, rebar, and the liner plate.

c. The OSGSF is constructed outside of the protected area. Release potential has been evaluated
and found acceptable.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because:

The function of safety related structures, systems and equipment were evaluated against thea.

parameters upon which the Technical Specifications are based and it was determined there is i

no reduction in the margin ofsafety,
b. The containment opening construction and restoration activities have been evaluated to ensure

,

the required functions of containment are maintained. '

c. The OSGSF does not affect any parameters upon which the Technical Specifications are
based. |

|
!

|
|

I
|

1
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packaces 7-070 and 6-091
(DCP 4600179)

DESCRIPTION:

Containment isolation check valve 1PR002G for the Unit i equipment hatch personnel air lock
containmer t sampler would not fully isolate, as required, to provide dual containment isolation with
manual isolation valve IPR 002E. DCP 9600179 welded an end cap to line IPR 23B-2, which is attached to
the end of valve 1PR002G, to provide a second containment isolation in place of the check valve. The cap
and associated piping to the valve were installed to meet class IB (ASME Section 111, class 2) requirements.
DRPs 7-070 and 6-091 updated the UFSAR to reflect these changes.

S AFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
containment penetration does not have an impact on any systems which could cause an accident
and the new pipe endcap provides a containment isolation seal which is superior to the check valve
(IPR 002G) it is attached to and whose function it replaces.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previoasly in
the safety analysis report is not created because the existing manual isolation vr.ive, IPR 002E,
along with the endcap provide dual isolation for the containment / airlock per.etration. The endcap
and associated piping meet class IB requirements and provide superior isoladon properties to
check valve IPR 002G, which had been determined to be leaking by.

,

|

| 3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification. is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

!

l

i

,

!
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UFSAR Draf) Revision Packace 7-072

DESCRIPTION:

DRP 7-072 describes the changes to the UFSAR with respect to the CVCS system Positive Displacement
]Pump (PDP). The changes (Sections 3.11.10 and Table 5.4-18) reflect the possibility of the PDP left Out-

of-Service and administratively isolated for extended periods. Also, a discussion was added to 9.3.4 of the
UFSAR that it is understood that the pump can be administratively isolated mechanically and electrically
for extended periods of time. It will state the Centrifugal Charging Pumps are the preferred means of
providing normal RCS charging, and removes words that mention starting the PDP in the event that valve
CV121 were to fait closed.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the PDP
is not relied upon to perform any safety functions. Maintaining the PDP OOS and isolated does not
impact the ability of the ECCS portion of the CVCS to mitigate the consequences of an accident. No
boundary to radioactive release is adversely impacted. The consequences are not increased. The
probability of a piping failure, which could result in internal flooding, will not be increased by
continuously operating the CCP and having the PDP OOS.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
safey analysis report is not created because the same failure modes for the CCP exist whether it is run
continuously ofleft idle. The increased run time may increase wear on pump components. But pomp
performance and operation is not expected to be adversely affected as Engineering has previously
contacted the pump a seal manufactures (Westinghouse and Dresser) and confirmed that the CCP was
originally designed for continuous operation (reference Engineering Letter CHRON# 302104). In
addition, the pump will continue to be tested on a quarterly basis as required by ASME Section XI, to ;

monitor perfonnance characteristics for degradation. Routine preventative maintenance will also, I
continue to be performed. The reliability of the CCP to perform its ECCS fun.ction (auto-start to !
provide water to the Reactor core)is actually improved as the pump will be continuously operating. j

No new failure modes are introduced. This design change does not adversely impact UFSAR accident-
related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). The system does not introduce any adverse j

interactions between any SSCs. I

3. The urgin of safety, as defined in the basis for any T .ical Specification, is not reduced because
the PDP does not affect any parameters upon whi ' ..mical Specifications are based. One
centrifugal charging pump will continue to ope- ; during normal plant operations.

-
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-073

DESCRIPTION:

DRP 7-073 revised the SAR documents to reflect the Steam Generator Blowdown Prefilter housings
contained no filter media and that, although they are listed as " abandoned in place", the housings are still
used as a flowpath/ pressure boundary.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY

1. The probability or consequences of an accident or a malfimetion of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this change only
involved the proper description of the equipment. The actual design change was perfonned under
another modification and subsequent safety evaluation.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this change did not affect the actual system design
nor used.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any technical specification, is not reduced because
the description of the equipment, not the equipment itself, does not affect any parameters upon
which technical specifications are based.

.

1

1
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UFSAR Draft Revision Package 7-077
DCP 9600399/400

DESCRIPTION:

DCPs 9600399/400 installed a bypass vent line around the Ril side of the 1(2)SI8812 A/B gate valve disk. ;

.The S18812 valves isolate the RH system from the RWST. They are normally open valves so that RWST
water is available in the event of a safety injection. As a result of the review conducted in accordance with
NRC Generic Lener 95-07, Pressure Locking and Thermal Binding of Safety Related Gate Valves, the
1(2)S18812A/B valves were determined to be susceptible to thermally induced pressure locking. The design
of the SI8812 valves is a single disk with a double seating surface. The center area of the disk is in
communication with the valve bonnet volume. The vent / bypass line will allow pressure from the bonnet to
escape to the RH suction side of the valve. A secondary issue addressed as part of these DCPs, was to
revise Table 6.1-1 of the UFSAR via DRP 7-077 to reflect information on the material used for ball valves
in the bypass line.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:
.. |

1. The probability ofoccurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safeiy previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the new
lines are not part of the Reactor Coolant System pressure boundary. The probability of a small leak of l

reactor coolant outside containment is not increased since the new valves and lines are qualified for
this application and are no more likely to have pressure boundary leakage than existing components in |

the ECCS. ECCS systems will continue to function as designed. The bypass lines will not reduce the I

flow of water from the RWST to the RCS Impact of a small leak past the closed 1(2)S18812A/B ;

valves during transfer to the recirculation phase of the LOCA is bounded by the previously analyzed j
single failure which postulated that one of the _S18812 valves failed to close on demand. Leakage ;

through the vent valve stem seal during recirculation in excess of UFSAR Table 15.6-13 limits is
prevented by use of a valve model with the required pressure rating at the design temperature, proper
material properties and acceptable leak testing performed by the manufacturer. Therefore, the amount
of radioactivity released to the environment will not be increased and there will be no increase in
consequences. ;

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
safety analysis report is not created because no new failure modes were created when the bypass lines
were installed. For accident conditions, a failure of one S18812 valve to close has previously been
assumed in the UFSAR. This single failure bounds any leakage that may occur through the bypass line
during the recirculation phase of a LOCA. During shutdown cooling, leakage past a _S18812 valve
would create the same conditions as leakage through the vent / bypass line. The bypass line does not ;

create an interface with any other system and does not create an external leak path since it ties back
into the same header line. The vent / bypass line is designed to the same requirements as the header
line. The valve material is acceptable for the application.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced because
the installation of bypass vent lines on the S18812 valves does not affect any parameters upon which
Technical Specifications are based.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Package 7-078
DCPs 9500346/347/348/349

DESCRIPTION

This change modified the Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Strainers from a 4 element type to a 2 element type,
due to problems with leakage in the 4 element design. The UFSAR change package updated the UFSAR to
reflect this new design.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY

1. The arobability of an occurrence, or the consequences of an accident, or a malfunction of equipment
imp >rtant to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR, is not increased because the newly
designed fuel oil filters and strainers are more reliable and less likely to leak than the existing
components, with no change in function.

1. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in the
UFSAR is not created because the new filter / strainer design is more reliable than the old, there is no
change in function, and no seismic concerns exist with the installation of the new filter / strainer
assembly.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced because the
change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

i

|

l

|
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-082
DCP 9700294

,

DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9700294 separated the well water (WW) make-up lines from the Essential Service (SX) make-up
lines, which flow into the Essential Service Water Tower basins. The well water line is rerouted to flow
directly through the SX valve chamber wall into the SX basin instead ofjoining the SX make-up piping
inside the chamber and flowing into the SX basin. The piping tee where the WW joined the SX system is

,

replaced with a straight piece of safety related pipe, so that the SX make-up water from the river screen
house, as well as the water from the Circulating Water system, is still able to flow directly to the SX tower
basin. Safety related check valvus OSX127A and OSX127B, that provided isolation between the SX and
WW systems are removed. These valves were then installed in the WW system discharge to the SX basin
to prevent possible SX water flow from the basin into the well water aquifer, in the event the SX basin were
filled above the 100% level and above the WW make-up line discharge outlet. Annubar measurement taps
were added to each of the two well water make-up lines in order to measure flow in the well water lines
(replacing an existing ultrasonic flow-measuring device). The UFSAR was updated to reflect this
information.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the |

design change only affects the way water is sent to the SX towers to fill the basins. The make-up
water will continue to be supplied to the SX tower basins during an accident using either the SX
make-up pumps or the well water system. The operation of the SX tower as an ultimate heat sink
is, therefore, not affected and there is no increase in the possibility of a Loss of Coolant Accident.
The well water piping is seismically qualified, and is protected from or evaluated for contact with

^ tornado missiles. The loss of the safety related SX make-up system and non-safety related well
water system would have the same consequences on plant safety as before the design change pipep
separation.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the deep well pumps and SX make-up pumps will
continue to supply water, as needed, to the SX tower basins. The systems are seismically
qualified, and evaluated for the impact of tornadoes and freezing weather. Trash racks exist in the
SX basin to screen large debris that could be ejected by the piping systems. The well water
system is located sufficiently above the river so that flooding is not a concern.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.
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UFSAR Dran Revision Package 7-086

DESCRIPTION:

DRP 7-086 revised the UFSAR to reflect information and analysis submitted to the NRC for revisions of
the Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS) Technical Specification, License Amendment No. 95. The UllS design
analysis was revised to evaluate a number of issues. These issues included:

1. Increased post-accident heat load due to steam generator replacement
2. Reduced usable Essential Service Water (SX) basin water volume due to observed silting on the

bottom of the basins and the anti-vortex duct con 0guration
3. Revised Essential Service Water Cooling Tower (SXCT) blowdown flow rate and blowdown

i
isoletion time 1

4. Identification that a potentially more limiting two unit trip makeup scenario needed to be
evaluated

i

5. New temperature scenario assuming only one SXCT fan initially out-of-service {
6. The SX makeup flow rate from the river to the cooling towers

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
proposed changes document the minimum conditions necessary for the f JHS ta perform its design
functions. Engineering calculations demonstrated that the SX pump discharge temperature limit of
100 F was preserved with the new steam generator heat load and the new number of fans
running /SX pump discharge temperature limits. Design calculations demonstrated that with the

,

new minimum basin water levels and higher blowdown rate, there was sufficient volume ,f water !
in the UHS basins to maintain a supply of cooling water to safety related equipment and for use as |
a backup Auxiliary Feedwater (AF) supply source. The UllS temperature analysis and makeup
analysis evaluated a variety of single active failures. In all cases the UHS and SX systems were
capable of performing their design function. The proposed UFSAR changes did not adversely
affect the operation of the UHS, SX makeup system, SX blowdown, or SX strainer backwash. !

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the UFSAR changes were within the design
capabilities of the UHS, and describe the conditions and assumptions required for the UHS to |

perform its design function in the event of an accident or transient. TS change did not result in the
operation of the UHS in a different manner such that the possibility C a new or different kind of
accident or malfunction was created.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in che basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the UFSAR changes reflect new and revised design analysis which ensure that the margin
of safety was not reduced. The design analysis show that for the most limiting accident or transient
scenarios that the SX supply temperature remains below the !%3 F UHS temperature limit. The
makeup design analysis shows that for the most limiting accident or transient scenario that
adequate initial inventory and makeup is available to prr vide a 30-day cooling water supply to
safety related equipment.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-088

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this UFSAR revision was to change the description in the UFSAR to indicate that the Boron
Concentration Monitoring System (BCMS) is no longer used. This was done because the system was
inaccurate and is dinicult to maintain. Taking manual boron samples accomplishes the same function, and
is much more accurate.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the BCMS is
not the initiator of any accident analyzed in the UFSAR, nor is it used to mitigate the
consequences of any accident. The BCMS has been taken Out of Service, effectively isolating it
from any equipment important to safety. Isolating :he BCMS does not degrade the performance of
the charging system.

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction or a different type than previously evaluated in the
UFSAR is not created since the BCMS is isolated from equipment important to safety. No

1

physical changes were made to the plant other than the isolation of the system. Taking manual |
samples satisfactorily performs the function of the BCMS.

'

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced
1

because the change does not affect any of the parameters upon which Technical Specifications are |
based. !

'

l

|

|

|
.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-091
DCP 9500413/9500414

DESCRIPTION:

This design change eliminates the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) pneumatic and electrical vibration
trip functions. This includes removing the acceleration sensing valve capping the appropriate pneumatics

lines and disconnecting the trip and annunciator alarm contacts. The Cooper-Bessemer Owners Group
(CBOG) identified this vibration switch as an ineffective and unreliab' device which causes spurious EDG
trips throughout the industry including Byron. This device does not function to prevent or mitigate failures,
is difficult to calibrate, has a negative impact on EDG service life and removal will improve EDG ;

availability while causing no additional safety risk.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident, or malfunction of equ:pment
irgortant to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because there are no
accidents associated with this change. The ability for the EDG to perform its' safety function has
not changed. The EDG is only required in the emergency mode and the vibration trip function is
always disabled in this mode. The probability of a malfunction has not increased. The design
change does not afTect the design basis function of the EDG. Decreasing the number of
components will inherently decrease equipment malfunction important to safety.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in 1

the UFSAR is not created because this design change doe > not adversely impact UFSAR accident
related systems, structures and components and there are no accidents associated with this change.
The EDG is only required in the emergency mode and the vibration trip function is always i
disabled in this mode therefore there is no possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different
type than any previously evaluated in the UFSAR.

3. The margin of safety, as def~med in the basis for any Technical Specifications, is not reduced
because removing the vibration trip does not affect any perimeters upon which Technical
Specifications are based on.

|

|

!
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UFSAR Draft Revision Pack ne 7-092

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of the Draft Revision Package was to reconcile the differences between the UFSAR and the
post-accident hydrogen calculation,3C8-1280-001. Revision 23.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the document
changes are based on current, verified data, and demonstrate that the combustible gas control
system prevents the concentration of hydrogen from exceeding the lower flammability liuit of
4.0% by volume.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created. Revisions to design inputs to the combustible gas control analysis did
not result in any physical changes to the plant or any impact on equipm:nt relied on to mitigate the
effects of any accident.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technicai Specification, is not reduced
because the analysis demonstrates that the acceptance limit for the hydrogen concentration is not
exceeded.

,

!
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-095

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of the UFSAR Revision was to verify compliance with General Design criterion 19 of
Appendix A,10CFR50, which gives direction with respect to control room personnel protection from
radiation under accident conditions.

SAFETY EVALU ATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
- important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because this
clarification for determining control room personnel habitabihty merely gives a more detailed
explanation of the calcula; ion to determine control room worker exposure, assuming an accident
has already occurred and that the control room ventilation system is working as expected.

2. The possibility for an accident ce gialfdr.ction of a different type than any previously evaluated in

'

the UFSAR is not created because this clarification for determining control room personnel j,,

habitability merely gives a more detailed explanation of the calculation to determine control room .I
!. worker exposure, assuming an accident has already occurred and that the control room ventilation

system is working as expected. No plant systems were altered as a result of this change.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced i

because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

:
i
1
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UFSAR Draft Revision packace 7-102
DCP 9600378/379

DESCRIPTION:

DCPs 9600378/379 installed a 3/'6" hole in the upstream side af the 1(2)Ril8716A double di k gate valve
disk. (The up ream side will be considered as the disk closest to the "A" Rif Pump discharge.; As a result
of the review conducted in aucordance with NRC Generic Letter 95-07, Pressure Locking and Thermal
Binding of Safety Related Gate Valves, the 1(2)Rii8716A valves were determined to be susceptible to
thennally induced pressure locking. The small hc'e in ihe upstream disk will provide a vent path and not
allow this pressure to increase and bind the valve. Note that the RH8716B valves were determined not to
be atTected due to their location in the system. DRP 7-102 updcted the UFSAR to reflect this information.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
small tale in the disk does not affect the RCS pressure boundary. The valve is normally open.
Thererore, the probability of a loss of coolant accident is not increased. The Ril system is
considered a closed system outside containment. The hole drilled in the valve disk does not affect
the pressure boundary of the RH system. During ECCS operation, the Ril8716A valve is only
required to seal on the downstream side of the valve (forward flow direction) based on the
emergency operating procedures and valve alignments. Therefore, with the hole drilled on the
upstream side (RH pump side) of the disk, valve operation is not affected and it will continue to
provide train separation. Equipment required to mitigate the consequences of the accident will
function as intended and there will be no increase in radiation released.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a ditTerent type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the function of the 1(2)Ril8716A valve is not
changed and the ability of the Ril system to mitigate the consequences of an accident is not
affected.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the installation of a hole in the upstream disk of the 1(2)RII8716A valves does not affect
any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

|
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packane 7-104
DCP 9600120

DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9600120 added a permanent local pressure indicator ofTthe upper level instrument tap for each, of
two, safety related Recycle lloidup Tank (liUT). The pressure gauge installed is a compound gauge to
provide both pressure and vacuum readings. This is intended to prevent both over pressurization and the
drawing of a vacuum in the liUTs. The design change included three isolation valves, for each 11UT, to
allow for maintenance and calibration of each pressure gauge. The gauges were installed to provide
pressure readings for each liUT during certain activities when the gas inlet valve is isolated to the llUT and
the pressure can no longer be read at the radwaste panel. DRP 7-104 updated the UFSAR to reflect this
infon>;.ation. -

1

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:
,

:
1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment j

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the i
local pressure gauge will provide pressure information only and does not perform and automatic {
fmetion, the tank pressure relief valve will still open prior to reaching the designed 15 psig to ;

prevent tank over pressurization, and accidents already assumes 100% release of the tank liquid !

volume (for a tank rupture).

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because pressure relief valves remain in place to prevent

i
'

possible over pressurization of the Recycle lioldup Tanks. The added pressure gauges only
provide local indication of the liUTs and do not perform any automatic actions. The new piping, j

valves and gauges are seismically supported. |

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

!

|
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-105
DCP 9700303

| DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9700303, Byron Technical Evaluation 97-132, replaces the pressurizer power operated relief valve
(PORV) block valve 17-4 precipitation hardened stem with XM 19 material in order to reduce the
probability of brittle fra re of the stem at temperatures at or above 600 degrees F. This is consistent with
Westingb e recomuendations, which have been generated as a result ofindustry experience. The
UFSAR was updated to reflect this new information.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY:

1, The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
PORV block valve will continue to peiform it's intended safety function during all accident
scenarios.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluate previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this design change does not adversely impact
UFSAR accident-related systems, structures. and components (SSCs). The replacement stem
material does not introduce any adverse interactions between any SSCs. The replacement stem
material meets the requirements of the PORV block valve application.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the replacement of the PORV block valve stem does not affect any parameters upon
which Technical Specifications are based.

I
i

|
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-107

DESCRIPTION:

The UFSAR was revised to correct Figure 5.1-2 in order to reflect the "As-Built" configuration of the
system and the plant. The change specifically corrected the Figure to accurately illustrate the pressurizer
surge and spray piping connections to the Reactor Coolant System. 'Ihe change also corrected the Figure to
illustrate the deletion of the RTD bypass piping which had previously been approved in Design Change
DCP # 8602952.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
change was an update to a UFSAR Figure that made it consistent with plant As-Built
configuration. The change did not involve any changes to a SCC or a safety-related procedure
described in the SAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the change was an update to a Figure contained in
the UFSAR to reflect As-Built configuration. The change did not involve any modification to an
SCC.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change was an update to a Figure contained in the UFSAR and did not involve the
modification of an SCC and it did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications
are based.

;
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-109
DCP 960041 I /19800264 - 267

1

1

DESCRIPTION: )
I

Upgra.le of the CRDM & DRPI cables and connectors at the reactor head and connection plate. The !

UFSAR was updated to reflect this information.

SAFETY EVAI UATION SUMM ARY:
.

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
DRPI and CRDM oble sys' ems are Non-Safety Related and the failure mode is to fully insert the l

control rods into the reactor. The cable connectors will be easier to makeup and are less likely to
bend the pins. This will provide a more reliable connection. The consequences of a malfunction
do not change as a result of replacing the connectors and cables. The change provides a more
reliable connection. The DRPI and CRDM systems are not required to operate during an accident.
There are no new consequences created.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis repon is not created because the DRPI and CRDM systems are Non-Safety
Related and are not required to operate during an accident. The connectors will be of a more
reliable type and teere is no possibility of creating an accident difTerent than those already
analyzed.

q
i

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced I
because the DRPI and CRDM are not required to operate during an accident. The accident
response of the CRDM is to fully insert the control rods. Cable and connector replacement doea
not affect this. I

I

I
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UFSAR Draft Revision Papkane 7-110

DESCRIPTION:

DRP 7 110 revises UFS AR to reDect individual EPN's for each half (upper and lower) of the Emergency
Diesel Generator (EDG) jacket water coolers. Originally the EDG jacket water coolers used only 1 EPN for
2 vessels. Individual EPN's will provide a more accurate management of maintenance history records.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
; important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the

EDG jacket water coolers are not being affected by this documentation only change. The re-
assignment of the EDG jacket water coolers does not affect the operating characteristics of any
equipment.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type any evaluated previously in the
safety analysis report is not created because this DRP does not adversely impact UFSAR
accident-related systems, structures. and components (SSCs).

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the re-assignment of the EDG jacket water coolers does not affect any operating
characteristics which Technical Specifications are based.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-l12
DCP 9600308

DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9600308 allowed generic replacement of several grades of carbon steel piping and fittings with
corresponding types of chrome-moly steel. These substitutions were limited to non-safety related systems
governed by specific Piping Design Tables. Chrome-moly steel has erosion / corrosion (E/C) resistance
superior to Carbon steel. The UFSAR was updated via DRP 7-112.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
imponant to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report was not increased because the
properties of the substitute material are the same or better the carbon steel These properties
include material allowable stress and coeflicient of thermal expansion. Therefore, stresses in the
pipe will not increase and the material's ability to withstand the stress is not reduced. The
probability of a failure due to wall thinning is reduced due to the greater resistance to
erosion / corrosion exhibited by the chrome-moly material. The material substitution will not
increase the consequences of a stea:n line break since there is no impact on the location of any
pipe lines and the process parameters are not changed. Any piping failure is bounded by the
existing UFSAR accident analysis.

2.. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a difTerent type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the substitute materials have the same allowable
stresses as the corresponding carbon steel material cuiTently installed. The coefficients of thermal
expansion are also the same, therefore, stresses due to pipe therraal expansion will not increase.
The probability of a failure due to wall thinning is reduced due to the greatat resistance to E/C
exhibited by the chrome-moly material. The location of postulated high energy line breaks are
selected at terminal ends and at each fitting, welded attachment or valve, or at locations where the )
sum of Equation 9 and Equation 10 stresses (Refer to ASME Section 111 Subsection NC/ND-3652)
exceed .S(1.2Sh + SA). Since the material allowable stresses are the same or better, there will be
no additional postulated line break locations.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

i
!
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!
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-113

DESCRIPTION:

DRP 7-113 revised the UFSAR to allow use of the Containment Spray (CS) system to transfer water from
the refueling cavity to the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) while in a shutdown coi, 'ition, and to
utilize a CS pump to recirculate the contents of the RWST prior to Chemistry sampling.

.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
CS system canaot initiate any of the accidents described in the UFSAR. Also, the same
precautions and controls used when transferring water between the Refueling Cavity and the
RWST using the Residual ficat Removal (RH) system will be in place when using the CS system
to perform the evolution.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the CS system is no.t psed in a manner inconsistent
with it's design. The system configuration allows it to take suction from the RH system via the
suction line from the Sump & liot Legs and includes a recirculation line, normally used for
testing, that discharges to the RWST. The CS system will continue to be operated within it's
normal capabilities when used in this manner. The alignments required to operate in this fashion
will be directed by approved operating procedures. The amount of time that the system will be
operated in this fashion is small. Transferring water between the Refueling Cavity and the RWST
only occurs during shutdown conditions.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because theses changes do not affect any parameters upon uhich Technical Specifications are
based. Applicable LCO's regarding operability of the CS system will be followed when the
system is used for transferring water from the Refueling Cavity to the RWST, or when mixing the
RWST.

|
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-119

DESCRIPTION:

The UFSAR was revised to change infonnation in Section 9.2.1.2.3 (Page 9.2-4) that was identified to have
the potential to be misleading. It was revised to prevent from being inadvertently misused in other safety
related activities that refer plant personael to this section of the UFSAR. The information as originally
stated infe:Ted that the "in place" strength of concrete of the Turbine Building basemat was determined to
be in excess of the design strength by a minimum of 28%. A review of the original A&E design basis
calculations was performed and no evidence was found where 28% excess was used as the design basis.
Furthermore, a review of NUREG 1.70 was conducted and determined that this level of detail and nature of
information is not required to be contained in this specific section of the UFSAR. There are other sections
of the UFSAR that specifically designated for the purpose of stating and documenting the design strength
requirements for concrete in accordance with the applicable codes. )

|

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

|
1. The probability of occurrence or th consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment j

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
change was a correction to information in the UFSAR regarding concrete strengths that was found
to have the potential to mislead readers and it is not related to any occurrence of an accident or a
malfunction of equipment important to safety.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in ,

the safety analysis report is not created because the change was a correction to the wording as |
contained in the UFSAR regarding concrete strengths in the Turbine Building. The correction to |
the wording does not have the potential f < creatir., an accident or malfunction of a different type i

than previously analyzed. |

The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the correction of this wording to the UFSAR does not affect any parameters upon which
Technical Specifications are based.

!

;
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-121
l DCPs 9700391. 9 700392

! DESCRIPTION

DCPs 9700391 and 9700392 installed time delay circuitry on the suction pressure permissive signal on the
| Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater (MDAF) pumps, to reduce the effects of high frequency process
| oscillations. The UFSAR was updated to reflect these changes.

i SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY l
l-

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
, important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the MDAF

p pump will continue to perform its safety function. This change only prevents spurious trips of the ]
| pump due to false indications of a loss of suction pressure. This overall increased reliability of the "

! system will ensure that the pump is available for the mitigation of accidents or malfunctions. The
j MDAF pump is not the initiator of any accidents or malfunctions.
l-

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction or a different type than previously evaluated in the
! UFSAR is not created since the time delay circuitry only functions to prevent spurious trips due to

false low suction pressure signals, The time delay we selected such that in the event of an actual
loss of suction pressure, the pump will still be protected. Since the modified suction pressure
circuit will protect the pump, it will be available to mitigate the accidents analyzed in the SAR.

i -3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis o,f the Technical Specifications,is not reduced
I because the current plant setpoint is conservative with respect to Technical Specifications, and is

not affected by the addition of the time delay function. Additionally, the loop uncertainty is
unchanged due to the " string" calibration method utilized.

|
i

i i
:
i
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UFSAR Drafi Revision Package 7-122

DESCRIPTION: *

- The purpose of this UFSAR Revision was to make changes to UFSAR Section 3.11, specifically addition
of a note to Table 3.11-2,and deletion of Table 3.11-3. The changes being implemented were for
clarification purposes only. The changes eliminated duplication of descriptions regarding reactor coolant
chemistry parameters presently contained in various sections of the UFSAR, and added information to
describe the containment spray parame'ers applicable to equipment qualification..

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because change only
clarifies existing information in the UFSAR, and deletes from one section information that is
duplicated elsewhere more appropriately.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunct on of a different type than any previously evaluated ini

the UFSAR is not created since no plant equipment is being modified. The changes are for
clarification purposes only.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.
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UFSAR Drsft Revision Packace 7-126

!

DESCRIPTION:

I
'

DRP 7-126 revises the UFSAR to eliminate a non-existent load referenced on Table 8.3-5. The Div.12
Cable Spreading Room Exhaust Fan was originally abandoned in place and subsequently permanently
removed under DCP 9301913. The load was never removed from Table 8.3-5. The fan is also shown on
UFSAR Figure 9.4-7 and P&lD M-115. Revision to the UFSAR figure is being controlled under DCP
9301913. In addition, the sub-table that totals the bus loads on Table 8.3-5 is being eliminated. This sub-

1
table also provides diesel 2000-hour rating data and this information is being relocated to Section 8.1.2. I

The note in Table 8.3-5 which states that actual current LOOP /LOCA bus loading is controlled by the
ELMS-AC program is being added to Section 8.1.2. In that same paragraph the statement " maximum
expected coincidental"is deleted.

i
I

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:
;

i

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because
Table 8.3-5 is an informational summary of safety related loads. There is no requirement to list the
total loads in the table. It is a requirement to assure that individual diesel generator loading, under
accident condition, is within its design ratings. Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.f.8 verifies that
auto-connected loads are within the 2000-hour rating of the diesel generators. In addition, total bus
loading is monitored using ELMS-AC. The changes to Section 8.1.2 only relocate information
from Table 8.3-5 to the appropriate discussion of diesel generator ratings and load capacity.

2. The possibility for an acci&M m rm . unction of a different type any evaluated previously in the
safety analysis report is not create /, because the design process for controlling bus loading will not |
be alTected by this change. These changes will have no physical affect on the plant, nor will it
affect actual diesel generator loading.

|

The margin of safety, as def' ed in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced :3. m
'

because this revision to UFSAR Section 8.1.2 and Table 8.3-5 has no impact on individual bus
loads, or the design change process for future load additions. No physical change to plant
equipment, or the normal operation of existing plant equipment / systems is being made by this
UFSAR revision.

1
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packaec 7-127

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of the UFSAR revision was to include the revised Chapter 15 design basis accident analyses
and Chapter 6 containment response analyses that reflected the steam generator replacement. In addition,
the Draft Revision Package (DRP) resolved issues due to the steam generator replacement that were
addressed in DRP 7-056.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased, because the proposed
activity is to update the UFSAR to reflect varicus new Analyses of Record for the Chapter 15
transients and accidents, and Chapter 6 containment responses. The analytical methodologies
have been approved and analysis inputs have been verified to be consistent with the current plant
configuration, procedures, setpoints, and design. The transient and accident results demonstrate
compliance with all of the required acceptance criteria applicable to each re-analyzed transient or
accident.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created because the replacement steam generators are designed to the same
pressure and temperature limits as the original Unit I steam generators. All external equipment
and systems associated with the steam generators also operate in the same design envelope. The
design parameters and all of the required acceptance criteria for the affected transients and
accidents are met. |

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced I

because the function of safety related structures, systems and equipment, and t! e results of new
accident analysis were evaluated against the parameters upon which the Technical Specifications
are based, and it was determined there is no reduction in the margin of safety.

I

I

|

|
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-128

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of the UFSAR Revision was to remove sections and tables pertaining to Main Steam Isolation
Valve (MSIV) stroking and testing. Specifically, UFSAR section 10.3.2.1.1 and section 10.3.2.1.2, and
Tables 10.3-1 and 10.3-2. The information in these sections was imprecise or wrong, and the level of detail
is, excessive based on the requirements of Reg. Guide 1.70, Rev. 2.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or m nunu ofequipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased becau . the sections in
the UFSAR addressed by this safety evaluation explain the operation of MSIVs curing various
modes of operation. No changes to the functic,n or operation of the valves will be implemented by
the removal of the above referenced UFSAR f,ections and tables.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created because no changes to the valves or their function are being performed ;

by the removal of the above referenced sections and tables from the UFSAR. The changes are !
strictly editorial and will have no impact en the current or future function of the MSIVs. I

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

i

|

|

1

|

|

i
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-129

DESCRIPTION:

DRP 7 129 changed the SAR documents to properly and consistently reflect the actual EQ and Technical
Specification temperature limitations for the diesel generator oil storage tank room.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY

1.~ The probability or consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because no physical changes are
being made. The UFSAR was changed to reflect proper EQ and Technical Specifications
temperature limitation.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the UFSAR is being changed to reflect EQ and
Technical Specification 3.7.12..

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any technical specification, is not reduced because
the changes are being made to reflect the actual Technical Specification limitations.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-133

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of the Draft Revision Package was to add information regarding the allowable Residual fleat
Removal (RHR) heat exchanger flow rates.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased since this change is
only incorporating additional information regarding the allowable flow rates of the RilR heat
exchanger. The flow limits are clearly delineated to help ensure continued reliability of the R11R
heat exchanger.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created because no change is being made to the plant or the operation of the
RIIR heat exchanger.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

}
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packaze 7-134 |
|

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of this UFSAR Revision was to make changes to the UFSAR describing the use of the 125 ton
Main llook and secondary restraint with the Fuel llandling Building Os erhead Crane.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

I
1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment !

| important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFS AR is not increased since a drop of the main 1

| hook outside the safe load paths is prevented. The main hook is maintained within safe load paths,
or when used, will be placed in a single failure proof condition. This will be controlled by Station
Procedures.

1

; 2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
|. the UFSAR is not created since a drop of the main hook outside the safe load paths is prevented. ,

i The main hook is maintained within safe load paths, or w ben used, will be placed in a single
failure proof condition by deenergizing the main hook in the up position, with a secondary
restraint installed that is rated for the hook dead and seismic loads.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not afTect any parameters urn w hich Technical Specifications are based.

I

i

!
|
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-135

DESCRIPTION:

DRP 7-135 changed the sequence of steps described in Table 6.3-7 for switching to llot Leg Recirculation.
The step to close the SIE835 was moved to the end of the sequence. This insures that a flow path to the
RCS will remain available in the event that one of the S18802A/B valves should fail to open.

- SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. 'Ihe probability of occurre. ice or the consequences of an accident or a malfurction of equipment )
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
change will help ensure that a reliable source of water is available for injection at all times, even in
the event of a single failure.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this change does not adversely impact the intent or
outcome of the actions directed in Table 6.3-7. The chanr,e is editorial in nature, since all actions
are still performed.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for miy Technical Specification, is not reduced i

| because the change in sequence does not affect any parameters upon which Technical

| Specifications are based.

!
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-137
DCP 9700620

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of the modification was to change asbestos to graphite as a filler to spiral wound body to
bonnet gaskets of valves 1/2CV8804 A,1/2Ril8716A/D,1/2Ril8724 A/B ,1/2Ril8730A/B ,1/2PI:8735,
and 1/2S18804B. Asbestos filled spiral wound gaskets are no longer available and have been replaced by
graphite filled spiral wound gaskets. The UFSAR change deletes the reference to asbestos as a filler
material.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased, because the
performance of the graphite filled gaskets is equal to, or better than, the asbestos filled gaskets.
The graphite filled gasket is a direct replacement to the original gasket as specified by the valve
supplier.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created because the failure mode of the new gasket is the same as the failure
mode of the original gasket and the consequences will be the same. But the new gasket's
performance is superior to the performance of the original one, therefore, gasket failure is less
likely.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

I
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-143
DCP 9600228

DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9600228 supported installation of the VA System Supply and Exhaust Fans Vibration Monitoring
System. This design change was requested to monitor fan condition due to a recent VA fan failure
resulting in significant damage and long equipment outage times.
The vibration monitoring system will allow operators to survey the equipment condition during normal
operation of the VA supply and exhaust fans and motors without entering the plenum. The vibration and
rpm sensors would be seismically mounted to the fan and motor. This requires cecuring mounting
pads / bracket to the bearing pillow blocks / motor housings using titanium putty, which has been previously
evaluated by SMAD and found acceptable for this application. A similar application was used on the RCP
vibration system at Braidwood.
A new local vibration display panel was mounted outside of the fan rooms to allow the operators to observe
current operating conditions and allow for detailed vibration analysis of the fans and motors by Comed or
vendor vibration technicians,

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
buildings and equipment are not affected by the change. The operation of the VA exhaust fans to
perform their safety function is not changed. The changes do not adversely affect any other

. equipment or systems used to mitigate any of these accidents. The addition of a vibration
monitoring system would not affect normal operation or design basis functions of the VA system
supply or exhaust fans and motors. This change will not introduce any new failure modes and the
proposed change does not effect the initiators of the accidents. This change provides an added
level of assurance that the VA supply and exhaust fans and motors will operate as designed.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this design change does not adversely impact
UFSAR accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). The installation of
vibration monitoring and speed sensor equipment on the VA supply and exhaust fans and motors,
does not degrade performance or increase challenges to the VA system supply and exhaust fans.
No other components or systems important to safety are affected by this design. The addition of
the vibration monitoring system provides an added level of assurance that the VA supply and
exhaust fans and motors will operate as designed. This change does not adversely impact systems
or functions so as to create the probability of a malfunction of equipment important to safety of a
type different from those previously evaluated in the UFSAR..

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the addition of the VA Fan Vibration System does not afTect any parameters upon which
Technical Specifications are based.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-145
DCP 9700294

DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9700294 separated the Well Water (WW) make-up lines from the Essential Service (SX) make-up
lines, which flow into the Essential Service Water Tower basins. The Well Water line was rerouted to flow
directly thrcugh the SX valve chamber wall into the SX basin, instead ofjoining the SX make-up piping
inside the chamber and flowing into the SX basin. SX make-up water from the river screen house, as well
as the water from the Circulc. ting Water system, is still able to flow directly into the SX tower basin. Check
valves were installed in the WW system discharge to the SX basin, to prevent possible SX water flow from
the basin into the well water aquifer. An Annubar flow measurement device was added to each of the two
well water make-up lines to provide a method of measuring WW flow to the SX basin. The UFSAR was
updated via DRP 7-145.

SAFETY EVA1.UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
design change only affects the way water is sent to the SX towers to fill the basins. It does not
increase the probability of accidents that requires the SX towers for accident mitigation and plant

i

stability. Make-up water will continue to be supplied to the SX tower basins during an accident
using either the SX make-up pumps or the well water system. The operation of the SX towers as
an ultimate heat sink will not be affected because the make-up water will be available and
supplied, as needed, to the towers. Since the SX tower operation is not affected, the consequences
of an accident are not in:r ? sed.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a ditTerent typ th9n any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the deep well pumps and SX make-up p~=ps will
continue to supply water as needed to the SX tower basins. The systems are seismisally qualified,
and evaluated for the impact of tornadoes and freezing weather. Trash racks exist in the SX basm 1

to screen out large debris that could be ejected by the piping systems. The well water system is |
Exated sufficiently above the river so that flooding h not a concern. The change does not
adversely impaci sptema or fu_nctions so as to create the possibility of an arrident or malfunction
of a type different from those evaluaied in i: EA B

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specificatioa, is not reuud
because the separation of the WW and SX makeup to the SX basin does not affect any parameters
upon which Technical Specifications are based. |

|
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packaee 7-146

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this UFSAR revision was to allow transfer from the Startup Feedwater Pump to the Main
Turbine Driven Feedwater Pumps at a power level of greater than 3%, instead of at or above 12% power.
This change was made to allow better flow control with the Feedwater (FW) bypass regulating valves,
because the variable speed turbine driven pumps can maintain pressure differential pressure across the
valves closer to the design 85 psid.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because by switching
FW pumps at a lower power level, the differential pressure across tL JW bypass regulating valve
can be decreased. This will enable better flow control, because it will take a larger valve
movement to get the same change in FW flow. The result will be a lower probability of causing a
FW System malfunction that could cause an increase or decrease in FW flow and result in an
increase or decrease in heat removal by the Secondary System. Because the changeover occurs at
low power (much lower than the power levels assumed in the UFSAR), the consequences of an
accident are less than the evaluated accidents.

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction or a different type than previously evaluated in the
UFSAR is not created since the change is merely a slightly different usage of already installed
equipment. Even if the FW regulating bypass valve or FW pumps fail, the resulting accident is
bounded by UFSAR evaluated accidents.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any of the parameters u;on which Technical Specifications are
based.

i
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-151

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this UFSAR change package was to revise the UFSAR to reflect the fact that the reactor |
cavity sump cannot be sampled on demand, but it must first be pumped to the containment floor drain
sump. The containment floor drain sump is identified as the sump that can be sampled on demand.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY

1. The probability of n occurrence, or the consequences of an accident, or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR, is not increased because neither sump can
be the initiator of an accident, nor is either sump used to mitigate the consequences of an accident.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in the ;

UFSAR is not created because there are no physical changes being made to the plant. '

|
3. The margin ar safety, as defined in the basis of the fechnical Specifications, is not reduced because the 1

change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-154 ]

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this UFSAR change package was to revise UFS AR Section 3.11 due to revised accident |
temperatures inside containment for Uniti, as a result of a Main Steam Line Break. This reanalysis was i
done as part of the Steam Generator Replacement Project. This enange also included the removal of a i
redundant statement from UFSAR Section 6.2. ;

,

1

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY

1. The probability of an occurrence, or the consequences of an accident, or a malfunction of equipment ;

important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR, is not increased because the temperature
increase does not change any initiating conditions defined in the design basis. The change is a
reanalysis of an existing design basis accident. The temperature change does not increase the
probability or consequences of an accident evaluated in the UFSAR, as all components impacted by
the increawd peak ter.perature have been analyzed and will function as required. Furthermore, the
temperature change was evaluated for impact on the environmental qualification program and existing
Instrumentation anc Control calculations, and found acceptable.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in the
UFSAR is not created because the increase in the temperature inside containment is a transient
response and not an initiator to an accident. Components impacted by the increased peak temperature
have been analyzed and will function as required.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced because the j

change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.
'

:
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-156

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of this UFSAR Revision was to clarify the correct sample point for obtaining a containment
sump sample under post-accident conditions. Current procedures and the UFSAR described the sample
point as the containment floor drain sump sample point. This change corrected the description to the
recirculatica sump sample that was obtained using the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) sample point when
the RHR was in recirculation mode.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or ae :onsequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased since provisions are
maintained for sampling the containment water inventory under post-accident conditions.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created since these changes apply only after an accident has been initiated. The
changes affect the post-accident sampling program.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the post-accident sampling program is still maintained and imp!amented as required by
the Technical Specifications.

l
.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Package 7-159

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of the Draft Revision Package was to revise Table 12.3-3 setpoints to be consistent with
approved setpoint justifications, Technical Specification, and Generating Station Emergency Plan (GSEP)
Emergency Action Levels (EALs)..

,

SAFETY EVALUATidN SUMMARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because Radiation
Monitors are not initiators or precursors to any accident, and the setpoint changes are consistent
with all applicable Technical Specification and GSEP requirements.

2. Tha possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created because no plant equipment is being modified. Ctanging Radiation
Monitor setpoints does not create the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different tyr :.

3. - The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical specifications are based.
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UFSAR Drafl Revision Packace 7-160

DESCRIPTION:

DRP 7-160 incorporates the administrative changes to the SCRE/STA position and the STA training
program into the B/B UFSAR. The STA/SCRE training program incorporates INPO 90-003 and
Regulatory Guide 1.8, revision 2 guidelines. Byron and Braidwood committed to the more restrictive
requirements of revision 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.8. The change deletes the use of the acronym "SCRE"
title for the present organizational chart nomenclature and utilizes either a " Unit Supervisor" with an SRO
license or a " Shift Technical Advisor (STA)" non-licensed but qualified under the training program. This
changejust reinforced Byron and Braidwood's commitment to NUREG-0737, the NRC's policy statement
of providing engineering expertise on shift.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
change was primarily administrative in nature to reDect title changes and improvements in the
STA training program. The shift crew manning requirements were still maintamed in accordance
organizational requirements of Technical Speci0 cations. The use of a non-licensed STA
complements the shit) and allows an expeditious implementation of emergency procedurcs.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a ditTerent type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this change provides for the shift STA to
complement the shift manning and allows the Unit Supervisor to implement Emergenef
Procedures without administrative distractions. The change does not adversely impact UFSAR
accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs); nor does it create a different type of
accident or malfunction than that already analyzed for. I

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Speci0 cation, is not reduced )
because the Shift Technical Advisor (STA) is discussed in section 5 of the present Technical j

Speci0 cations under Administrative Controls. The margin of safety would not be reduced by the
use of a non-licensed STA versus a licensed SRO since both would be required to meet th .

4

quali0 cations and complete the STA Training program. )

!

!

|
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7161

DESCRIPTION:

This change modified the UFSAR description of the safety related class IE DC electrical battery room
ventilation. De change provides for the reality of on-line maintenance and the use of administrative
controls to limit hydrogen evolution and battery room hydrogen concentration should the battery room
v'entilation become unavailable.

SAFFTY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
administrative controls established when the battery room ventilation is unavailable will centinue
to limit the hydrogen concentration 2% as described in the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a difTerent type than any evaluated previous'y in
the safety analysis report is not created because the battery room hydrogen concentration will
continue to satisfy the assumptions currently described in the SAR when administrative controls
are in place.

1 The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced ;

because the safety related class IE DC electrical battery will remain available even in the event |

administrative controls are implemented to limit hydrogen evolution and battery room
concentration.

.,

1
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-170

DESCRIPTION:

The purpase of this UFSAR Revision was to change the Byron /Braidwood UFSAR Table 11.5-1 radiation
monitor setpoint column. The table recommended that the majority of the Process Radiation Monitors be
set at less than or equal to two times the background reading. Ilowever, a note allowed these values to be
changed as operating experience was gained. The new setpoints were set per Radiation Protection
approved procedures, Generating Station Emergency Plan EALs, ODCM/RETS limits, specific Technical
specification, or UFSAR setpoint requirements.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the setpoint of
a radiation monitor is not an accident or malfunction precursor. He setpoints have been approved
and meet all applicable requirements, hence there is no increase in consequences.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created since no plant equipment is being modified. Setpoints changes do not
create the possibility of a new type of accident or malfunction. |

3. He margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

I,

|
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-172 '

DCP 0400404

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of the DCP was to open the bypass valve around, and close the inlet and outlet valves for each
of the following filter housings: 0WE01F, Auxiliary Building Equipment Dra a Filter,0WF0lf, Auxiliary i

Building Floor Drain Filter 0WYO3F, Laundry Drain Filter, and OWZO3F, Chemical Drain Filter. This
will be the normal operating lineup for these components, and thereby keep the filter housings isolated
from service. The UFSAR was updated to reflect this information. '

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this
change does not affect a liquid radwaste system leak or failure as described in SAR Section 15.7.2. |The bypass piping around plant filter housings are built to the same specifications as that of the
filter housing itself. Therefore the likelihood of a leak is not increased by its use during normal
liquid radwaste processing activities. The accident initiators for these releases are operator error
and small cracks that propagate. The proposed changes have no affect on either of these.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this change does not adversely impact UFSAR
accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). This change in the normal operating
lineup does not introduce any adverse interactions between any SSCs.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because this change in the normal operating lineup does not affect any parameters upon which
Technical Specifications are based.

|

!

|
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-176

DESCRIPTION:
1

DRP# 7-176 removes reference, in the UFSAR, to the reactor vessel nozzle inspection cavity hatches as
neutron shields for Byron Station. Design changes M6-1-92-011 and M6-2-92-011 (DCP# 9202950 and
9202951) replaced the heavy concrete nozzle with lighter covers made cf 1.5" thick stainless steel. These
replacement nozzle covers are not designed for use as neutron shields.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occmrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased. The nozzle
covers are not required for neutron shielding following an accident, so there is no increase in the !

consequences of an accident. The calculated maximum integrated exposure for Environmental
Zone C1 (inside containment) for exposure on equipment is not changed. Additionally, the covers
are structurally qualified to ensure they have no potential for damaging any equipment important I

to safety in the vicinity of the covers. Therefore, the probability of an accident or malfunction of
equipment important to safety, or the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to
safety does not increase.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the covers have no impact on any accidents nor
are they part of any pressure boundary. The new covers were structurally qualified such that they
could not create the possibility of a Reactor Coolant System piping failure.
Credit is not taken for nozzle cover shielding during operation or accident conditions by
calculations BB-EQ-RCl and BB-EQ-08 for Environmental Qualification (EQ) of equipment.
Therefore, there is no cMge to the design basis for radiation exposure and equipment operation.
There is no change to the outer containment pressure boundary or shielding. Removal of the
original shielded nozzle covers with non-shielded covers does not affect t!'e ability of the
containment building or safety systems to control radioactive releases due to accidents.
No safety systems are affected by removal of the neutron shielding. Gamma and neutron levels
have been measured at the containment Equipment and Personnel access hatches and are not
signincantly changed for pnsonnel entry into containment from the Auxiliary Building during
unit operation. Accesses to these containment equipment hatches are radiologically controlled
areas with restricted controlled access to reduce personnel exposure. The new covers were
structurally qualified by the modification to ensure failure of the covers is not credi ble.
Neutron shielding is not required during outages because the unit is subcritical, with no or very
limited neutron production, and radiation levels are at acceptable levels for entry int o the reactor
cavity.
The calculated maximum integrated exposure limits for the Environmental zone C1 area, which
includes the reactor cavity, does not take credit for nozzle cover shielding and is not changed.
Therefore, equipment qualincations are not affected.

Based on the above, a new accident or malfunction is not considered credible.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not t educed
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-181 l

DCP 9700652/980094 )

DESCRIPTION:

This design change adds an Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) time delay relay to extend the current
underfrequency trip time delay. Extending the delay will enhance the operation of the EDG by increniry !
the margin between the underfrequency transient duration and the underfrequency tr:p. j

SAFETY EVAI UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident, or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because this change )
does not adversely impact the operation of the EDG during ncrmal, LOOP or accident conditions. '

It further ensures that the EDG will not inadvertently trip during sequencing o i a. .ne ability |
r

for the EDG to perform its' safety function has not changed. The probabilit,' of a malfunction due i

to an underfrequency trip has decreased and the design change does not affe t the design basis
function of the EDG.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
.

the UFSAR is not created because adding additional underfrequency trip time delay does not I

adversely impact the UFSAR accident related systems, structures and components or adversely
;

affect the operation of the EDG. Therefore there is no possibility for an accident or malfunction of !
a different type than previously evaluated in the UFSAR. |

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specifications, is not reduced
because adding additional underfrequency trip time delay does not affect any parameters upon
which Technical Specifications are based. |

|
|

|

|
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-182
DCP 9700560

DESCRIPTION _;

l
DCP 9700560 installed a removable screen in front of the rollup door of the River Screen liouse (RSil). |

. The new screen will keep wind blown debris and insects from entering the RS11 when the rollup door is i

open. The rollup door is maintained open during wirm weather to increase natural ventilation of the RSli. |
Maintaining the rollup door open minimizes the amount of time that the supply air fans need to run w hich ;

lowers the noise emissions from the RSii. I

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
rollup door or RSli sentilation system are not associated with the initiators of any accident
described in the UFSAR. The temperatures in the RS11 will remain within the design limits for i
operation of the Essential Service Water (ESW) makeup pumps and the other equipment lo:at ed |
w ithin the structure. For an accident concurrent with loss of heating at the RSli, suflicient time
remains available to start the ESW makeup pumps before the building temperature drops below
40 F. The minimum calculated RS11 temperature (30 minutes to reach 40 F)is based on an
assum.ed outdoor air temperature of-10 F. The rollup door will have been manually closed prior
to the outside air temperature reaching 60 F.

In the unlikely event that the rollup door was not closed when the outside air temperature drops
below 60* F, an alarm will actuate within the main control room when the temperature inside the
RSit reaches 50 F. Adequate time is available for operator action to either close the rollup door
and restore room temperatures or start the ESW makeup pumps.

| The new screen is seismically anchored to the RSli structure and the RS11 structure will continue
to perform its safety function during an seismic event. The screen components are not seismically

| qualified, but no equipment required to mitigate an accident would be affected if the screen fails, j
|

|

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a difTerent type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the proposed change does not adversely affect
RSil ventilation operation, the RSil structure, or ESW makeup pump operation. No new failure
modes have been created

j 3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
| because the change did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packane 7-183
DCP 9400043

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of the modification was to change procurement and performance information related to the
liigh Efficiency Particulate Air (llEPA) filters in the Auxiliary Building IIVAC and Control and Auxiliary
Electrical Equipment Room ifVAC systems. The change reflected a new vendor supplying replacement
11 EPA filters in the affected systems, and a different adhesive for installing the filters. The Draft Revision
Package revised the appropriate sections of the UFSAR to reflect this new information.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The pruoability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased, because the 11 EPA
filters cannot initiate an accident, and the filtration performance of the new filters is exactly the

,

same as the old filters.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created because the failure mode of the new filters is the same as the old, and no
new seismic concerns were identified.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not afTect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-186

DESCRIPTION: !

The purpose of the Draft Revision Package was to update the radiological analysis summary tables for
liquid / gas process and effluent samples to reDect current analyses. Sensitivities were also updated to
conform to those listed in the Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
impmtant to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the process and
effluem radiological sampling systems only provide data for evaluation purposes, and these
changes wili have no impact on other equipment important to safety,

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously eva!uated in |
the UFSAR is not created because the functionality of the process and effluent radiologica? I
sampling systems will be unaffected. These systems will continue to work in conjunction with the |
process and efnuent radiological monitoring systems to assure compliance with applicable j
regulations including the Technical Speci0 cations. The process and efnuent radiological sampling !

systems have no effect on plant operation, they only provide data for evaluation purposes. j
l

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical specifications are L sed.

|

I
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-197

DESCRIPTION

DRP 7-197 involved removal of wording in UFSAR Section 6.4.6.H that described the annunciation of low
airflow at a local panel for the standby makeup air filter units. A low airflow local panel alarm did not
physically exist .in the plant. Upon review it was determined that there was no need for the referenced local

;
alarm. Main control room alarms do exist for low and high flows on the standby makeup air filter units. I

The main control room alarm is considered superior to a local alarm. I

SAFETY EVALU ATION SUMMARY l
1

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because low
and high airflows for the standby makeup air filter units is annunciated in the main control room. |

The main control room alarms will give operators notice of a problem with the air filter unit.
llaving a local low airflow alarm would serve no purpose since main control room alarms exist
which will provide the same information.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this change to the UFSAR doe not adversely
impact safety related system, structures, and components (SSCs). The non existence of a local
low airflow alarm does not affect the operation of the affected system

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the existence or non-existence of the local low airflow alarm has no impact on any
Technical Specification bases. The alarms are not mentioned in the Technical Specifications.

|

!
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-200

DESCRIPTION:

The change revised Emergency Operating Procedures,1/2 BOA PRI-7," Essential Service Water |
Malfunction", to provide instructions on how to initiate the UFSAR described alternate method of cooling

'

(feed and bleed) if all Essential Service Water Cooling Tower (SXCT) fans are inoperable.

Additionally UFSAR Sections 9.2.5.3.2 and 3.5.4.1 were revised to indicate that if all SXCT fans are
4
'

inoperable, additional cooling can be achieved by blowing down using the service water blowdown to the
natural draft cooling tower in lieu of using the SX strainer backwash system. Using SX blowdown to the
NDCT maximizes the amount of cooling provided by feed and bleed because the SX water in the return to
the SXCT is at a higher temperature than the water at the strainer. ;

l

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the |
probability of a tornado and tornado generated missiles is unchanged by the change in the
emergency operating procedures for the SX system and the change to the UFSAR. The previous j
analysis of the SXCT capacity without fans remains bounding.The maximum temperature of

'

service water supplied to the plant would be 110' F and no adverse impact on equipment
important to safety will result from exceeding the normal maximum temperature of 100 F. If !

required, additional cooling using well water feed and SX blowdown may be used to reduce the l

maximum predicted temperature. Blowdown to the NDCT from the SX return provides more |

effective cooling than blowing down using the SX strainer backwash on the SX supply.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the blowdown isolation valves are normally open

,

for control of SX system chemistry. Therefore no new failure modes have been introduced by i

using this flow path for feed and bleed cooling of the SX system during a loss of all SXCT fans
event.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change did not affect any parameters upon which the Technical Specifications are
based.

i
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-202 j

|

DESCRIPTION: |

This UFSAR revision to Table 3.2-1 was requested to correct the equipment classification for the chilled
water system.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:
!

i
1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
change to update the affected documents and the design data base to reflect the Spec. L-2778
requirement is only a document change. The update will facilitate procurement of replacement
parts for the Control Room Chiller packages.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a difTerent type than any evaluated previously in i

the safety analysis report is not created because the actual Control Room Chiller equipment is not
being changed. Only the quality group of various valves and components is being changed to j
reflect the original purchase specification, which also reflects the actual quality group ofin-service !

equipment
i

!

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because document change to update the classification of chiller equipment would not affect the
operation of the control room chiller. The change is to reflect the requirement of Spec L-2778.

|

1

!
|

|
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!
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7 205 I

i

QESCRIPTION:

The purpose of this UFSAR Revision was to incorporate necessary text changes that were missed during
preparation of a previously reported Draft Revision Package 6-103.

|
!

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY: ;

i
1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment

important to safety as pres iously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the subject text i
revisions are being made to reflect actual plant configuration after implementatien of a plant
modification. The plant modification has been previously evaluated and reported.

,

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in :
the UFSAR is not created since the change initiates descriptive text revisions only. |

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

!
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packane 7-206
Revision to BOP CV-3. Fill and Vent of the CVS

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this UFSAR change package was to revise UFSAR Section 6.3 to include a discussion of
aligning Chemical and Volume control (CV) pump mini-flow recirculation temporarily to the top of the ;

Volume control Tank (VCT), to support filling and venting of the CV system during BOP CV-3.

;

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY

1. . The probability of an occurrence, or the consequences of an accident, or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR, is not increased because the abnormal
mini-flow recirculation path to the top of the VCT maintains the seal water return flowpath without
impacting the Gaseous Waste Processing system gas analyzer.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in the
UFSAR is not created because the abnormal mini-flow recirculation path does not introduce oxygen or
the potential for explosive gas mixtures, while it maintains an adequate pump and seal water return
flow path.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced because the
change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

!
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I
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-213

DFSCRIPTION:

The purpose of the UFSAR Revision was to change UFSAR Sections 10.3.5 and 10.3.7 to remove
references to corporate chemistry directive (NOD-CY.1) and replace references with EPRI PWR Secondary

,

Chemistry Guidelines. )

i

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment ;
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the reference
change is administrative, and does not physically change the Secondary Chemistry water treatment
program. The reference change is being made to remove a Comed corporate procedure that added l
no value.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
i

the UFSAR is not created because the reference change is administrative, and does not physically I

change the Secondary Chemistry water treatment program. The document NOD-CY.I reflected
EPRI Secondary Water Chemistry Guidelines, which are recognized as industry standards. The
reference change is being made to remove a Comed corporate p:ocedure that added no value. |

|
3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced ]

because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based. j

|

|

|
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packaee 7-21$

!DESCRIPTION:

The UFSAR was revised by Draft Revision Package (DRP) 7-215 to update and incorporate the necessary )
information to reflect NRC approval of License Amendment 98. The change was initiated to reflect the ;

allowance and acceptance, by the NRC, to relocate the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) |
pressure / temperature (P/T) limits, cold overpressure protection (LTOP) setpoint curves, reactor vessel
surveillance capsule withdrawal schedule, and associated data tables from the Technical Specifications I
(TS) to the Pressure Temperature Report (PTLR). The PTLR became part of the Technical Requirements
Manual (TRM) implemented as a result of the conversi.on to the Improved Tech Specs (ITS) at the
Byron /Braidwood Stations and is designated as a Licensee controlled document that may be updated under |
the provisions of 10CFR50.59 without NRC approval. The change approved in DRP 7-215 replaces all
reference to the P/T limits and LTOP setpoint curves from the UFSAR to the appropriate PTLR figure
and/or table.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. De probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not ir. creased because the
change was a proposed change to update the UFSAR and maintain the Licensing Basis current.
The ch ige did not involve a change to the probabilities of occurrence or th consequences of any
accident or malfunction of equipment important to safety. The change was based on the approval
of License Amendment 98 by the NRC. The change ensures that the Licensing Basis
documentation is current and reflects the necessary and accurate wording with respect to the
approved license amendment. The impact of the licensing basis change and its impact to plant
operations was performed in the supporting documentation prepared for the License Amend,1ent
request. The change evaluated in this DRP's safety evaluation was impact to the wording update
to the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this change was approved to update the UFSAR to
reflect the necessary wording from License Amendment 98, approved by the NRC. He
possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type was evaluated in the safety analysis !

performed in support of the License Amendment request prior to its submitta! to the NRC.

3. He margin of safety, as defined in the basis foi any Technical Specification, is : sad
because the change was approved to update the UFSA R to maintain the licensing s , current

based on NRC approval of License Arnendment 98. 'Ihe effects on the margin of safety werc
,

evaluated in the safety analysis performed in support of the License Amendment request prior to
submittal to the NRC and were determined to not be affected or reduced.
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!~ UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-216

' DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of this UFSAR change was to change the words on page 10.4-1,10.4-9 and Table 3.2-1 page
3.2-1 I item 17 of the UFSAR to indicate that the mechanical tube cleaning system (Amertap) for the
Condensers is not used at Byron.

| SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence of the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipmer1t
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this -
system is not addressed in any accident and is not related to any equipment important to safety.

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the function of the Amertap system is still
performed by periodic cleaning. No other physical plant changes are being made.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because this system is not defined in the basis for any Technical Specification.

,
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-219

DESCRIPTION:

The purpose of this UFSAR change was to clarify the words in the UFSAR in paragraph 4 of 9.2.2.4.1 page
9.2-16 to reflect component cooling relief valve requirements in the event of a thermal barrier break. The
valves are 1/2CC9425 A through D. Changed the words to reflect what the relief valves are for, which is
relief protection of an isolated pipe in this case, versus the implication they are for overpressure protection
of CC piping in the event of a thermal barrier break.

SAFETY EVAI UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence of the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment |
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because there |

is no change in the CC piping or components. Section 9.2.2.2.2.2 page 9.2-10 of the UFSAR i

states relief valves positioned downstream of components relieve the volumetric expansion which !
occurs if the CC lines to the components are isolated, i.e. CC685 closure. Section 9.2.2.4.2 page i

9.2-17 paragraph 3 states the CC surge tank and loop seal and other design components prevent i

over pressurization of the CC piping in the event the leaking component is not isolated. '

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction of a difTerent type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because there is no change in operation or function of the

!

valves for over pressurization protection. !
i

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced !
because no changes w ere made that would either increase or decrease the margin of safety. |

|

1

i

!

)

I

|

I

i
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packane 7-221

DESCRIPTION:

DRP 7-221 revised the SAR documents to properly describe the insulation of diesel fuel oil (DO) lines in
the opposite emergency diesel generator's (EDG) room. The insulation was installed under M6-1/2-91
616.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY

1. The probability or consequences of an accident or a malfunction of eguipinent important to safety
previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the change is only a
clarification of the wording to the UFSAR/FPR to reflect the insulation as ".. installed but not
required.. " All of the DO, DG, and AF equipment will perform its intended safety function and
all supported equipment will operate as designed.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the change is only a clarification of wording in the
SAR documents. Analysis has been performed to show the affected fuel oil lines left unprotected
(uninsulated) does not affect the operability of the credited DG or AF train due to the heating of
the fuel oil in the DO lines.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any technical specification,is not reduced because
the change does not affect any parameters upon which technical specifications are based.
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UFS AR Draft Revision Packace 7-223

DFSCRIPTION:

The purpose of the Dral1 Revision Package was to reconcile the differences between the UFSAR and the
post-accident hydrogen calculation,3C8-1280-001, Revision 24,

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the document
changes are based on current, verified data, and demonstrate that the combustible gas control
system prevents the concentration of hydrogen from exceeding the lower flammability limit of
4.0% by volume.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunctica of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created. Revisions to design inputs to the combustible gas control analysis did
not result in any physical changes to the plant or any impact on equipment relied on to mitigate the
effects of any accident.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the analysis demonstrates that the acceptance limit for the hydrogen concentration is not
exceeded.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packare 7-224

DESCRIPTION:

DRP 7-224 supported installation of a temporary under water filtration system (manufactured by TRI
NUCLEAR CORP. Models UFV-260 and UF-600) in the spent fuel pool and the reactor cavity. This
design change was required because the refueling cavities and spent fuel pools often require additional
support in maintaining optimum water clarity during periods ofincreased opert. ting or maintenance
activities. The systems are designed to remote surface dirt, crud pockets, particulate, or sludge from water
volumes using a variety filten and accessories.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:
1
1

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
]important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
,

filter placement will be controlled such that they will not be located near a pathway that a fuel )
assembly will traverse. Therefore the probability of a fuel handling accident will not increase as a !

result ofimpacting one of the submerged filters. Should a fuel handling accident occur in the spent
fuel pool, the resultant off-site dose will remain unchanged. The decontamination factor (DF) of
the water is not impacted by use of these filters. The wr.er level and boron concentration is not
affected.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the seismic interactions, static load, heavy loads
(drop), potential flow blockage, and possible impact by a fuel assembly are bound by that
previously analyzed. The spent fuel pool system function will not change. The placement of the
filters will not impede cooling of the existing spent fuel, change the boron concentration, or affect
the water level; therefore the criticality analysis ;s not effected nor is the DF.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced i

because the addition of the filtration system does not affect any parameters upon which Technical
Specifications are based.

I

1

.

i

!

!

|

!
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-231

DESCRIPTION:

This UFSAR revision was requested to add a sentence stating that the recycle evaporators are no longer
used for boric acid recovery.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY:
i

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because boric
acid recovery function is not required for plant operation. There is no adverse affect of not
removing the boron from solution. The water processed by the Boron Recycle System is either
reused in the plant in a system that already contains boron, or discharged from the plant.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this change does not adversely impact UFSAR j

accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). The station has chosen not to use j
the evaporators due to high maintenance and operating costs. The evaporators are not required fn 1

the plant operation. There is no need for this function in the operating cycle because other
approved methods of reusing the borated water are effective, and also the water can be discharged
from the plant if the chemistry is within EPA regulations.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because boric acid recovery function is not required for plant operation.

I

i

I

,

i

.

|
.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packaee 7-232

DESCRIPTION:

Update the UFSAR to reflect plant configuration and to be consistent within the SAR. This includes:
1. Section 6.2.1.7 will be revised to delete statement concerning reactor support coolers. Coolers are

installed, but not connected to the CCS,
2. Section 9.2.2.2.2.2 will be revised to indicate that not all of the pressure relief devices are installed

downstream of the components,
3. Section 9.2.2.2.2.6.bl will be clarified to indicate that temperature indicators are installed on the

two common CC return lines, not on each individual RCP return line,

- SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
imponant to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the RPV
support liquid cooling capability is not required. The liquid cooling feature of the supports does
not provide a safety function or any safety system interaction and therefore, will not increase the
probability of an accident. The support is a passive component and does not act to mitigate the
consequences of an accident nor do they interact with systems or components that act to mitigate
the consequences of an accident. Therefore, the consequences of an accident can not be increased.
The safety relief devices are only active in an overpressure condition. The function of these
devices is unchanged due to the relocation and therefore, the relocation has no effect on the
probability of an accident. In the event that the protected components become isolated and
overpressurized, the ability of the relief devices to function is unchanged by their location within
the isolable segments and therefore the consequences of an accident are unchanged by the
relocation of the pressure relief valves.
The temperature indicators perform no safety function. The temperature indicators have no system
interactions or interlocks. The probability of an accident is unaffected by the temperature
indicators. he subject temperature indicators monitor the temperatures of cooling water returns
from the RCPs which are not required to mitigate consequences of an accident. Therefore, the
consequences of an accident is unaffected by the temperature indicators.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created because the proposed activity does not have any adverse affect on plant
systems or functions. Water-cooling is a redundant and unnecessary feature add:d to the RPV
support structures and removal of that feature does not affect the supports or their ability to
perfonn the design function and does not affect other systems or components. The function and
consequences of failure for the pressure relief valves are unaffected by the proposed activity.
Location of the relief valve does not create the possibility of a new malfunction. The temperature
indicators provide a non-safety related function on non-safety related equipment. Failure of the
afTected temperature indicators will not adversely affect the operation of any safety-related

,

component or systems. |

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

i
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packane 7-234

DESCRIPTION: j

The purpose of the Draft Revision Package was to revise the UFSAR to add the projected Battery Room j
temperatures to Section 3.11, as a result of a revision to the evaluation of a liigh Energy Line Break in the i

ITurbine Building.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not changed. This change is a
documentation change only to add the results of a calculation. The calculation verifies that all
equipment will operate as designed, hence there is no increase in consequences. No equipment
involved in this change is an initiator of any accident.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created because no physical changes to the plant were made. This is a
documentation change only.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced i
because the chage does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

I

i

i

I

i
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! UFSAR Drafi Revision Packace 7-238

DESCRIPTION

i The purpose of the UFSAR Revision was to correct the designation of design pressure for the Recycle
lloldup Tank as presented UFS AR Table 9.3-4. Specifically, ' atmospheric' was being changed to 15 psig
to be consistent with the vendor drawing and the as-built configuration.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARV,

1. The probability of an occurrence, or the consequences of an accident, or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR, is not increased because there is no
physical change to plant equipment involved. The correction to UFSAR Table 9.3-4 has no impact on
operation, configuration, or maintenance of the Recycle Holdup Tanks.

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction of a different type than previously evaluatea m the
UFSAR is not created because there is no physical change to plant equipment. The change is for
document and configuration consistency.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced because the !

change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

i
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-242

DESCRIPTION:

~ The purpose of this UFSAR change was to clearly identify which valve is opened to supply CCW to an Ril
lix. This chang matches the procedures and drawings for Units I and 2 CC9412A and B valves.

SAFETY EVAL,UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence of the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because there
is no change to the CC piping or component operation. The probability is neither increased nor
decreased.

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety enalysis report is not created because there is no change in operation or function of the
valves.

3. The margi_. of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because no changes were made that would either increase or decrease the margin of safety.
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UFSAR Drafi Revision Package 7-244 )

l

DESCRIPTION:

This document change corrects the Component Cooling Pump (CCP), and Essential Service Pump's (SXP)
autometic restart times, following loss of offsite power, referenced in UFSAR Appendix B ltem 60 and
section 15.5 Item !!.K.3.25 of the SER. The CCP, and SXP's 30 second automatic restart times referenced j
in UFSAR Appendix B ltem 66 and the CCP, and SXP's 47 second automatic restart times referenced in
section 15.5 item II.K.3.25 of the SER need to be corrected to agree with the UFSAR Table 8.3-5 and the !

design documents. Specifically the diesel generator comes up to speed and energizes the bus within 10
seconCs plus an additional 2 two second is allowed for the operation of the CV-7 overvoltage relay (
2+10=12 seconds). The CCP is sequenced onto the bus at 20 seconds following the bus being energized
(12+20=32 seconds). The SXP is sequenced onto the bus at 25 seconds following the bus being energized
(12+25=37 seconds). Therefore in reference to UFSAR Appendix B ltem 66 and section 15.5 item
II.K.3.25 of the SER both pumps will be running 37 seconds following loss cfoffsite power.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident, or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evalumed in the UFSAR is not increased because this document
change merely corrects the CCP and SXP automatic restart times, following loss of offsite power
as referenced in UFSAR Appendix B ltem 66 and section 15.5 item li.K.3.25 of the SER to agree
with the UFSAR Table 8.3 5 and the design documents. This change in no way affects any
systems structures or components or plant operation. Therefore, there are no new failure modes or
unanticipated malfunctions created by this document correction.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created because in no way does the document correction adversely impact
systems or functions so as to create the possibility of an accident or malfunction of a type different
from those evaluated in the SAR

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specifications, is not reduced !
because correcting a document does not affect any parameters upon which Technical |

Specifications are based.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packaue 7-245

DESCRIPTION:

DRP 7-245 removes UFSAR Section 10.2.5 that described the low-pressure turbine refurbishment program.
Tais pic3 ram has been completed.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because there
are no physical changes being made. The UFSAR change simply deletes reference to the LP
turbines refurbishment program that is complete.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because there are no physical changes being made. The
DRP deletes reference to the completed LP turbines refurbishment program.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the LP turbines refurbishment program is complete, the DRP (UFSAR change) simply
deletes reference to the completed program.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-251

DESCRIPTION:

DRP 7-251 provides clarification regarding required operator acticn following a steam generator tube
rupture, indicating that operator * ". . must be taken before 30 minutes to isolate Auxiliary Feedwater flow
to the ruptured generator. This . .ication will resolve appaiently conflicting information between
UFSAR Sections 10.4.9.3.1 and 13.6.3.

i

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMM ARY:

1
1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment

'

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because there
are no physical changes being made. The DRP provides clarification of apparently conflicting
information between l'PSAR Sections 10.4?.3.1 and 15.6.3 regarding required operator action
following a steam ge .:rator tube rupture.

;

'
2. The possibihty for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in

the safety analysis report is not created because there are no physical changes being made and no
impact on the Auxiliary Feedwater (AF) System Failure Modes & Effects Analysis presented in j
UFSAR Table 10.4-4. i

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the UFSAR change is for clarification purposes only, it does not result in n change to the
AF system or its individual components. The design and function of the AF system as reflected in
design documents and in the text of the UFSAR are not affected.

l
!

I
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! UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-254

|

| DESCRilrTION:
1

1
'

DRP 7 254 supports the increase of the discharge of fuel flom the reactor vessel, after a 100 hours decay, to
| a rate of 8 assemblies per hour. The defueling of 1/3 of the core (84 assemblies) and a full core (193

assemblies) will take 10.5 hours and 24.1 hours respectively.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of r.9 accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
change does not increase the failure rate of the refueling equipment or human error. The total
number of fuel assemblies to be transferred remains the same. Since the fuel pool temperature

| will be maintained below boiling (maximum temperature of 159.3 F in full core off-load case),
evaporation loss is minimized. The function of the radiation monitors to isolate the normal tiVAC
dampers and switch to emergency mode has not changed. There is no i-) crease in the potential for
off-site dose.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this design change does not adversely impact
UFSAR accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). No new equipment is being
introduced, and no installed equipment is being operated in a new or different manner.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Speci6 cation, is not reduced
because the discharge rate of the fuel assemblies does not affect any parameters upon which
Technical Speci6 cations are based.
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UFSAR Draft Revision Packace 7-257

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this UFSAR revision is to provide clarification of the licensing basis for the CC685 and
CC9438 valves with respect to the function of the valves in the event of e reactor coolant pump (RCP)
thermal barrier rupture. The text originally stated that :he CC9438 valve could act as a manual isolation in
the event of an RCP thermal barrier rupture, which is true. liowever, it does not have the same design
capabilities as the CC685 valve, in that it will not auto-close, and may not close with the expected
differential pressure expected in the thermal barrier rupture. This clarification states that the CC9438 valve
is not required to have the same capabilities as the CC685 valve, because the thermal barrier break is
considered an equipment malfunction, not a design basis accident. Both valves continue to meet the
10CFR Appendix B General Design Criteria for containment isolation, which is their design basis function.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY,

l. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important io safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased, because this editoriril
clarification cannot increase the probability of the thermal barrier rupture, nor does it alter the
consequences. Based on the limited design capability of the CC9438 valve, there is some
potential that a thermal barrier rupture would be unisolable. liow ever, this consequence has been
previously addressed and implicitly determined acceptable in the UFSAR. This UFSAR change
does not alter this implicit conclusion.

2. The possibility of an accident cr malfunction or a different type than previously evaluated in the
UFSAR i: not creaud because the only malfunction of concern is the thermal barrier rupture,
previously addressed in the UFSAR. No other malfunctions or accidents are created by this
change.

3. The margin of safety, as dermed in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced
because the procedure does not affect any of the parameters upon w hich Technical Specifications
are based.

!

!

|
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Fire Protection Report Chance (FDRP) 15-006

M6-0-91-032 )

DESCRIPTION;

This modification replaced the in-plant radio system with a 900 Milz system. The Fire Protection Report
(FPR) change updated the description of the radio system in the FPR to coincide with w hat is currently
installed in the plant.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
radio system cannot initiate a loss of offsite power or fire. In the event of a loss of offsite power,
the radio system remains operable because the security diesel generator provides a backup power
supply. Additionally, when all power is lost, the radio system can operate in Talk Around Mode
with a battery pack. The new system adds a negligible amount of combustibles to the plant.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the radio system is designed to continue operating
in the event of a loss of offsite power or fire. The new radio system employs a proven technology
that is more reliable.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced j
because the change did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based. ]

I

i

i
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! Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 15-10

DCP 9100776

|
'

DESCRIPTION:
|

; The modiUcation installed permanent power supplies, condensate drain lines, duct supports, and panel
| attachments for the Unit I control rod drive cabinet and instrument inverter cabinet spot coolers located in
| the Miscellaneous Electric Equipment Room (MEER). The modification was made to make the temporary

installation of the spot coolers permanent. The FPR was updated to reflect this information.

SAFETY EVAL U ATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident, or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the
supplemental coolers provide cool air for the CRD and Instrument inverter cabinets to reduce
intemal cabinet temperatures and improve component reliability. The modi 6 cation minimizes
component failures in the CRD and instrument inverter cabinets, which lowers the probability of
dropped rods or other control rod misoperation accidents. The changes did not adversely affect the
operation of any safety systems or equipment important to safety.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created because the modification did not alter the design basis of any system or
adversely affect the function of any system or component. New accident scenarios were not
credible.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification is not reduct i
because the MEER room ventilation design was evaluated and the modiGcation did not c;iect the
area temperature limit for the MEER listed in Technical Specifications. The new non-safety power
distribution had no impact on the On-site power distribution systems discussed in the Technical
Specifications.

I
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 16-026

M6-0-91-032

DESCRIPTION:

With the addition of coaxial antenna cables in Fire Zones 11.2-0,11.1-0,11.3-1,11J 2 and 18.11-0 which
are associated with replacing the in-plant radio system,(Modification M6-0-91-032)the Fire Protection
Report (FPR) needed to be updated to reflect this increase in cable combustible loading per zone.

S AFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of an occurrence or the consequence of an accident, or malfunction of equipment
important to safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the probability
of occurrence and consequence of a fire is not increased by adding a negligible amount of
combustible material in each of the subject zones. Adding combustibles does not increase
malfunctions of equipment important to safety. Therefore, there are no new failure modes or
unanticipated malfunctions created by this minimal combustible loading change.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a difTerent type than any previously evaluated in
the UFSAR is not created because negligible amounts of additional combustible material does not
adversely impact systems or functions so as to create the possibility of an accident or malfunction
of a type difTerent from those evaluated in the FPR.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specifications, is not reduced
because updating the FPR for a minimal amount of combustibles does not affect any parameters
upon which Technical Specifications are based.

i
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 17-016

DESCRIPTION:

The Byron Fire Protection Report Section 2.3 " Fire liar.ard Analysis", Section 2,4 " Safe Shutdown
Analysis", and Unit 2 Appendix AS.8 Fections " Appendix R Deviations" were revised to implement the
resolution of the Thermo-Lag fire barrier issue discussed in Generic Letter 92-08. FDRP 17-016 includes
the following changes.

1. Unit 2 safe shutdown cable re-routing specified in Design Change Packages DCP 9500169 and
9500170

2. Unit 2 control circuit changes and power breaker changes specified in DCP 9500169
3. Replacement of Thermo-Lag fire barrier with Darmatt KM1 fire barrier as specified in DCP

9500171
4. Safe shutdown analysis re-evaluations documented in Calculations NED-C-BYR-033 through

040, Rev 2. I

SAFETY EVAI.UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
change does not alter the conclusion that one train of safe shutdown equipment will be unaffected
by the fire and available to bring the affectec cnit to a safe shutdown condition. The changes do
not increase combustibles above acceptable va.ues or introduce new ignition sources.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously m
the safety analysis report is not created because the malfunctions and failure modes assumed due
to a design basis fire have not changed and the capability to safely shutdown the plant using
existing procedures has not changed.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change did not affect any parameters upon w hich Technical Specifications are based.

,
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 17-040 ;
DCP 9500169-I !

i
i

i

DESCRIPTION:

Reroute the main feed cables for the ESF division 21 battery between the distribution panel and the battery.
The existing cables are routed in fire zone 3.2A-2. The change will reroute the cables out of the fire zone i

to meet Appendix "R" requirements. The FPR will be changed to reflect the rerouting of the cables. i
l
|

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment !
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the |
change will reroute the division 21 cables out of the division 22 fire zone 3.2A-2. This is to meet
the intent of Appendix "R" for redundant division cables. The reroute will provide for more i

reliable protection for the division 21 cables to ensure that both divisions are not lost due to a fire
in zone 3.2 A-?. This will aid in mitigating the effects of the accident as is intended by the original
design.

|

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a difTerent type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the change will reroute the division 21 cables out
of the division 22 fire zone. There will be no change in the operation of the DC distribution bus or
in the ability of the battery to supply power to the DC distribution bus. The change will not
adversely impact any system so as to create the possibility of an accident or malfunction different

;

than those already analyzed. j
1

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change only reroutes the physical location of the conduits fc,r the cables. The cables
will maintain the required electrical separation in the same configuration as originally designed
and will not reduce or compromise redundancy of the DC systems.

i
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 17-043

DCP M6-2-93-840-Cl

DESCRIPTION:

Converted the Natural Draft Cooling Tower from cross flow to counterflow. This requires installation of
different style fill, new distribution piping, air seals, water seals, and drin eliminators. The Fire Protection
Report is updated (ref: FDRP 17-043) to revise the combustible loading in the NDCT from the added
plastic materials including fi!!, piping and drift eliminators.

!

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurre ice or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
NDCT is designed to the same flow and temperature requirements as the original design.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a difTerent type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this design change does not adversely impact
UFSAR accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). The modified NDCT does
not introduce any adverse interactions between any SSCs.

3

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the NDCT will continue to provide the design flow and temperatures and therefore will
not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

>

|
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 17-049

DCP 9600175

DESCRIPTION:

This design change installs additional Unit i Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) motor oil drip pans. as part of
the Reactor Floor Drain system, under oil piping flanges and oil drain connections on the A, B. C, and D
pumps. The change also routes new drip pan drain hoses into existing RCP motor oil drip pans.

SAFETY EVAI UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because RCP
rotor seizure, shaft breakage, or seal failure are not afTected, because the oil pns are seismically
restrained. Adding and revising oil drip pans improves the oil collection capability of the Reactor
Floor Drain system, reducing the potential for an RCP oil fire. Improved RCP oilleakage
collection will not adversely impact off-site dose. Improving the oil collection capability will
reduce the probability of a RCP malfunction. The drip pans are seismically restrained with bolts
to ensure the RCPs are not adversely affected. The drip pans will not impact the consequences of
an RCP motor failure because the single failure of a RCP or the complete loss of forced reactor
coolant flow was previously evaluated. The post-accident Containment environment will not be
adversely impacted by the new or revised oil pans.

| 2. The possibility for an accident or rnalfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the non-safety related oil drip pans are seismicallyI

restrained to prevent impacting nearby safety-related components. The ma s of added sheet metal
and hose is insignificant compared to the mass of the Reactor Coolant Pump and connectedr

j piping. Therefore, the seismic qualification of the RCPs is unaffected.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced

| because the change does not :ffect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

| Therefore, there is no reduction in the margin of safety
|

|
|

|

!
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 18-006

DESCRIPTION:

The Byron Fire llazard and Safe Shutdown Analyses in Sections 2.2,2.3, and 2.4 of the Fire Protection
Report were revised to reflect design changes resulting from DCP 9600205. A validation was performed to
conclude the safety evaluation performed for the DCP completely bounds and describes the changes to the
Fire Protection Report. The design change brought a new Division 11 control power cable to power the

Unit i Fire llazard Panel and installed a new channel"A" Post Accident Neutron Monitor (PANM) at this
panel. Previously, there was only Division 12 control power and only the channel B PANM available at
this panel. This design change was installed as a corrective action from LER 454-95-005.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
imponant to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes m.ake insignificant changes to combustible loading in the affected fire zones and the
change does not affect the functioning of existing equipment on the Fire llazard Panel. No Fire
Protection Report Fire Hazard Analysis conclusions are affected in any way. The Safe Shutdown
Analysis conclusions are enhanced because additional redundancy of power supplies and neutron
monitoring capability is being added.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
th e safety analysis report is not created because the new cable and neutron monitor is designed and
installed per approved seismic and electrical design criteria. The redundant power supplies and
neutron monitors are kept isolated from each other so that the failure of train or channel cannot
affect the other,

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change did nc affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

I
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 18-008

DESCRIPTION:

The Byron Fire Hazard Analysis in Section 2.3 of the Fire Protection Report was revised to remove the
requirement for 3-hour fire resistant covering on ceiling steel beams in fire zone 11.6B-0," Aux Building
Offices". Although these beams were fireproofed with a protective coating during construction of the
station, the NRC in SSER No. 5 accepted the position that structural steel could be protected commensurate
with the fire hazard in the area. A fire hazard evaluation has concluded this area constitutes an insignificant
exposure to the beams and no credit was assumed for protecting the beams.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY: I

l

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment l
important to safety previously evaluated in tne safety analysis report is not increased because ]
conditions likely to cause a fire have not increased. A design basis Appendix R fire in this zone
will still not spread beyond this zone. Fire damage is still limited to that equipment in the zone
considered in the original Fire llazard Analysis, conclusions in the area safe shutdown analysis are
also not affected.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because, as stated above, the fire hazard analysis
conclusions were not changed. The structural steel, with or without a fire resistant covering, will
perform its intended function ir. the event of a design basis fire in this zone.

,

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based. ;

J
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 18-010

DESCRIPTION:

The Byron Fire liazard and Safe Shutdown Analyses in Sections 2.2. 2.3, and 2.4 of the Fire Protection
Report were revised to reflect design changes resulting from DCP 9600206. A validation was performed to
c-clude the safety evaluation perfonned for the DCP completely bounds and describes the changes to the
Fire Protection Report. De design change brought a new Division 21 control power cable to power the

Unit 2 Fire liazard Panel and installed a new channel"A" Post Accident Neutron Monitor (PANM) at this
panel. Previously, there was or.ly Division 22 control power and only the channel B PANM available at
this panel. This design chnge was installed as a corrective action from LER 454-95-005.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. De probability of accurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes make insignificant changes to combustible loading in the affected fire zones and the
change docs not affect the functioning of existing equipment on the Fire Hazard Panel. No Fire
Protection Report Fire llazard Analysis conclusions are affected in any way. The Safe Shutdown
Analysis concisions are enhanced because additional redundancy of power supplies and neutron
monitoring capability is being added.

2. The possibiinty for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the new cable and neutron monitor is designed and
installed per approved seismic and electrical design criteria. The redundant power supplies and
neuaon monitors are kept isolated from each other so that the failure of train or channel cannot
affect the other.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 18-013

DESCRIPTION:

The Byron Fire Protection Report Section 2 3 " Fire Hazard Analysis" and Section 2.4 " Safe Shutdown
Analysis" were revised to correct inaccurate or conflicting statements between the FHA and SSA sections
of the Fire Protection Report. The corrections were identified during a detailed review of the draft Fire
Protection Report Amendment 18 " redline copy" The redline copy incorporates the enanges of all FPR
Revision Packages approved for incorporation into Amendment 18. The inaccuracies and inconsistencies
often only become apparent after the redline copy is generated. The changes are administrative and
editorial in nature. Also the composite combustible loading changes from all individual FPR Revision
Packages are evaluated against the adequacy of existing fire barriers.

I

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability ofoccurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of compment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes do not alter the conclusion that one train of safe shutdown equipment will be unaffected
by the fire and available to bring the affected unit to a safe shutdown condition. The changes do
not increase combustibles above acceptable values or introduce new ignition sources. All barriers
are found to be adequate.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the malfunctions and failure modes assumed duc )
to a design basis fire have not changed and the capability to safely shutdown the plant us:ng '

existing procedures has not changed.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

]
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 18-026 h

DESCRIPTION:

The Byron Safe Shutdown Analyses in Section 2.4 of the Fire Protection Report was revised to reflect
design changes resulting from DCPs 9600387 and 9600390. The design change added a 1-hour rated fire

i

barrier to conduits Cl A51B6 and C2A7422 which contain power cables serving Division i1 and 21 ESF '

electrical buses at the Essential Service Water Mechanical Cooling Towers. This design change was
installed as a corrective action from LER 454-95-005.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment )
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the I

change only added a qualified fire barrier wrnp to the outside of existing conduits. The added
barrier does not affect the operation or possible malfunction of equipment associated with the
conduit. The Fire Protection Report Safe Shutdown Analysis conclusions are enhanced because
the change is adding protection from fire to cables not previously protected. This change reduces j
the probability of damage or malfunction by providing protection from fire.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the new fire barrier insulation is designed and
installed per approved seismic and electrical design criteria.

3. The margin of safety, as dermed in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change did not afTect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

i
!
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fire Protection Reoort Chance FDRP 18-030

DESCRIPTION:

The Byron Fire Protection Report Sections 3.1 and 3.4 " Guidelines of BTP CMEB 9.5-1" were revised to
remove references to the "QA Fire Protection Coordinator". In its place, a discussion is added that Quality
Assurance audits and inspections are performed in accordance with the approved QA Topical Report. The .
revision is necessary because the requirements for review, investigation, and aud;t are now contained in the

. approved Comed OA Topical Report and the position of QA Fire Protection Coordinator has been
eliminated.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment -
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because
methods ofinspections or assessments of the Fire Protection Program have no di :ct affect on
equipment or how they operate. The changes do not increase combustibles above acceptable
values or introduce new ignition sources.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a difTerent type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes do not alter the function or
effectiveness of the approve Quality Assurance program for reviews, investigations, and audits.
The function and operation of safe shutdown equipment is not altered.

#

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based. I

'i
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 18 034

DESCRIPTION:
,

!
DCP No. 9700133 installed an unsealed 24"x 18" opening in the blockwall in order to facilitate the i

installation of a new elevator motor as pan of the overall elevator refurbishment task. This invalidated the
2-hr fire rating of the wall. The Byron Fire Protection Report Section 2.3.8.10 " Turbine Building Main
Floor (Fire Zone 8.6-0)" was revised to indicate that an elevator mechanical room blockwall above
elevation 468' is not fire rated as the result of this wall openmg. ;

1

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY: )

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of ar. accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety prev.iously evaluated in the Safety Analysis Report is not increased because the
changes occur inside the elevator machine room and are all passive structural changes. No
postulated accidents wm oc a-umed with the proposed change. No equipment important to
safety are impacted directly or indirectly. The previous 2-hr fire rating of the wall was not
specified to comp.y with 10CFR50 Appendix R f t was spec;fied due to building codes not related
to Appendix R. The previous nre rating of this wall was not credited to achieve or maintain safe
shutdown There is no significant fire hazard inside the elevator shaft which could spread outside j

the opening at elevation 468'. The fire rating of blockwalls below remain intact and will prevent,

fire from spreading from the lower elevations of the Turbine Building to the liigher elevations.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the Safety Analysis Repon is not created because the changes in DCP No. 9700133 are made to
passive structural elements inside the elevator machine room at elevation 468' of Turbine Building
and have been shown to be adequate in calculations 9.15.1-BYR97-151 (rev.0 and 2) and 9.10.4-
BYR97-152 (rev.0). The exist:ng fire rating of the wall is not credited in 10CFR50 Appendis R
analysis.

3. The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification is not reduced because
the change did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

i
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 18-046

DESCmPTION:e

The fire protection report was revised to add the warehouse addition to the existing warehouse for fire zone
18.32-0. Included in FDRP 18-046 is updating of figures to show the warehouse addition, revising the
table of contents, applicable sections, and descriptions to include the warehouse added fire load and to
show the automatic sprinklers, including density for new area, within the receiving building for zone 18.30-
0. He Quality Assurance Program for fire protection systems is revised to allow installation of non-
regulatory related fire protection systems (supplied and installed without an approved QA program), and
tie-ins for non-safety-related portions of the fire protection system. Each installation of this type would
require a separate analysis that includes, as a minimum, a 10CFR50.59 safety evaluation, a definable I
regulatory related class break point such as a regulatory related isolation valve, and a hydraulic calculation j
for added sprinklers or fire hoses. j

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY: l

I
1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident (Design Basis Fire) or a |

malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is
not increased because the fire load of the warehouse addition largely consists of files and papers ]
which are mainly stored ir. metal file cabinets and desks. The probability of an accident is not !

increased due to the large containment of files in storage cabinets. The addition on the warehouse
'

does not change the way radioactive inaterial is received and temporarily stored in fire zone 18.32-
0 or the consequences of a design basis fire. Therefore, there is no increase in the consequences of
a design basis fire. The warehouse addition is for a building that is separate from operating plant
equipment and structures. The building does not contain operating (plant installed) equipment that
is safety related or important to safety. The warehouse addition and activities that occur in the i

warehouse do not adversely affect plant operation. NFPA code requirements are met for the added )
non-safety related fire protection sprinkler system. A leak in the new warehouse sprinkler systems
would actuate a flow switch and send an alarm to the main control room. Closing a regulatory
related isolation valve could then isolate the leak. There is no affect on systems needed to mitigate
a radiological release. Therefore, there is no increase in the probability or consequences of a
malfunction of equipment important to safety.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type san any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the non-safety related fire protection sprinkler
system is installed to meet NFPA requirements. A regulatory related manualisolation valve acts
as a class break between the existing regulatory related fire protection system and the added
commercial grade sprinkler system. In the event of an actuation of the added sprinkler system, the
flow of water will actuate an existing flow switch and send a fire alarm to the main control room.

Other approved non-safety related fire protection systems may be supplied and installed without
an approved QA program. Each installation of this type would require a separate analysis that
!rcludes, as a minimum, a 10CFR50.59 safety evaluation, a definable regulatory related class j

break point such as a regulatory related isolation valve, and a hydraulic calculation for added
sprinklers or fire hoses. Meeting of these requirements ensures the added system is acceptable and
isolable from the regulatory-related portion of the fire protection system. A separate safety
evaluation for each change will ensure review of each proposed design change. This is within the
requirements of BTP 9.5-1 and the QA manual, that apply the QA program to fire protection
systems in safety related areas.

3. The margin of safety, as defined it. the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced I

because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.
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Fire Protection Renon Chance FDRP 18 048

DESCRIPTION:

The Byron Fire Protection Report Section 2.4 " Safe Shutdown Analysis" was revised to add instrument
cables associred with all four emergency diesel generators to the list of safe shutdown cables. These
cables are " , : ables installed under Design Change Packages 9400204 and 9400205 that provide a signal
to the uppA 3 diesel generator electronic governor installed under the DCPs. These added cables do not
leave the room containing its associated diesel generator.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
imponant to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because
adding the new cables to the safe shutdown analysis does not alter any existing conclusions of the
anal) sis. The new cables are contained totally within the same room as its associated diesel
generator. Therefore, the impact of a fire in this room is not changed because the fire impacts the
diesel generator itself. The changes do not increase combustibles above acceptable values or
introduce new ignition sources.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the subject new cables do not leave the room
containing its associated diesel generator. The analysis already concludes that a fire in the diesel
generator room will disable the diesel generator. Adding the new cables creates no new failure
modes.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

!
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Fire Protection Reoort Chance FDRP 18-062

DESCRIPTION:

Fire Protection Report (FPR) Draft Revision Package 18-062 was prepared for FPR changes in text to
reflect the changes done per Modifications M6-1/2-91-616(Fire wrap added to DO lines associated with
ESF train and credited for safe shutdown as a conservative measure).

SACETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
original modification (M6-1/2-91-616) analysis was performed to show that a fire in a fire zone
where unprotected DO piping from the train credited for safe shutdown is present, does not affect
the operability of the credited Diesel Generator (DG) or Auxiliary Feed Water (AFW) train due to
heating of the oil in the DO lines. Supporting calculations were documented in the modification
packages. The proposed activity is a documentation change only to clarify the wording in the
UFSAR and the FPR. The text is being revised to clarify where this t:nprotected DO piping from
train credited for safe shutdown is present in a fire zone, exposure to a tire in that zone does not
affect the operability of the DG and AFW train credited for safe shutdown. The text is being also
revised to clarify that where fire wrap has been added to DO lines, it was done as a conservative
measure.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this change is a documentation change only. It is
clarifying where this unprotected DO piping from the train credited for safe shutdown is present in
a fire zone, exposure to a fire in that zone does not afTect the operability of the DG and AFW train
credited for safe shutdown. The text is also being revised to clarify that where the fire wrap has
been added to DO lines, it was done as a conservative measure.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specif. cation, is not reduced
because the function of the DO, DG and AFW systems has not been changed. This change is a
documentation change only.
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 18-067

DESCRIPTION:

The Byron Fire Protection Report Section 2.3 " Fire Hazard Analysis" was revised to evaluate the increase
combustible loading that results from permanently installed compressed gas cylinders containing
flammable hydrogen gas. The compressed gas cylinaers are installed in fire zones 11.5-0 (401' elevation,
general area of the auxiliary building) and 14.4-0 (Waste Gas Compressor room - 426' elevation of the
auxiliary 'ouilding).

SAFETY EV Al UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
ikmmable gas (hydrogen)is stored in station approved compressed gas cylinders. The calculated
increase in combustible loading for each fire zone is an insignificant change and the total
combustible loading for the fire zones remain low. The changes do not increase combustibles
above acceptable values or introduce new ignition sources.

.:. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the hydrogen gas is stored in approved
compressed gas cylinders that are installed in accordance with approved installation criteria.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

1
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 18-069

I
DESCRIPTION:

)
i

The FPR change per FDRP 18-069 was initiated to make the correction that was inadvertently omitted )
during DCP 9103622 (Mod No. M6-91-647) installation during 1991-1992. The affected FPR section is |
2.1.4.1- Fire Barrier Description- Item 10. j

i

l

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability ofoccurr-nce or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
buildings and equipment are not affected by the change. The new roofing system that was
installed on Turbine, TSC and EM shop building roofs by DCP 9103622 complies with all of the j
applicable requirements of UL listing for class ' A' rating for the roofing material and it does not
affect the function of the buildings.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not crea'ed because this design change does not adversely impact
UFSAR accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). A different kind of roofing
system does not introduce any adverse inter . ions between any SSCs.

3. The margin of safety, as defir.ed in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the installation of a different kind of roofing system does not affect any parameters upon
which Technical Specifications are based.
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 18-071

DFSCRIPTION:

The Byron Fire Protection Report Section 2.3 " Fire Hazard Analysis", Section 2.4 " Safe Shutdown
Analysis", Unit I and Unit 2 Appendix A5.8 Sections " Appendix R Deviations" were revised to currect
errors previously identified in LER 454-95-005S2 and PIFs 96-0029, B1997-00963, and B1997-03879.

LER 454-95-005S2 and FIFs 96-0029 documented that the Fire Protection Report (FPR) failed to
accurately discuss that in 6 fire zones a single fire could cause the loss c7all ventilation to the main control
room and evacuation may be required. The revision discusses shutdown from outside the main control
room utilizing instrumentation located at the Fire llazards Panels.

PIF B1997-00963 documen ed that routing of several safe shutdown cables is not correctly described in the |
FPR. De revision corrects the necessary cable routing ables and revises the area analysis as appropriate to
reflect the necessary changes.

PIF B1997-03879 documented that credited emergency diesel generators may be affected by a fire in the
Division 12(22) cable tunnels because of control cables found routed in the tunnel. The revision removes
the emergency diesel generator as the credited power source and credits the 4 kV ESF bus tie to the
opposite tmit as the credited onsite power source.

S AFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:
I
'

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis repcrt is not increased because the
change does not alter the conclusion that one train of safe shutdown equipment will be unaffected
by the fire and available to bring the affected unit to a safe shutdown condition. The changs do
not increase combustibles above acceptable values or introduce new ignition sources.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the malfunctions and failure modes assumed due
to a design basis fire have not changed and the capability to safely shutdown the plant using
existing procedures has not changed.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.
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Fire Protection Report Chance FDRP 18-073
]

DESCRIPTION: I

;

1. Replace original 200 psig double disc gate valve (0FP181,0FP191) with a 250 psig epoxy coated,
resilient seat gate valve (DCPs 9600331 & 9600229).

2. Add a note to drawing M-52, sheet 13 to state: " Fire p otection deluge valves may be " supervised"
in the closed position in lieu oflocking the valves in the closed position (DCR 970122). i

3. Add note to drawing M-603, sheet 2 to add deluge valve clarifications (material specifications for
pipe and pipe Ottings) to the drawing (DCR 970041). I

4. Clarify piping configuration for CO2 Storage Tank Master Vapor Pilot Valve on drawing M-58, |
sheet 1 DCR 970071). !

5. Add the following three FP Sprinkler Main isolation Valves to drawing M-52, sheet 15: NSWP
Training Bldg. (0FP5370), Fab. Shop Bldg. (0FP5360), Engr. Records Bldg. (0FP5350). Aho,
add sprinkler main isolation valves in other non-insured outbuildings (DCR 970087).

6. Add % inch drain valve (OFP520) to drawing M-52, sheet 14 (DCR 970217). i
7. Replace Kennedy 4" ga;e valve (2FP120A through D) with Clow 4" gate valve (DCP 9600236). I

The FPR was updated to reflect the information in these various DCRs and DCPs.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability ofoccurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment i

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because
conditions likely to cause a fire (significant combustible material, uncontrolled ignition sources,
etc.) have not been increased. The proposed changes to the FP system do not adversely affect the
capability to mitigate a postulated fire. The proposed changes do not adversely affect the operation
of the FP system. The fire protection features are adequate for the hazards considered (hose
station, fire extinguisher, fire brigade, barriers, non-combustible construction, low combustible
loading, etc.). The capability of systems to perform their safe shutdown function is not affected.
The capability to safely shutdown has been demonstrated in all fire zones using existing j

procedures. Following a design basis fire in any zone, the proposed changes will not introduce
any new equipment failure consequence not previously considered in the safe shutdown analysis.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the proposed changes do not affect the ability of
the plant to achieve and maintain cold shutdown as demonstrated in the safe shutdown analysis.
No new failure modes have been introduced by the proposed charges. The malfunctions assumed
due to a design basis fire have not changed.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduud
because the proposed changes do not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications
are based.
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DCR 970272

i

DESCRIPTION:

DCR 970272 supported changing the Electronic Work Control System (EWCS) equipment database to list
i

various valves and other equipme;.t as Tech Spec. These updates were made to support configuration
'

'

control of the plant by having the EWCS database match the Tech Spec.

S AFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because
listing the valves and equipment as Tech Spec does not affect the operation of the equipment in a
manner that would change the evaluations in the SAR. Listing the valves and equipment as Tech
Spec in the EWCS database enhances configuration control which reduces the possibility of
accidents and/or malfunctions.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this design change does not adversely impact
UFSAR accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). Listing the valves and
equipment as Tech Spec in the EWCS database does not introduce any adverse interactions
between any SSCs.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because listing the valves and equipment as Tech Spec in the EWCS database ensures that
operation and maintenance of the equipment is in accordance with the parameters upon which the
Technical Specifications are based.

|

|
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DCR 970288

'

DESCRIPTION:

DCR 9702' ' upported changing the Electronic Work Control System (EWCS) equipment database and
applicable hr .ag and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&lDsMo show installed valves that hJ not been
depicted in the database or the P&lDs. These updates were made to support configuration control of the
plant.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because
depicting the existing valves on the P&lDs does not affect the operation of the equipment in a
manner that would change the evaluations in the SAR. Depiction of the valves on the P&lDs and
in the EWCS database enhances configuration control, which reduces the possibility of accidents
and/or malfunctions.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a diffennt type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this design change does not adversely impact
UFSAR accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). Showing the valves on the
P&lDs and in the EWCS database does not introduce any adverse interactions between any SSCs.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because showing the valves on the P&lDs and in the EWCS database does act affect any
parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

1
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DCR 980009
Fire Protection Report Change FDRP 18-053

,

DESCRIPTION: ]

This DCR documented the administrative change in the status of the 50,000 gallon sulfuric acid storage
tanks, OCW0lTA and OCW0lTB. These tanks were classified as active despite being unused and having
capped inlet and outlet lines. This DCR changed the taaks' status to abandoned. Also, the FPR stated that :
the plant would eventually have to shut down if the acid tanks were damaged. This was no longer accurate
since altemate acid feed systems have been added to the plant site. Therefore, the paragraph was reworded

,

in FDRP 18-053 to state that the equipment is abandoned, j
:
<

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1' The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the -
failure of the 50,000 gallon sulfuric acid storage tanks will not lead to any of the accidents
described in the UFSAR.- Now that the tanks are permanently drained, they have no function.

i

Even when the tanks were active, they performed no function that could have led to or raitigated ;
the consequences of any accident described in the UFSAR. The tanks do not contain radioactive |

material that could be released to the environment. Therefore, there is no increase in the
probability or consequences of any accident as described in the UFSAR.

2.- ; The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in !
'. the safety analysis report is not created because there are no new failure modes associated with
abandoning the 50,000 gallon sulfuric acid storage tanks. Any existing failure mode such as tank
failure or leakage will be less severe since the tanks will be empty. There are no interfaces with

. other systems since the inlet and outlet lines have been capped. Therefore, no new accidents or |
malfunctions are created.

]

3.'.
.

.

. i
The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Tt anical Specification, is not reduced

'

because the abandonment of the 50,000 gallon suituric acid storage tanks does not affect any
parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

!
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DCR 980019

|

DESCRIPTION:

Design drawings showed two Goor drains in each RCDT (Reactor Coolant Drain Tank) pit, however, there
is one floor drain (as-built) in each pit (both units). There were also discrepancies between the design
drawings and the as-built conditions for the doors and wire mesh partitions of these pits. DCR 980019 was
issued to revise the design drawings to match the as-built conditions.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a mr.lfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
RCDT floor drains, doors and partitions are not a part of any safety-related systems and have no
impact on operation of any equipment important to safety. The RCDT pit floor drains, doors and
partitions are not initiators of any accidents described in the UFSAR. Note that the containment
sump leak detection system is designed to function after a seismic SSE event (as required by the
UFSAR). However, the absence of one of the two floor drains in the RCDT pit does not adversely
alTect this because there is still one floor drain in this RCDT pit (approx. II.5'x12.75' pit) which
is adequate to carry any leakage from the pit to the sump. Therefore, there is no change in the
monitoring ofleakage from the RCS and the probability of a RCS leak developing into a LOCA is
unchanged. The RCDT floor drains, the door and partitions for the pit do not function to mitigate
the malfunction of any equipment important to safety. Thus, the consequences of a malfunction
are unchanged.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the RCDT floor drains, doors and partitions are
not a part of any safety-related systems and have no impact on operation of any safety-related
equipment. No new failure modes have been created. The presence ofone of the two floor drains
in the RCDT pit is adequate for the detection of any leakage in that pit since the pit is flat and
small (approx. I 1.5'x 12.75'). The RCDT pit floor drains, door and partitions do not function to
mitigate the consequences of any accident. These systems do not release potentially radioactive
material directly to the environment through an anmonitored path and they do not generate
radioactive material.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the number of the RCDT pit floor drains and configuration of doors and partitions do not
affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.
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DCR 980075

DESCRIPTION:

DCR #980075 documented a drawing error that had existed since 'he construction era of Byron Station.
The DCR was initiated in response to a Nuclear Oversight CAR # 36-97-111. The CAR was written to
identify that an instrument symbol on P&lD M-66 Sheet 3 A lacked a function code. M-66 Sheet 3A is
UFSAR Figure 09.02-03, Sheet 5, which has been updated.

SAFETY EVAL,UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluatec' in the safety analysis report is not increased because DCR
#980075 did not alter the physical plant. The DCR provided clarification on the drawing to
indicate the function of the instrument. By indicating the instrument function on the drawing, the
probalility or consequences 01% accident or equipment malfunction is not increased.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a difhrent type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not cruted because this DC R does not adversely impact UFSAR
accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). The clarification of the instrument
function does not introduce any ad erse interactions between any SSCs.

3. The margin of safety, as defined ir. the basis fo: any Technical Specification, is not reduced
becaua the addition of the instrumeni S=c:;on code to the P&ID does not afTect any parameters
upon which Technical Specifications are based.

<
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DCR 980081

DESCRIPTION:

DCR 980081 supported changing the Electronic Work Control System (EWCS) equipment database to list
various containment penetrations as ASME Section 111 Class MC. These updates were made to support
configuration control of the plant by having the EWCS database identify the appropriate ASME Code.

D.FETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because
listing the ASME code for the containment penetrations does not affect the operation of the
equipment in a manner that would change the evalua'. ions in the SAR. Listing the applicable
ASME code for the containment penetrations in the EWCS database enhances configuration
control which reduces the possibility of accidents and'or malfunctions.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis repon is not created because this design change does not adversely impact
UFSAR accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). Listing the applicable
ASME code for the containment penetrations in the EWCS database does not introduce any
adverse interactions between any SSCs.

3. The margin of r.afety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because listing appropriate ASME code for the containment penetrations in the EWCS database
ensures that operation and maintenance of the equipment is in accordance with the parameters
upon which the Technical Specifications are based.
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DCRs 980143 & 9800144

?
DESCRIPTION:

DCRs 980143 and 980144 documented a drawing change to reflect the fact that valves 1/2VQO21 are
normally open. The pressure controller setpoint for these Post-LOCA purge valves has recently been set to
the correct value. Because the controller is at the correct setpoint, the valves are now normally open.

SAFETY EVAL,UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment j
irnportant to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis repon is not increased because these
Post-LOCA purge valves cannot initiate any accidents or malfunctions, and are not used for
containment isolation. These valves would only be used in the event of a failure of the hydrogen
recombiners, and even then only after containment radiation levels had decayed to acceptable
levels. The valves are not considered safety related.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because setting the controller to the new setting only
allows the valves to operate as designed. No other physical changes to the plant were made.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced j
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based. !

i
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DCR 980231

DESCRIPTION:

DCR 980231 supported a revision to Piping and Instrument drawing M-43-1 to reflect the as-built
condition of the Non-Essential Service Water system. The revision added six one inch ball valves to the
drawing and deleted a locked cpen designator for the 0WS258A/B/C valves.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased as the valves
installed are located in the Circulating Water Pump Ilouse. This structure does not house any
components important to safety.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the addition of the new valves does not impact the
operation of any equipment important to safety.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the Non-Essential Service Water system does not affect any parameters upon which
Technical Specifications are based.

i

I

i
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DCR 980232

1

DESCRIPTION: I

DCR 980232 is to show he as-built 4" and 10.75" dia. floor penetration / floor penetration sleeves on the
following drawings: S-679 (Rev. BW), A-219 (Rev. BA) M-518, Sht.138 (Rev. F), and S-1374 (Rev. AE).
These floor sleeves are located at Auxiliary Building , Elv. 364' L-16. The floor sleeves were installed
during construction and omitted from the above referenced drawings.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
as-built floor penetration sleeves are located in the general area of Auxiliary Building at Elevation
364' which is not identified as a flood, ventilation or fire barrier. There are no safe shutdown
equipment located near the floor penetration sleeves

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in I

the safety analysis report is not created because the as-built floor penetration sleeves are passive |

components. The flood calculation shows that Elv. 364' floor would not be subject to increasing
flood level. !

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because updating the drawings to show the as-built sleeves does not affect any parameters upon

,

which Technical Specifications are based. )

I
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DCR 980234

DESCRIPTION:

DCR 980234 supported changing Westinghouse drawings to match the design that was installed in the j
plant and already depicted in the UFSAR. These updates were made to ensure that the design drawings
were kept current with the plant and the UFSAR. The need to change these drawings was discovered
during a figure review of the UFSAR when it was determined that the Westinghouse drawing had not been
updated when design changes were installed even though the UFSAR was updated.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:
,

i

1. The probabili:y of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
,

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the |

UFSAR updates were made when the design changes were installed and the UFSAR was updated
to reflect the plant design. Updating the design drawing to match the UFSAR serves to ensure the
design matches the UFSAR evaluated design but does not affect operation of the plant in any way.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis repon is not created because this design change does not adversely impact i
UFS AR accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). Updating the i

Westinghouse design drawings to match the UFSAR does not introduce any adverse interactions
between any SSCs.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced I
because updating the Westinghouse drawings to match the UFSAR evaluated design does not |
affect the parameters upon which the Technical Specifications are based.

!
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DCR 980268

DESCRIPTION:

DCR 980268 was ...iciated to revise drawing information associa.ted with valves for the Service Building
water heater. This DCR was initiated in response to a PIF that identified that the EPNs for two valves were
mislabeled and one additional valve was shown in the wrong location on the crawing. The valve
information that needed to be correcteo was associated with the TW (Treated Water) system. The changes
made under this DCR impacted drawing M-49 sheet 6, which is identified as UFSAR figure 09.02-04 sheet
09. As a result of the changes to the UFSAR figure it was determined per NSWP-A-04 that a 50.59 Safety
Evaluation was required.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis repon is not increased because there
is no change to the physical configuration of the plant. The changes to the drawing reflect the
proper assignment of EPNs to valves and move an isolation valve to reflect the actual plant
configuration. These changes to the drawing do not impact the function of the TW system.
Additionally, the TW sys*.em as described in the UFSAR does not afTect safety-related systems or
components.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in

|
the safety analysis repon is not created because this change does not adversely impact UFSAR
accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). The TW system does not impact
safety-related systems or components. The changes to the drawing only reflect the as-built
configuration of the components and do not change the function of the system.

!
|! 3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced

because the TW system does not impact any Technical Specification. The TW system is a non-
,

safety related system that has no impact on safety related systems in the station.
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DCR 980269 |

DESCRIPTION:

This change authorizes the removal of relief valve OPR5093. The relief valve was removed from the !
Circulating Water blowdown process radiation monitor OPRIOJ skid, during the installation of Temporary I
Alteration 95-0-017. DCP 9500129 replaced monitor pump OPR10P, but did not include removal of the

'

reliefvalve.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because
OPRIOJ and associated piping is located in the Turbine Building, in an area where its failure will
not impact equipment imponant to safety. The probability of an OPRJ10J or piping failure is not
increased tecause the monitor and piping qualification exceeds the maximum pump head pressure.
Removal of relief vd* OPR5093 will not adversely impact the operation of OPR10J. OPR103 is
not required to mitigate the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety. The
consequences of an OPRIOJ failure are not affected because Administrative Technical
Requirements and Station procedures that address the consequences of an OPRIOJ failure are not
affected.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because removal of relief valve OPR5093 will not
adversely impact the PR sys'zem to create a new accident or malfunction, because the piping is
designed to withstand a pressure higher than the maximum discharge pressure of pump OPR10P.

3. The margin of safe 9j, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because removal of relief valve OPR5053 ('oes not affect any parameters upon which Technical
Specificauons are based; therefore, there is no reduction in the margin of safety.

|
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DCR 980359

D7 SCRIPTION:

DCR 980359 is to show door D999 on the design drawings (A-1213, A-267, A-497, M-1033-2, M-1323-3,
and M-6) and to correct the control room envelope shown on the UFASR Fig. 6.4-1 (sht. I of 2). The ;

door, ODSS999 is part of the control room pressure boundary but the above applicable design drawings did i

not show the door.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because there
is no change on the existing structure for the control room envelope. Door, D999 functions to
maintain a positive pressure (1/8" WC) as part of the control room envelope. DCR 980359 will
not affect any control room HVAC equipment that is necessary to maintain a positive pressure for
the control room envelope.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because Door, D999 is a passive component. It would
function to maintain a positive pressure for the control room envelope during and following
accident conditions.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because Door, D999 is an as-built door which has been and is being used to maintain a positive
pressure for the control room envelope. DCR#980359 does not affect any parameters upon which
Tec' + tl Specifications are based.
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DCR 980360

DESCRIPTION:

DCR 980360 was initiated to revise drawing information associated with the "00" immersion heater
associated with the 0WM09T hot water tank. This DCR was initiated in response to a PIF that identified
that drawing M-49 sheet SA did not identify the "0B" heater. The changes made under this DCR impacted
drawing M-49 sheet 5A, which is identified as UFSAR figure 09.02-04 sheet 07. As a result of the changes
to the UFSAR figure it was determined per NSWP-A-04 that a 50.59 Safety Evaluation was required.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because there
is no change to the physical configuration of the plant. The changes to the drawing reflect the a -
built configuration of the plant. The UI SAR describes the function of the demineralized water
make-up system but makes no mention of the 0A or OB heaters. Both heaters are powered from
non-safety related sources.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this change does no'. adversely impact UFSAR
accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). The WM system will continue to
function as described in the UFSAR. The only change is the identification of a second heater,
which was not identified in the drawing, but has always been in the plant. The WM system does
not perform a safety function and there is no indication that the heaters impact the consequences of
an accident as described in the SAR.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the WM system does not impact any Technical Specification. The TW system is a non-
safety related system and the heaters do not impact any safety-related systems in the station.
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Temporary Alterap.g 98-1-017

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this temporary alteration to the plant was to allow a different drain and flowpath to the
containment smnp (RF) system from the Seal Table Room. The current drain path is plugged at a depth of
approximately 2.5 feet below the floor surface. The alternate path is a cleanout connection for this same
drain that is not clogged. A drain line cap will be fitted on the connection,to prevent large debris from
entering the RF system. The cleanout line was verified as connected to the same drain line, in the same
general area, and at the sa.ne elevation. This drain path is necessary meet the design criteria of being able
to detect small Reactor Coolant System (RCS) leaks in the Seal Table Room.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased, because the alternate
drain path is functionally equivalent to the original drain path. The alternate drain path does not
affect the probability of accidents or malfunctions, and its functional equivalence ensures that
s.nall RCS leaks will be promptly identified to Control Room Personnel, so that proper
procedurally guided actions can be taken.

3. The possibility of an accident or malfunction or a different type than previously evaluated in the
UFSAR is not created because the alternate drain path is functionally equivalent to the original. {
The drain cap will prevent large debris from en r. ug the RF system. No other failures due to the
installation of this Temporary Alteration are anticipated.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced
because the procedure does not affect any of the parameters upon which Technical Specifications
are based,

i
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L Temporary Alteration 98-1-018 |

DESCRIPTION:

'

This Temporary Alteration was needed due to a failed Core Exit Thermocouple (CETC) RCS pressure
retaining compression fitting which resulted in RCS leakage. The pressure retaining sleeve was cut below
the existing fitting along with the thermocouple cable housed in the conduit providing a clean location to
install an approved plugging device to restore the pressure retaining capability at the CETC reactor head ]
penetration.

'

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
applicable accidents are not initiated by the associated CETC equipment and the required number
of CETCs remained for temperature monitoring capability. The change restored the RCS pressure
retaining capability of the CETC compression fittings in order to maintain RCS preswre boundary
integrity. The consequences of the applicable accidents remain unchanged.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis repon is not created because this change restored the pressure retaining
capability of the CETC system to its original status. The change performed the same intended
function of maintaining the RCS pressure boundary.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced ;

because the Technical Specification minimum number of operable CETC channels continued to be i
'met with the implementation of this change. Also, installation of the new compression fitting

eliminated the identified RCS leakage to meet the requirements of no or cration RCS leakage.

|
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Temporary Alteration 98-1-029 1

)DCP 9800239

DESCRIPTION:
i

DCP 9800239 supponed the temporary removal of the motor operator for valve 1 SX01 I to conduct
maintenance repair activities of the operator. The operator was removed from the valve while the llBC
gear operator was left on effectively locking the valve stem in place. The ISX011 is one of three return
header cross tie valves provided for each unit used to direct service water return to the appropriate essential
service water cooling tower. The valve operator was removed while the valve was in its fully closed
position, thus leaving the valve closed by virtue of the self-locking gear set. The activity was controlled by i
the procedure requirements of the Temporary Alteration Program. !

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the

1
Technical Specifications require the ability of the unit crosstie valven to shut upon demand to
provide for two independent SX systems. Locking the valve in its closed position is consistent
with this requirement. The activity did not increase the probability of occurrence of an accident or
a different malfunction.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in j
the safety analysis report is not created because the temporary activity did not create conditions

;

beyond :Se original design parameters or design basis values for the valve's function. The valve
was temporarily left with the IIBC gear assenibly which consists of a 60:1 gear ratio that
effectively locked in place the valve to prevent drilling due to hydrodynamically induced torque.

; 3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
,

because the temporary removal of the valve operator for maintenance repairs did not change or j
affect any parameters upon w hich Technical Specifications are based. j

i

|

I i
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Temporary Altcrations 98-1-060 and 98-2-061

DESCRIPTION:

This change installed pressure gauges on the Diesel Generator (D/G) lube oil systems. The isolation valves
for these gauges will normally remain closed. Procedural controls are in place to allow momentarily
opening the valves for monitoring of tube oil pressure. The valves will be recicaed after the oil pressure is
checked.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
D/Gs are not accident initiators. The ability of the D/G to mitigate the consequences is not
affected because the pressure gauges will normally be isolated, and thus could not create a loss of
lube oil different from what has already been evaluated. The Temporary Alteration iratructions
specify that no structural loading be transmitted to the lube oil piping. Procedural controls to
ensure the pressure gauges are kept isolated provide high assurance that there is no effect on D/G
operation due to the installation of the oil pressure gauges.

2. He possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the isolations valves will remain closed except for
very brief periods controlled by procedure, and there is no seismic interaction between the non-
safety related gauge and plastic tubing and the safety related lube oil system. The temporary
alteration contains no rotating equipment or other moving parts and is compatible with the tube oil
system.

i 3. De margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
| because the change does not affect any of the parameters upon which Technical Specifications are

based.
!
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Temporary Alteration 98-0-047
DCP 9800403

DESCRIPTION:

IX'P 9800403 supported the temporary installation of two line plugs on the essential service water (SX) B
train makeup lines at the entrance of the OB SX cooling tower. The function of the plugs is to form a
secondary non-ASME code barrier io prevent backleakage from the cooling tower. In addition to the plugs,
valves OSXI57V and OSv.158B will be closed to form an Out of Service boundary for maintenance on SX j

makeup flow element The B train SX makeup system will be Out of Service, and the appropriate Limiting
Conditions for Opcation entered during this maintenance activity. The work will be accomplished within
the allowable outage time for this system.

SAFETY EVAltJATION SllMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
SX makeup system is out of service, operating within the bounds allowed by Technical
Specifications, and will be returned to full functionality prior to return to service. No permanent ,

|changes are being made to the system.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the temporary alteration will be completely
removed prior to retuming the system to service. No permanent changes are being made to the
plant.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because this temporary change is within the bounds specified by Technical Specifications.

I

|

|
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Temporary Alteration 98-0-052
DCP 0800424

DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9800424 supported the temporary installation of two 400 gallon porta-feed stainless steel tanks, two
metering pumps, and associated hoses and valves necessary to provide chemical feed to the essential
service water (SX) cooling towers. This activity will allow for maintenance on the chemical feed
subsystem tanks. The tempocary tanks will contain zine chloride and inorganic polyphosphate, which are
used to control organic slime buildup in the SX system. Using the temporary tanks will allow continued
slime control during the maintenance activity. The temporary tanks will be removed once the chemical
feed subsystem tanks are retumed to service.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because
operation of the chemical feed subsystem for SX is not a precursor to any accident or malfunction
described in the SAR. Continued control of organic slime in the SX system will ensure system
availability to mit| gate the consequences of any accident or malfunction.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a ditTerent type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the temporary alteration is designed such that even
a total failure of the porta-feed system will not adversely affect the SX cooling system. A berm is
place around each temporary tank to contain any possible leakage. The temporary tanks will be
removed when no longer needed.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because this temporary change does not afTect any parameters upon which Technical
Specifications are based.

1
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Temporary Alteration 98-0-055 i

DCP 9800463 I

i
i

DESCRIPTION:

!
DCP 9800463 installed temporary plugs in all existing floor drains in the condensate Cleanup Room to |

allow repair of the low conductivity sump. To allow the condensate polishing system to remain operable
' during normal operation, a temporary air operated de-watering pump will be provided to allow rinse water
from the resin beds to be transferred from the resin bed trenches to the high conductivity sump while the
drain plugs are in place. The de-watering pump will be connected to a 1-inch instrument air supply drop j
located in the Condensate Polisher room. Note that the Condensate Polishers are not routinely used during
normal operations, and their use is not expected during the repair of the low conductivity sump.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

|
1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment j

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this !
change does not create any new interactions with any SAR accident initiators. The condensate

'

cleanup system is not used to mitigate the consequences of any accidents or malfunctions. If the
1-inch line to the temporary pump were to fail, the instrument air compressors will have more than

,

adequate makeup capability until the leak is isolated. All failure modes associated with the i
affected equipment are unchanged, and the activity will not result in NPDES permit violations. |

|

2. He possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in |
the safety analysis report is not created because the temporary alteration will function as an |

equivalent alternative to the original plant design. It will not affect equipment failures in an
adverse way. The temporary equipment will be removed following the repair of the low
conductivity sump.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because this temporary change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical
Specifications are based.

!

i
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Temporarv Alteration 98-0-057

DESCRIPTION:

Temporary Alteration 98-0-057 provided a temporary barrier between the Tttrbine Building and Atixiliary i

Building at Elevation 401'-0" during replacement of door 0325. This temporary barrier was provided to
act as a ventilation and high-energy line break (HELB) barrier for the period that the door was not installed.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

l'. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because only
the configuration of the barrier was temporarily changed. The change does not affect the
probability of a llELB accident or fire. The consequences are not affected since the temporary
barrier performs the same ventilation and IIELB functions as the permanent door. Fire protection
was addressed via other station programs and was not a required function of this temporary
barrier.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the temporary barrier provides the same function
for ventilation and protection against a HELB accident as the permanent door.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
- because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.
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Temtsorary Alteration 98-2-064

DCP 9800565

DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9800565 installed a temporary alternate cooling water supply line for the bearing and seal cooling
connections for the OA non-essential service water (WS) pump. This alternate cooling water' supply was
required in order to maintain the 0A WS pump operating, while a freeze seal was installed on piping that
would normally result in a loss of bearing and seal cooling to both the OA and OB WS pumps. The freeze
seal was installed for maintenance purposes. Once the maintenance was done, the original system cooling
water piping was restored.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
WS system is not an initiator of accidents or malfunctions, and has no impact on initiators of '

accidents or malfunctions. The WS system supplies cooling for systems that are not essential for
safe shutdown of the reactor, or mitigation of accidents or malfunctions. The equipment affected
by this change is located in the Circulating Water pump house, and there is no equipment
important to safety located there.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because no new interactions with equipment important to
safety are created. The resultant line losses in the temporary hose are less than the |osses in the
system piping, with no degradation in flow. The temporary piping can ...hstand the same
temperature / pressure combination as the permanent system piping, and the temporary line will be
securely mounted. This provides reasonable assurance that no new failure modes are created.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because this temporary change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical
Specifications are based.
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Temnorary Alteration 98-2-063
DCP 93 00556

DESCRIPTION:

DCP 9800556 installed a temporary valve block on the Essential Service Water (SX) system unit crosstie
valve 2SX005 in the closed position. This valve block was installed to allow the removal of the motor
actuator for repair, as it had an oil leak. The valve remained locked in the closed position until the operator
was reinstalled. With the 2SX005 valve blocked closed, the common component cooling (CC) heat
exchanger could not be aligned to Unit 2. Therefore, during these activities, the appropriate Limiting
Condition for Operation (loss of a CC heat exchanger) was entered until the actuator was replaced. After
actuator reinstallation, the valve block was removed.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
imponant to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
change does not create any new accident initiators, and the SX system is not in itself an accident
initiator. Each units dedicated component cooling heat exchanger is sized for 100% capacity of
normal, single unit heat loads. There is increased risk associated with the ability of the SX system
to mitigate the consequences of an accident during the time the valve is blocked closed. liowever,
this risk does not create an unreviewed safety question, because the appropriate Limiting
Condition for Operation (LCO) was entered, and the increased risk is acceptable during the LCO
allowable outage time. By removing the valve operator and installing the valve-blocking device,
the overall weight of the system piping is decreased. During a seismic event, no external initiators
exist that could create a sufficient force on the valve shaft that could cause a failure of the valve
block.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis repon is not created because the change only removes the valve actuator and
blocks the valve closed. The system effects were evaluated and found to be acceptable assuming
compliance with the Technical Specification LCO. The seismic concerns were also evaluated, and
found to be acceptable.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the appropriate Technical Specification Limiting Condition for Operation was entered and
complied with.

0
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BAP 560-1 Revision 15

!
DESCRIPTION: !

This change implemented the 7.1 pil Coordinated Control Program for Unit 2 Reactor Coolant System
j

(RCS). This means that Lithium concentration starts at 3.35 ppm at the beginning of the cycle, until boron
'

concentration drops low enough to reach RCS pil of 7.1. The pli then remains a 7.1 until the boron
reaches 100 ppm. Then the pli steps down at 0.01 pil increments until it reached pil 7.0. The pil remains
at 7.0 from 50 to O ppm boron. This is being done to increase the margin for preventing serious corrosion
product releases during shutdowns, and to minimize the potential of axial offset and neutron flux
anomalies.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment i
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
effect of this change is to reduce the thickness of oxide layers on fuel at the end of core life. This
condition is not the initiator of any accident analyzed in the UFSAR. The change improves the
removal of corrosion products during the cycle, reducing the likelihood of their release during a
large break LOCA or other accident. The reduced oxide layer helps maintain a coolable geometry
in the core.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the t.afety analysis report is not created because this change has been analyzed by Westinghouse
letter 98CB-G-0092, and all interactions with system material were found acceptable. There are |

no known adverse efTects on systems or functions important to safety.
|
i

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced ;
because the change did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based. 1

i,

;

)
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i
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BAP 1100-3 and associated T sheets

DESCRIPTION:

Byron Administrative Procedure BAP 1100-3 and its associated T Sheets (attachments / forms) was revised
to incorporate and provide enhanced guidance to plant personnel for evaluating the appropriate actions
prior to impairing various barriers in the plant which are credited in the current Safety Analysis Report
(SAR). The revision also added a matrix of various barriers that have been pre-evaluated and provides
information as to whether or not further review is required.

SAFETY EVA111ATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety r:reviously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
revised procedure controls the review process for ba~ier impairments and does not in itself have
any impact on any postulated accidents or anticipated transients. The procedure provids guidance
that requires a specific evaluation including review per 10CFR50.59, as appropriate.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created bect.ase the revised procedure does not affect original SAR
analysis or assumptions and it is an administrative procedure to control barrier impairments. The
revised procedure does not create conditions for an accident or malfunctions different from that
previously analyzed.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the process controlled by this administrative procedure ensurer that proposed barrier
impairments are reviewed foi the 10CFR50.59 criteria at which time the determination of a
potential reduction of margin of safety is done, if a reduction in the margin of safety is identified,
in a 50.59 review, then the evolution requires a higher level of management review that includes
NRC approval.

.

|
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BOP RC-9A1. BOP RC-9. RCS Vacuum Fill

DESCRIPTION:

ne proposed activity will provide for Vacuum Filling the RCS afler loop (s) have been drained. The
normal loop bypass vent valves,1/2RC8029A/B/C/D, will be the connection point for the vacuum ejector
system to the RCS. The vacuum will be drawn with the Loop Stop Isolation Valves (LSIVs) closed. Once |

vacuum is attained at approximately 20 in lig., fill will be initiated sla the CV loop fills. Current Operating
Procedures require that the RCS be filled and pressurized to a certain degree, the RCP(s) started, run

,

shortly to " sweep" the system and stopped. The RCS is then depressurized and the bubble of air and non- |
condensables, sw ept from the piping and steam generator tubes, is vented from the reactor vessel head. This I

process is repeated, as necessary, to remove all trapped air and non-condensables from the RCS.
|

The benefits of Vacuum Filling the RCS are:
1. Reduced critical path time for RCS fill,
2. RCP Sweeps eliminated, extending life of RCP motors and seals, |

3. Improves RCS chemistry by reducing dissolved oxygen, and
4. Reduces personnel radiation exposure by reducing fill and vent operations.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment I

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the i

proposed activity does not affect, disable or isolate any safety related systems or equipment. !
Temporary equipment is installed, operated and removed per Byron Operating Procedures. No |
permanent change to any plant SSC is affected by the proposed activity. The proposed activity, as
concerns accident probability, is no different than current procedures to fill an isolated RCS loop.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the process of pulling a vacuum on an isolated
loop of the RCS prior to filling that loop with reactor coolant, will not require a change to the
Technical Specifications. No Unreviewed Safety Question exists as a result of the proposed
activity. The proposed activity modifies the process of filling an isolated RCS loop after

,

refueling / outage activities, prior to commencing of startup/ power ascension activities. He use of I

vacuum-aided filling will reduce critical path time, personnel radiation exposure and
equipment / component wear and tear. He system is normal a pressurized system. Drawing a
vacuum of approximately 20 in lig has been reviewed and is not expected to create any new i

-

failures. Other similar Westinghouse plants have performed this activity with no adverse affects on I

the piping, valves, RCPs or S/Gs. The proposed activity will have no adverse affect on equipment ;

important to safety, as all necessary safety- important equipment and systems remain unaffected
'

by the proposed activity. 1

l
3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced

because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Tecir dal Specifications are based.

i

|

|
|
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1/2BVS AF-3 Revision

DESCRIPTION:

The reason for the proposed activity is to provide operations personnel guidance when perfonning 1/2BVS
AF-3 in mode 1. This is to be accomplished so as to allow more time to conduct VT-2 examination.
During mode 3 the time to conduct VT-2 examination is limited due to the excessive cool down of the
primary plant. Ilowever in mode i the limiting factor is secondary piant chemistry. During the conduction
of the surveillance chemistry monitors chloride levels in the Steam Generators and notifies shift in the
event of an increase above a predetermined level. This allows a greater amount of time to conduct VT-2
examination.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because This
change is to provide operating personnel with guidance when condccting 1/2 BVS AF-3 in mode
1. Upon the initial start of the Auxiliary Feedwater system on a Unit trip the initial system
parametcrs are the same. Therefore the probabi|ity of an accident is not increased. During the
increase in heat removal by the secondary side potentially due to a Main Steam Line Break
(MSLB) the AF pumps are assumed to be operating at the time of the incident and with maximum
flow. At 30 min. afler the break operator action is assumed to isolate AF flow. Since the AF
pumps are already running they are encapsulated by the assumption and do not inhibit the
response time of the operators. During the Decrease in heat removal case the failure and isolation
of a S/G is assumed to remove the capacity of the secondary side to mitigate an accident. In this
case Auxiliary Feedwater is already running and does not require operator action. In the Decrease
in Reactor Coolant inventory the accident affecting AF is a Steam Generator Tube Rupture
(SGTR). In this case the AF pumps are already in operation and do not inhibit the operators in
isolating the affected generator in iI min. The Increase in RCS inventory due to the PZR filling is
mitigated by the AF system, in this case the AF pumps are already operating from the onset of the
accident. Therefore the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is
not increased.

2. He possibilhy for an accident or malftmetion of a difTerent type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because Due to the fact that the AF pumps are already
running the probability of an accident is not increased. The change is to provide operating
personnel guidance and to specify precautions to 1/2BVS AF-3 when conducting the surveillance
in Mode 1. This change does not adversely impact systems or functions so as to create the
possibility of an accident or malfunction of a type different from those evaluated in the SAR.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because Due to the fact that the AF pumps are already running the margin of safety is not
decreased. The change is to provide operating personnel guidance and to specify precautions to
1/2BVS AF-3 when conducting the surveillance in Mode 1.

l
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1/2BVS AF-3 Revision

DESCRIPTION:

Add direction to specify the steps required to be carried out when lining up the Auxiliary feedwater system
per 1/2BVS AF-3 with 1/2BOS AF-5 and 1/2BOS AF-7. This will allow the 1/2AF004 valve to remain
open when conducting 1/2BVS AF-3 and not contradict 1/2BOS AF-5 and 1/2BOS AF 7 which stipulates
the closure of theAF004 valve to line up to recirculate the Auxiliary Feedwater system. This procedure
change will also remove the requirement to conduct vibration analysis during 1/2BVS AF-3, vibration data
is taken during the quarterly ASME for the AF pumps.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY: 1

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because. This
change is for clarification of the procedure and the removal of the vibration requirement.
Therefore the probability of an occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR is not increased.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction cla different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because The change is to add direction to specify the steps
required to be carried out when lining up the Auxiliary Feedwater system per 1/2BVS AF-3 with
1/2BOS AF-5 and 1/2BOS AF-7. This will allow the 1/2AF004 valve to remain open when
conducting 1/2BVS AF-3 and not contradict 1/2BOS AF-5 and 1/2BOS AF-7 which stipuh.tes the
closure of theAF004 valve to line up to recirculate the Auxiliary Feedwater system. This
procedure change will also remove the requirement to conduct vibration analysis during 1/2BVS
AF-3, vibration data is taken during the quarterly ASME for the AF pumps. This change does not
adversely impact systems or functions so as to create the possibility of an accident or malfunction
of a type different from those evaluated h the SAR.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because The change is to add direction to specify the steps required to be carried out when lining j
up the Auxiliary Feedwater system per 1/2BVS AF-3 with 1/2BOS AF-5 and 1/2BOS AF-7. This
will allow the 1/2AF004 valve to remain open when conducting 1/2BVS AF-3 and not contradict

,

1/2BOS AF-5 and 1/2BOS AF-7 which stipulates the closure of theAF004 valve to line up to |
recirculate the Auxiliary Feedwater system. This procedure change will also remove the i

requirement to conduct vibration analysis during 1/2BVS AF-3, vibration data is taken during the
quarterly ASME for the AF pumps. This change does not reduce the margin of rafety as defmed
in the basis for any Technical Specification.

|
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1/2BVS-FWS2 Revision

DESCRIPTION:

Revise IBVS-FWS2 and 2BVS-FWS2 to allow testing for the ability of the ATWS system to operate after
a loss of AC power for duration of I hour. This was identified during a SQV audit of Braidwood. After the
Battery has been allowed to be the only supply for the 1/2 PAS 41 cabinet, the capability of the battery to
supply the required power for the ATWS system to perform the required functions will be tested.

|
SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment ,

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because. The ;
only applicable modes for this procedure are 5 and 6. The Auxiliary Feedwater and ATWS !

systems are not required to be operable during this plant configuration. The Proposed activity will
not incrcase the probability of a malfunction of equipment important to safety insomuch as the
1/2A-AF pump breaker will be sacked to test and the diesel control switch at the 1/2AF01J panel |

will be in the off position. The Auxiliary Feedwater pumps will not start and are not required to
start for this procedure. The AMS Sy; tem will be fully functional when it is needed for operation.
He procedure is only being changed to allow for battery drop testing. Therefore the probability of |
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment important to safety

'

previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because This is a battery drop test during modes 5 and 6

|

when the applicable systems are not required for operation. There is no malfunction of a type '

different from those evaluated in the SAR created. The Auxiliary Feedwawr pumps will not start
and are not required to start for this procedure. The AMS System will be fully functional when it
is needed for operation. None of the 3ccidents evaluated for the ATWS systems apply in modes 5
and 6 therefore the accidents in the remaining modes remain bounding. De possibility of an
accident or malfunction of equipment of a different type than any evaluated previously in the MR
is not created since the applicable systems are not required during modes 5 and 6.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because This test does not operate Auxiliary Feedwater therefore there are no temperature or
pressure concerns with the Primary Plant. This test only deep cycles the battery ad tests the
responses of the ATWS system logic. The margin of safety as defined in the bas for any '

Technical Specification is not reduced.

.
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2BVS 4.10-3.2 Revision

DESCRIPTION:

Revision 4 to surveillance procedure 2BVS 4.10-3.2 revises and reformats the procedure to incorporate the
requirements of ASME Code Case N-498. Code Case N-498 allows the use of a nominal operating i
pressure (NOP) visual inspection leakage test to satisfy the ASME 10-year hydrostatic test requirement for |
the Class I systems. The ASME Class 1 10-year NOP test requires that portions of the Cless I boundary i

that are not normally pressurized (i.e., between two normally closed valves or check valves) are required to |
be pressurized during the performance of the test. The procedure revision provides guidance and controls
pertaining to the execution of the ASME Class 1 10-year NOP test and the test pressurization between two
normally closed valves and check valves. System alignments are performed in accordance with other
appropriate station procedures. Other changes include reinforcement and clarification of ASME Code
requirements

,

i.

RFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:
1

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment |
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the |

ASME Class 1 10-year leakage test is performed at normal operating pressure and temperature
conditions. The test pressurizes lines up to the second isolation barrier. All piping and
components within the test boundary were designed and fabricated to ASME Section ill Class I
rules and requirements. The design pressure and temperature ratings are well above the normal
reactor coolant normal operating conditions. The performance of the leakage test does not create a
condition that would challenge the systems beyond nonnal operating conditions. The
pressurization oflines between two normally closed valves and check valves are also at normal
reactor coolant operating conditions and the piping / components are also well within their design
parameters.

All lines and components between two normally closed valves or check valves are small bore and
are a maximum of 2 inches NPS. This falls well within the maximum small break LOCA area of
1.0 sq. ft. Therefore, the consequences of a line fa; lure by opening the inboard isolation valve is
bounded by the existing small break LOCA analysis. The Class I leakage test is performed in
Mode 3 with the reactor shutdown.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the ASME Class I pressure test of the reactor
coolant boundary up to the second isolation barrier is performed at normal system pressure and
temperature conditions and are well within the system design ratings. Any postulated failures or
malfunctions of equipment during the performance of the leakage test are bounded by existing
analysis described in the UFSAR. Leakage past the second isolation barrier will not create
conditions that are outside the design of adjoining systems and are fully compatible to the reactor
coolant process fluid and conditions. The components between the first and second isolation
barriers are not required to be operational to cooldown the plant or to mitigate any accidents
requiring ECCS operation at the time the leakage test is performed for that portion of the system.

1

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the procedure revision does not affect any parameters upca which the Technical !
Specifications are based. i

|
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I/2RVS 7.1.2.1.b 1-1 Revision j

DESCRIPTION:

Procedure 1/2BVS 7.1.2.1.b.1-1 will be revised to allow for the enhancement of testing of 1PSL-
' AF055 contact which is tested to verify that a normally closed contact opens on low Auxiliary feedwater
suction pressure w hich should de-energize the B Auxiliary Feedwater pump engine failure lockout relay
K12 during 1/2BVS 7.1.2.1.b.1-1 section 4.2. This surveillance does not verify relay K12 actually is de-
energized. The K12 relay change of state will be verified by the de-energizing of the " Engine Ready to
Stan" light on the diesel local control panel. Contact 1-3 of relay PSAFS IX is not tested to verify that it
will open to prevent the start of the A Auxiliary Feedwater pump on low-low suction pressure by de-
energi~ing relay ARAFPAX until the low suction pressure clears. This contact is necessary to provide
pump protection if the low-low suction pressure was present prior to the pump receiving its start signal.
Contact 1-3 in the A Auxiliary Feedwater pump start circuit is verified to be closed when he pump starts
during 1/2BOS7.12.1.b-1. The ARAFPAX relay will be tested in the change to ensure that the A Auxiliary
Feedwater pump will not start when receiving a low-low suction pressure. These 4 contacts are not tested.
These contacts prevent AF006 and AF017 valves from inadvertently being d sed when there is a low
suction pressure signal. These contacts will be tested under this change.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because
Procedure 1/2BVS 7.1.2.1.B.1-1 is conducted only du'ng modes 4,5, and 6 when Auxiliary
Feedwater is not required to be operable. This procedure change only affects the testing of relays
IPSL-AF055, K12, PSA51X, PSA51XI and PSAF55X. There are no accidents that Auxiliary
Feedwater is required to be operable for during modes 4,5, and 6. Therefore the probability of
occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment important to safety
previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because Procedure 1/2BVS 7.1.2.1.B.1-1 is conducted only
during modes 4,5, and 6 when Auxiliary Feedwater is not required to be operable. This procedure
change only affects the testing of relays I PSL-AF055, K12, PSA51X, PSA51XI and PSAF55X.
There are no accidents that Auxiliary Feedwater is required to be operable for during modes 4,5,
and 6. Therefore the possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the safety analysis report is not created

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because Procedure 1/2BVS 7.1.2.1.B.1-1 is conducted only during modes 4,5, and 6 w hen
Auxiliary Feedwater is rtt required to be operable. This procedure change only affects the testing
of relays IPSL-AF055, K12, PSA51X, PSA51XI and PSAF55X. There are no accidents that ,

Auxiliary Feedwater is required to be operable for during modes 4,5, and 6. Therefore the margin
of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
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NEP 11-01. REVISION 3

DESCRIPTION:

A safety evaluation was .vritten to evaluate the impact of the implementation of a corporate Comed wide
procedure used to perform procurement engineering evaluations of replacement parts and components.
Procedure NEP 11-01 had been in use t.nd implemented at other Com'' .ites prior to its implementation at
the Byron Station. The procedure meets the Comed corporate objectiv . of standardizing the process for
the evaluation of replacement parts and components company wide.

S AFETY EVAI UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occc v;se or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction oiequipment i
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the |

: implementation of this procedure does not affect any analysis or basis contained in the SAk. The
! procedure contains the regulatory compliance requirements mandated by 10CFR 50 Appendix B

criteria. The procedure is used to evaluate the replacement of parts and components and the
replenishn.ent of the warehouse inventory for future equipment needs. The procedure contains the
necessary regulatory process for performing the procurement engineering evaluations to ensure
continued compliance with regulatory requirements and original equipment specifications and
codes.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the implementation of a procedure used for the
evaluation of spare and replacement parts does not have an impact on the safety analysis and its
basis, and it does not have an effect on equipment failures, nor will it create any new failure
modes.

.

!

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced i
because the implementation of the procedure used for the evaluation of spare and replacement
parts does not does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

|

1
i

:
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Offsite Dose Calculation Manual Revision

DESCRIPTION:

This change revised Chapter 11 of the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) to reflect the fact that
dairy BY.27 is no longer operational. The dairy barn was blown down in a storm, and the cows sold. This
portion of the ODCM is used to monitor the effects on the environment from the radiological releases
associated with the daily operation of the Byron nuclear plant.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this
portion of the ODCM is only used for Radiological Environmental monitoring. It is not the
initiator of any accident or malfunction, nor is it used for mitigation of consequences.

2. De possibility for an accident or malfunction of a difTerent type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because no physical plant changes were made.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

.
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SPPs 97-044. 97-066. 97-067. 97-068

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of these special procedures was to verify proper operation of the newly installed wet lay-up
recirculation systems for the Unit 1 Replacement Steam Generators that were installed as part of DCP
9500394.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the test will
only take place in Modes 5 or 6 or defueled, when the component. inside the test boundary are not
required to be operable for mitigation of any accidents.

2. The p9ssibility of an accident or malfunction or a ditTerent type than previously evaluated in the
UFSAR is not created since this test makes no physical changes to plant structurcs, systems, or
components. All systems were restored to full operability per the Licensing Basis prior to entry to
any Mode where the system was required to be OPERABLE.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced
because the test does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based..

i

|
t
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SPP 97-045

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this special procedure was to verify proper operation of Auxiliary Feedwater flow control
valves 1 AF005A-H, which were replaced under DCP 9700558. This procedure verifies proper operation of
the flow control valves under a variety of conditions, including dual Auxiliary Feedwater pump stan, and
failure open of the flove control valves.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY
a

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the test will
only take place in Modes 5 or 6, when the Auxiliary Feedwater system is not required to be
operable fot mitigation of any accidents.

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction or a different type than previously evaluated in the
UFSA R is not created since this test makes no physical changes to plant structures, systems, or
components. The Auxiliary Feedwater System was restored to full operability per the Licensing
Basis prior to entry to any Mode where the system was required to be OPERABLE.

3. The margin of SLfety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specification, is not reduced because
the Auxiliary Feedwater System was not required to be OPERABLE when this test was
performed. The Auxiliary Feedwater Syst:m was restored to full operability per the Licensing i

Basis prior to entry to any Mode w here the system was required to be OPERABLE. ]
1

,

!
!
!
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SPP 97-050

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this special procedure was to demonstrate the ability of the Steam Generator (S/G) level
control system to respond to a mismatch between S/G level and setpoint. It also demonstrated the ability of
the feedwater pump matter controller to respond to a small differential pressure transient. This testing was
required in Mode I to meet the testing requirements of the Steam Generator Replacement Project.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as peviously evaluated in the UFSA". is not increased because the test will
only impact the feedwater control system. The control system is operated in accordance with
design featares, and is not credited for the mitigation of any accidents or malfunctions of
equipment. The reactor trip setpoints are not affected by this test.

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction or a different type than previously evaluated in the
UFSAR is not created since no credit is taken for control system operation in any accident
analysis. The possible failure modes are bounded by accidents discussed in the UFSAR. Thus,
there are no new accidents or malfunctions created.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced
because the test does not affect any of the parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based.
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,SPP 97-051

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this special procedure was to demonstrate the satisfactory performance of the moisture
separators in the Unit 1 Replacement Steam Generators (S/G) during Mode 1. This involved injecting a
Na-24 tracer into the feedwater/ condensate system, and sampling for carryover at designated points in the
steam cycle. This test was required in Mode I to meet the testing requirements of the Steam Generator
Replacement Project.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as paviously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the moisture
carryover test does not affect any initiating conditions for accidents or malfunctions evaluated in
the UFSAR. Two potential accidental release scenarios were evaluated (these were not UFSAR
accidents), and all calculations showed maximum dose resulting from a release to be well within
acceptable limits.

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction or a different type than previously evaluated in the
UFSAR is not created since all impacts of this test were evaluated to be within the design basis of
the plant. No permanent alterations were made to the plant for the performar.ce of this test.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced
because the test does not affect any of the parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. Steam Generator secondary activity was wdl within allowable limits,

l
l
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SPP 97-057

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this special procedure was to record the normal broadband background noise frequency
msponse of the loose parts monitoring system (LPMS) af 0%,30%,50%,75%, and 100% power levels.

"-t requires temporary installation of non-intrusive test equipment. All test equipment was removed
,

-
-

.est, restoring the system a normal. This testing was required to meet the testing requirements of
. th . m Generator P; placement Praject. )

|

SAFETY EVALUATION S a 4ARYi

'l. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
; important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because data collection

| equipment will be transparent to plant operation. The LPMS is operated in accordance with
design features, cannot initiate any accidents analyzed in the UFSAR, and is not credited for the
mitigation of any accidents or malfunctions of equipment.

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction or a difTerent type than previously evaluated in the

| UFSAR is not created because the LPMS operation is not changed as a result of this test. All test
; equipment attachment was temporary, and the system was restored to normal after the test.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced
because the necessary Limiting Conditions for Operation v ere entered and adhered to,
maintaining the plant within its licensing basis.

i

l

l
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SPP 97-069

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this special procedure was to add hydrazine to the Unit 2 Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
during cooldown, when the RCS is less than 400 F. The addition was made through the Chemical and
Volume Control System (CVCS). The reason this was done was to help keep corrosion products in
solution for removal by the mixed bcd demineralizers, and to minimize the impact of oxygen delivery to
the RCS when the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) s" stem is placed in service. The plant was being
shutdown and cooled down in preparction for refue'ing during B2R07. The UFSAR contains a discussion
of hydrazine addition during heatup for oxygen control, but does not discuss (or preclude) addition during
cooldown.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY

|1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because all system
chemical interactions have been evaluated for hydrazine addition during heatup from cold
shutdown. These same interactions hold true for hydrazine addition during cooldown. The effects ;

of the breakdown of hydrazine into ammonia, bydrogen, and nitrogen has been analyzed and
found acceptable. The amount of hydrazine added during cooldown will be less than that added
during heatup. The addition of hydrazine cannot increase the probability of an accident, and does
not increase the consequences of an accident or malfunction.

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction or a different type than previously evaluated in the |
UFSAR is not created because the plant is designed to allow hydrazine addition. Chemical
interactions due to hydrazine addition during cooldown are no different than if hydrazine is added
during heatup. Thus the possibility of a different type of accident or malfunction is not created.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced.
Analysis was performed to show that even if the hydrazine addition somehow caused all the
fluoride and chloride to be released from the mixed bed demineralizers, the Technical
Specification limits for fluoride and chloride would not be exceeded.

t
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SPP 97-150 Revision I

DESCRIPTION:

SPP 97-150 Revision 1 satisfies the modification testing requirements specified for DCP 9600264 which
changed the control logic circuitry for the 0A Deep well Pump. The OA Deep Well Pump trips upon
receipt of a safety injection signal concurrent with an undervoltage signal on ESF Buss 141, however, the
modified circuitry inhibits pump auto-starts until positive operator action is taken following Si reset. SPP
97-150 Revision i simulates Si and undervoltage signals to verify these logic changes.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
test methodology only uses simulated ESF actuation signals, compensatory actions are taken to
ensure the ultimate heat sink is not affected during the test, and is performed during plant
conditions in which the affected equipment is not required to mitigate the consequences of any I

accident evaluated in the SAR.
4

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this special test does not create any new failure
modes or mechanisms for the affected equipment, nor does the test adversely impact irerfacing |
equipment in any way. Testing methodology is similar to other Sl/undervoltage tests so no new

'

circuit interactions are created by this special test.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
;

because the special test does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are |
based. Prerequisites for the test specifically require the availability of equipment to support the !

ultimate heat sink requirements for both units. There are no interactions created by the test that
could challenge the availability of this equipment.

1

!

1

I
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I
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SPP 97-164

DESCRIPTION:

SPP 97-164 was used to refill the crossover RCS piping with demineralized water via temporary
connections after the RCS was drained for B2R07 outage. The water acts as dose shielding inside the pipe,
reduces person-rem, and is consistent with ALARA principles. The water shielding saved approximately 5
person-rem.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. De probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because admin
controls were implemented by the procedure. The controls used were verification of the demineralized
water quality added to the RCS piping, and verification of subsequent water removal before system
restoration. The water was sampled before filling and after draining to verify no harmful chemical
contaminants have been added to the RCS. Dual verification that the water was removed and additional
boron sampling before opening the loop stop isolation valves, precludes any reactivity changes during
RCP initial operation. The consequences of an accident are not increased since there is no increase in
offsite radiological dose from adding water to the crossover loops, during an outage, for local dose 1

control. j
!

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
safety analysis report is not created because the appropriate administrative controls are in place. They
consist of chemistry sampling to verify no chemical contamination of the RCS, dual verification that
the water is drained before the system is restored, and boron sampling before the loup stop isolation
valves (LSIV) are opened to preclude any reactivity changes during RCP initial operation.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced because
appropriate admin controls are instituted by the procedure. The Technical Specification ofissue is
3/4.4.7, Chemistry. This specification assures that all water added to the RCS is of proper quality so j

that fuel cladding and RCS components are not corroded, which would challenge offsite dose )
assumptions or RCS integrity. The water added and drained was sampled to verify com71iance with
Technical Specification 3/4.4.7. Therefore the margin of safety assured by Technical Specification
3/4.4.7 was not reduced.

|
!
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SPP 98-006

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this special procedure was to streke the 2Ril8716A valve in both the open and close
direction under differential pressure and flow conditions. Diagnostic test equipment was connected to
measure thrust values during the valve stroke. His test satisfies the requirements of Generic Letter 89-10
for this valve.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because the valve is
being tested under conditions it could experience during an accident, but not outside of design
parameters. As such, it is not a contributor to increased probability of accidents or malfunctions,
and in fact the test ensures the reliability of the valve for mitigation of accidents, thus assuring that
consequences of accidents or malfunctions remain within SAR values.

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction or a different type than previously evaluated in the
UFSAR is not created since no physical changes are being made to the plant. The valve is being
tested within the design parameters of the system.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced
because the test does not affect any of the parameters upon w hich Technical Specifications are
based.
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SPP 98-012

DESCRIPTION:

SPP 98-012 was used to open the inboard head vent valves (2RC014 A/B) one at a time, to pressurize one-
inch lines (2RC03] DA/DB) to 2235 psig. This was needed to perform the 10-year ISI inspection on these
lines, through VT-2 inspection criteria, at operating RCS pressure in Mode 3.

SAFETY EVAL,UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because these
valves and associated piping are design to ASME Class I specifications, to withstand normal RCS
operating pressure. The reactor head vent system is used to vent hydrogen from the head during
post-accident situations, so that a hydrogen gas bubble in the reactor head does not impede natural
recirculation. Challenging the outboard isolation capability by opening the inboard valves does not
impact the consequences of an accident, since there are no challenges to the RCS boundaries, or
containment integrity.

2. De possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previnusly in
the safety analysis report is not created because no new failure modes are created. The inboard
valves remain operable even if they are open. This situation, with 2235 psig against the outboard
valve, does not challenge its function to open, since the valve is designed to open against 2485
psig across the valve. If the outboard valve should start to leakby, the inboard valve could be
closed to isolate the leakage.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the operability the system per Technical Specification,3.4.11, Reactor Coolant System
Vents, is not challenged. Opening or closing the inboard valves in sequence does not i.npact their
operability, it proves their operability since they open. The function of this system is to vent
hydrogen gas by opening during post-accident situations. The margin of safety is not reduced, by
opening the inboard valves, momentarily in Mode 3.

|
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SPP 98-019. 98-020. 98-021. 98-022

DESCRIPTION:

SPPs 98-019,98-020,98-021, and 98-022 test parallel circuit logic paths associated with the Safeguards
Actuation Relays in the sequencing logic for both safeguards trains of each unit. This testing is performed
to address surveillance testing inadequacies identified during the review of safety related logic circuits for
Generic Letter 96-01. This test specifically verifies that if 4KV ESF busses are cross-tied to the opposite
unit and a safety injection signal is received, the equipment on the accident unit's 4KV bus will start
immediately as opposed to being sequenced on by the sequencer logic timing circuit.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY: /

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
test methodology is consistent with routine surveillance testing methodology, the test only
simulates ESF actuation signals, and compensatory actions and applicable Limiting Conditions of
Operation Action Requirements are taken/ entered to ensure that both units are operated within the
licensing basis.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this spcial test does not create any new failure
modes or mechanisms for the affected equipment, nor does the test adversely impact interfacing
equipment in any way. Testing methodology is similar to other SI/undervoltage tests so no new )
circuit interactions are created by this special test.

3. The margin of sa fety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the specid test does not affect any pai imeters upon which Technical Specifications are i

based. Limitin;; Condition for Operation Actic Requirements are entered to maintain plant
'

operation within the licensing basis.

|
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SPP 98-035

i

DESCRIPTION i

The purpose of this special procedure was to provide a method to temporarily open the I B accumulator
isolation valve, to allow for fill and vent of the line downstream of this valve in Mode 5. The line was
drained after installation of a freeze seal in order to perform maintenance on the IS18956B check valve.
The freeze seal is located such that it will prevent injection from the IB accum:ilator into the RCS. The i

procedure allows the operators to slowly open the IB accumulator isolation vah e, with the stipulation that
'

the IB accumulator pressure be less than Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressum, to prevent inadvertent
!

injection into the RCS. The accumulator isolation valves are normally required to be closed when RCS I

pressure is < 1000 psig. The above freeze seal and stipulations concerning iB e.ccumulator pressure |
eliminate any concern about Low Temperature Overpressure Protection (LTOP). |

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY !
I

l

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment '

important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased b;cause control of I B
accumulator pressure an( , ' freeze seal installation provide an acceptable alternative to
maintaining the accumulator isolation valve closed. The freeze seal installation has been
evaluated as acceptable. The direction to slowly open the accumulator isolation valve will slowly
fill the Si line, and prevent any impact load on the freeze seal due to a slug of water traveling
down the injection line. If the IB accumulator isolation valve were to fail in the open position, i

plant operators would be able to manually close the valve, thus restoring the original plant j

configuration. Due to the limited pressure in the accumulator, there would be no short time j
requirement to reclose the valve in the event of a failure. I

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction er a different type than previously evaluated in the
UFSAR is not created because this change will not affect any of the design basis assumptions for
the LTOP function. The freeze seal has been evaluated as acceptable. |

3. The margin of safety, as def' ed in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reducedm
because the procedure does not affect any of the parameters upon which Technical Specifications
are based.

I
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SPP 98-039 i

DESCRIPTION

The purposc of this special procedure was to provide a method to pump tion-contaminated water trom |
various systems in the Auxiliary Building, to the Turbine Building floor drains through unused chemical
feed lines. This prevents processing of non-contaminated water by the radwaste system, and depleting the
radwaste demineralizers.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMM ARY

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because chemical feed
lines are not initiators of any accidents, nor are they used to mitigate the consequences of any
accidents. Hoses are routed so that any leaks that develop would not impact equipment important
to safety.

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction or a different type than previously evaluated in the |
UFSAR is not created because any hoses used are routed to prevent any impact on equipment i

important to safety. If contaminated water were inadvertently sent to the Turbine Building floor j
drain system, the fire and oil sump radiation monitor would alarm, and the water would be
redirected per procedures.

I

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced |
because the procedure does not affect any of the parameters upon which Technical Specifications 1

are based. !

|
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SPP 98-058

DESCRIPTION:

SPP 98-058 was used to record the effectiveness of STA-BR-EX (biocide) on contralling Bryozoa (a small
marine animal resembling moss) in the essential service water (SX) pump pits at the river screen house.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
temporary biocide feed system will not affect any accident initiators, thus no accident probabilities
are increased. The temporary biocide feed system will not negatively affect any initial conditions,
or any design capabilities of the SX system, thus no accident consequences (including off-site .

dose) are increased.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the temporary biocide feed system will control
biological growth in the SX M/U pump suction sumps reducing the possibility of fouling of the
pumps suction. The concentration of biocide used will not significantly increase the corrosion rate
of any SX M/U pump parts.

3. The margin of safety, as dermed in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the temporary biocide feed system will control biological growth in the vicinity of the SX
M/U pumps suction, thus maintaining the availability of these pumps. j

I
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SPP 98-068

DESCRIPTION:

This special procedure supponed the movement of heavy loads in the fuel building, and to place the Multi-
Function Reconstitution System (MFRS - 'Westghouse equipment used to repair fuel) in the cask area of
the spent fuel. This activity required the movement of greater than 2000 pounds (the MFRS), a heavy load,
with the physical stop removed.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability ofoccurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
load path described by this procedure is not over nuclear fuel or near safe shutdown equipment.

3

The loads and path are consistent with those analyzed in the UFSAR. Based on the administrative {
control described by this procedure, there is no increase of the probability of an accident the I

analyzed accident. )
)

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in j
the safety analysis report is not created because this activity does not adversely impact UFSAR
accident-related systems, structures, and components (SSCs). The load path described by this
procedure does not introduce any adverse interactions between any SSCs. i

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the load path described by this procedure is consistent with the Technical Specification
3.9.7 to ensure the crane travel is limited to prevent movement over nuclear fuel.

{
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SPP 98-097

DESCRIPTION:

His procedure functionally tests a new alignment of the two parallel lube oil strainers. One lube oil
strainer will be isolated and the other strainer will be aligned to receive total lube oil system flow. This is
being done to verify proper lube oil pressure is available to the engine while in a single strainer
configuration. This procedure also performs a Hot Re-Start of a Diesel Generator on a single strainer. This
will be performed within 5 minutes of engine shut down. A Cold Start on a single strainer has also been,

included. This step will be performed at least 24 hours afler the Diesel Generator (DG) has been shut down
per the monthly surveillance. This alignment has been approved by the DG supplier, but is being tested to
confirm system pressure expectations of a single strainer alignment with the engine running and starting.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
testing performed does not increase the probability of an accident because the DG has protective
controls which would prevent it from causing a plant. This test does not increase the
consequences of an accident because:
a. The Diesel Generator (DG) lube oil sub-system will remain (and will be monitored) to be

fully available;
b. The DG 16.% oil sub-system will not be breached nor will the pressure boundary be

violated (no loss of tube oil inventory);
c. In the event of an ESF signal, qualified Operations personnel will immediately establish

normal alignment of the DG lobe oil sub-system.
d. The Shift Manager (or designee) will evaluate the operability of the opposing train DG

and opposing Unit DGs prior to initiation of the SPP.

Therefore, This test does not affect DG reliability or ability to function as required to mitigate the
consequences of the affected accidents, nor does it increase the probability of an accident.

2. The possibility for en accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the ability of the DG to accelerate to rated speed
and vohage in less than 10 seconds and operate at loads up to i 10% of rated is not affected by this
test. The performance of the Lube Oil sub-system, ability to deliver lubricating oil to the DG at
adequate pressure, will not be affected by this test. The test being performed will not introduce
any new operational modes or restrictions that could impact DG performance. Therefore, no new
failure modes or mechanisms are introduced by this test and will not create a possibility of an
accident different than already evaluated in the SAR.
A complete malfunction of a DG which results in the loss of a single train to mitigate the
consequences of an accident, is the most limiting failure considered for a DG, All DGs remain
reliable sources of emergency power and no new failure mechanisms are introduced by the
proposed activity. Therefore, there is no possibility that this test can create an accident or
malfunction different from those currently evaluated in the SAR.

3. The margin of safety, as def med in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications (ITS -
AC Sources Operating / Shutdown,3.8.1/3.8.2) are based; therefore, there is no reduction in the
margin of safety.
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Procedure Change 2BOS 3.1.1-2

DESCRIPTION:

This procedure change to 2BOS 3.1.1-2 provided guidance for properly determining Steam Generator
Blowdown flowrate as determined from the blowdown flow totalizer recorder (2FR-WX040). Flow as
indicated on 2FR-WX040 needed to be multiplied by a factor of 0.9 to provide the correct blowdown flow
input to the calorimetric program due to an instrument orifice plate scaling error installed since initial
startup.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. He probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
scaling correction factor applied to blowdown flow indication cannot initiate an accident and
provided for a more accurate determination of calorimetric power. The correction factor resulted
in reducing indicated blowdown flowrate, which was conservative with respect to determining
calorimetric power. The blowdown correction factor applied is a mathematical value only used to
determine flowrate that cannot initiate or cause a malfunction of any plant equipment. The
consequences of equipment failure remained unchanged since the calorimetric determination
became more accurate and conservative.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not cicated because this change was required due to any instrument
scaling. error associated with S/G blowdown flow instrumentation since initial startup. This
change was required to correct indicated blowdown flowrate indication and provides higher
accuracy. ;

3. He margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because this change resulted in a more conservatively calculated calorimetric power than original
design.

,

.
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Temnorary Procedure Chance 98-0-269

DESCRIPTION:

Temporary Procedure Change 98-0-269 created a revision to BOP AF-7, rev.15 to allow for the Auxiliary
Feedwater isolation valves LAF013A-II) to the Steam Generators to be closed when performing a test on
the AF004 A/B valves.

SAFETY EVAltlATION SilMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
imponant to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis repon is not increased as the
procedure only allows one train of Auxiliary Feedwater to be disabled at a time. The inoperability
of the AF system is tracked using a LCOAR entry to ensure the Technical Specification limits are
not challenged.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis repon is not created because the change to the operating procedure involves
moving the isolation point from the AF004's to the AF013 valves. This is a normal function for
the AF013 valves. Again only one train of Auxiliary Feedwater is subjected to isolation at a time,
therefore there is no effect on the off-site dose.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the operation of the Auxiliary Feedwater as described in BOP AF-7 is limited to one train
of Auxiliary Feedwater. When the AF013 valves are isolated, the affected train will be inoperable,
with the appropriate LCOAR entered.
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Temporary Procedure Chances 98-2-286.287.288

DESCRIPTION:

I
The proposed activity is temporary changes to Operating Surveillances 2BOS 3.2.1-807,2BOS 3.2.1-920,
and 2BOS 3.2.1980, to verify continuity and a complete circuit path to the Feedwater Isolation Valve
(FWIV) closing solenoid. This testing method is different in that the circuit is de-energized first by
removing the fuses. Test continuity is verified through the closing circuit, the F13A relay contacts and the
"A" hydraulic solenoid (reference plant drawing 6-2-4030FW21, rev. O). This circuit continuity check
verifies the same circuit as the original surveillance. This proposed change in the method of performing the
test requires a Limiting Condition of Operation to be entered as did the original method of testing.

i

)SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:
i

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment |

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
change to the existing procedure will not increase the probability of a malfunction to the test ,

circuit. This is a sound, non-invasive procedure that has been used throughout the construction, |

testing and maintenance of the plant. The testing will not cause any degradation of the feedwater
isolation actuation circuit. There is no chance that using an ohmmeter will cause any degradation l
of the wiring, contacts or solenoid in the FWlV circuit. j

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the circuit is disabled by removing the fuses. This
prevents unwanted actuation of the FWlV while testing. This is the same intent as using the lower
test voltage when using the test lights. The same circuit path is verified when using the ohmmeter
to check continuity and verify a complete circuit to the final actuating device. There is no new |
technique as a result of this proposed activity. The testing involves checking continuity using a
calibrated ohmmeter and is an acceptable testing method described throughout the UFSAR. The
differences between the two methods are not significant. When using the test circuit or the
ohmmeter, the actuation circuit is inoperable. The applicable LCOAR is entered to track the
inoperability of the "A" train circuit. The testing circuitry does not allow two trains to be tested at
the same time. Therefore, "B" train of EFSAS will be available to support ESFAS actuation. I

Main control room operators are familiar with this activity and will observe all equipment has
operated as indicated by the appropriate indicating lamps or circuit continuity checks performed !

with calibrated instrumentation.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because this change does not affect any parameters upon which Tech Specs are based.

!
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I

DESCRIPTION j
i

The change evaluated here was the acceptability of reducing Volume Control Tank (VCT) pressure to 5 |
psig during degassing operations. This lower pressure facilitates the degassing process by allowing more '

gas to come out of solution. The engineering analysis performed verified that the reduction to 5 psig still
provided adequato Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH) for the charging pumps, and also provided adequate
backpressure for 'he No. 2 seal for the Reactor Coolant Pumps (RCPs).

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMM ARY

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased because even with |

VCT pressure reduced to 5 psig, the necessary backpressure is maintained on the No. 2 seal of the i

RCPs, and adequate NPSH is available to the charging pumps. Thus there is no additional l

potential for RCP seal degradation and leakage, and the charging pumps will not be damaged by I

'r Nnding or cavitation. During an accident, the suction of the charging pumps is switched to the i
l' ring Water Storage Tank (RWST), VCT pressure is no longer of concern, and the charging

'

pumps will be available to mitigate the consequences of an accident.

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction or a ditTerent type than previously evaluated in the
UFSAR is not created because the engineering analysis has confirmed that there is no adverse
impact on the operation of either the RCP seals, or the charging pumps. No other physical
changes have been made to the plant, so no new accidents or malfunctions are possible.

3, The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specifications, is not reduced j
becaure the procedure does not affect any of the parameters upon which Technical Specifications 1

are based. I
1

|
4

i

!

l

|
1

l

1

l
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Eneineerine Reauest 9603487

DESCRIPTION:

ER9603487 supponed installation of the temporary freeze seal on line 2FPD9A-1 1/2" to support
maintenance activities on valve 2 FP2246. The line is classified as safety related and has been seismically
supported. The freeze seat made up the Out of Service (OOS), boundary and provided isolation boundary.
Contingency plans were available as pari of the freeze seal evaluation in the event of a freeze seal failure.

S AFETY EVALU ATION SUMMARY:

1. De probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
effects on the system as a result of the freeze seal installation were evaluated and determined to
not constitute an unreviewed safety question. The engineering review of the freeze seal evaluation
included the datermination that the freeze seal would not adversely affect the material strength and
seismic requirements of the piping system. A freeze seal acts equivalent to an isolation valve and
its failure is detected by the initial slow leakage across the seal boundary. A freeze seal never fails
in a catastrophic manner and its failure can be detected with plenty of time to implement the
approved contingency actions to restore the system's pressure boundary. A freeze seti failure is
not a precursor to any of the accidents postulated in the UFSAR. ;

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the affected component / system are reviewed to
determine the overall impact resulting from the isolation created by the freeze seal. LCOAR
conditions are established as necessary to ensure that the correct level of administrative control is
applied to the freeze seal evolution. The altered configuration of the system was evaluated and )determined to not represent an unreviewed safety question. Failure of a freeze seal is a slow
deterioration of the pressure boundary that is detected by evidence of a slowly developing leak.
Contingencies approved in the freeze seal controls snsure that restoration of the system is
immediately performed at the onset of a detected leak. This ensures that a malfunction of a
different type is not created.

3. He margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
becease the temporary installation of the freeze seals is done while the component / system is in the
applicable LCOAR. Installation of freeze seals does not affect any parameters upon which
Technical Specifications are based.

|
I

|

|

|

I
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Encineerine Reauests 0706291 and 9706292

DESCRIPTION:

ER9706291 and ER9706292 supported installation of the temporary freeze seal (s) on lines ISX37AA-2"
and ISX38AA-2" to support maintenance activities on the 1 A S1 pump cubicle cooler and valves ISX2070
and 1SX2073A. The freeze seals were located between seismic supports. These lines are classified as
safety related and have been seismically analyzed. These freeze seals made up the Out of Service (OOS),
boundary and provided isolation boundary. Contingency plans wcre available as part of the freeze scal
evaluation in the event of a freeze seal failure

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety unalysis report is not increased because the
effects on the system as a result of the freeze seal installation were evaluated and determined to
not constitute an unreviewed safety question. The engineering review of the freeze seal evaluation
included the determination that the freeze seal would not adversely affect the material strength and
seismic requirements of the piping system. A freeze seal acts equivalent to an isolatiu valve and
its failure is detected by the initial slow leakage across the seal boundary. A freeze seat never fails
in a catastrophic manner and its failure can be detected with plenty of time to implement the
approved contingency actions to restore the systemi pressure boundary. A freeze seal failure is
not a precmsor to any of the accidents postulated in the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created beause the affected component / system are reviewed to
determine the overall impact resulting from the isolation created by the freeze seal. LCOAR

1

conditions are established as necessary to ensure that the correct level of administrative control is '

applied to 'he freeze seal evolution. The altered configuration of the system was evaluated and
determined to not represent an unreviewed safety question. Failure of a freeze seal is a slow
deterioration of the pressure boundary that is detected by evidence of a slowly developing leak.
Contingencies approved in the freeze seal controls ensure that restoration of the system is
immediately performed at the onset of a detected leak. This ensures that a malfunction of a
different type is not created.

|

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced |
because the temporary installation of the freeze seals is done while the componenthystem is in the |
applicable LCOAR. Installation of freeze seals does not affect any parameters upon which |
Technical Specifications are based. |

:
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Encineerine Rguest 9803322

pESCRIPTION:

ER980322 supported installation of the temporary freeze seal on line 2SX50A B 2" to support maintenance
activities on the 2B RHR cubicle cooler 2VA02SB and valve 2SX2087B. The freeze seal was located
between seismic supports. The line is classified as safety related and has been seismically analyzed. The
freeze seal made up the Out of Service (OOS), boundary and provided isolation boundary. Contingency
plans were available as part of the freeze seal evaluation in the event of a freeze seal failure.

SAFETV EVALUATION SUMM A.R1

1. The probab;lity of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the

,

effects on the system as a result of the freeze seal installation were evrJuated and determined to
not constitute an unreviewed safety question. 'Ihe engineering review of the freeze seal evaluation
included the determination that the freeze seal would not adversely affect the material strength and
seismic requiremen?.s of the piping system. A freeze seal acts equivalent to an isolation valve and
its failure is detected by the initial slow leakage across the seal boundary. A freeze seal never fails
in a catastrophic manner and its failure can be detected with plenty of time to implement the
approved contingency actions to restore the system's pressure boundaly. A freeze seal failure is
not e precursor to any of the accidents postulated in the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evalualed previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the affected component /tystem are reviewed to
determine the overall impact resulting from the isolation created by the freeze seal. LCOAR
conditions are established as necessary to ensure that the correct level of administrative control is
applied to the freeze seal evolutian. The altered configuration of the system was evaluated and
determined to not represent an unreviewed safety (pestion. Failure of a freeze sealis a slow
deterioration of the press ure boundary that is ' detected by evidence of a slowly developing leak.
Contingencies approved in the freeze seal controls ensure that restoration cf the system is
immediately performed at the onset of a detected leak. This en'.ures that a malfunction of a
different type is not created.

3. The margin of safety, ai defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the temporary installation of the freeze seals is done while the component / system is in the
applicable LCOAR. Installation of freeze seals does not affect any parameters upon which
Technical Specifications are based.
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Encineerine Reauest 9804646

DESCRIPTION:

ER9804646 supported installation of the temporary freeze seal on line ICVl4 AA-2" to support
maintenance activities on valve ICV 8384A. The line is classified as safety related and has been seismically
analyzed. The freeze seal made up the Out of Service (OOS), boundary and provided isolation boundary.
Contingency plans were available as part of the freeze seal evaluation in the event of a freeze seal failure

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malftmetion of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
effects on the system as a result of the freeze seal installation were evaluated and determined to
not constitute an unreviewed safety question. The engineering review of the freeze seal evaluation
included the determination that the freeze seal would not adversely affect the material strength and
seismic requirements of the piping system. A freeze seal acts equivalent to an isolation valve and
its failure is detected by the initial slow leakage across the seal boundary. A freeze seal never fails
in a catastrophic manner and its failure can be detected with plenty of time to implement the

,

approved contingency actions to restore the system's pressure boundary. A freeze seal failure is
not a precursor to any of the accidents postulated in the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the affected component / system are reviewed to
determine the overall impact resulting from the isolation created by the freeze seal. LCOAR
conditions are established as necessary to ensure that the correct level of adminLtrative control is
applied to the freeze seal evolution. The altered configuration of the system was evaluated and
determined to not represent an unreviewed safety question. Failure of a freeze seal is a slow
deterioration of the pressure boundary that is detected by evidence of a slowly developing leak.
Contingencies approved in the freeze seal controls ensure that restoration of the system is
immediately performed at the onset of a detected leak. This ensures that a malfunction of a ;

different type is not created.
'

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the temporary installation of the freeze seals is done while the component / system is in the
applicable LCOAR. Installation of freeze seals does not affect any parameters upon which
Technical Specifications are based.

I

1
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Encineerine Reauests 9804710. 9804712. 9804713. 984709

DESCRIPTION: |

ER9804710, ER9804712 ER9804713, ER984709 supported installation f the temporary freeze seals on
1.'nes '~ ._A A-1 1/2', I RC22AB-1 t/2" 1 RC22AC-1 1/2, I RCAD-l 1/2" to support maintenance
activiti' on valves IRC8042A/B/C/D. These lines are classified as safety related and have been
seism' .ay analyzed. The freeze seals made up the Out of Service (OOS), boundary and provided isolation
boundary. Continpncy plans were available as part of the freeze seal evaluation in the event of a freeze
seal failure

1

SAFETY EV gi UATION SUMMARY:g

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
importent to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
effects on the system as a result of the freeze seal installation were evaluated and determined to
not constitute an unreviewed safety question. The engineering review of the freeze seal evaluation
included the determination that the freeze seal would not adversely affect the material strength and
seismic requirements of the piping system. A freeze seal acts equivalent to an isolation valve and
its failure is detected by the initial slow leakage across the seal boundary. A freeze seal never fails
in a catastrophic manner and its failure can be detected with plenty of time to implement the
approved contingency actions to restore the system's pressure boundary. A freeze seal failure is
not a precursor to any of the accidents postulated in the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the affected component / system are reviewed to
determine the overall impact resulting from the isolation created by the freeze seal. LCOAR
conditions are established as necessary to ensure that the correct level of administrative contro' is
applied to the freeze seal evolution. The altered configuration of the system was evaluated and
determined to not represent an unreviewed safety question. Failure of a freeze seal is a slow
deterioration of the pressure boundary that is detected by evidence of a slowly developing leak.
Contingencies approved in the freeze seal controls ensure that restoration of the system is
immediately performed at the onset of a detected leak. This ensures that a malfunction of a
different type is not created.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the temporary installation of the freeze seals is done while the component / system is in the
applicable LCOAR. Installation of freeze seals does not affect any parameters upon which
Technical Specifications are based.
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Encineerine Reauest 9805833

DESCRIPTION:

ER9805833 supported installation of the temporary freeze seal on line ISil0A-3" to support maintenance
activities on valve ISI8927. The freeze seal was located between seismic supports. The line is classified as
safety related and has been seismically analyzed. The freeze seat made up the Out of Service (OOS),
boundary and provided isolation boundary. Contingency plans were available as part of the freeze seal
evaluation in the event of a freeze seal failure

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY-

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
effects on the system as a result of the freeze seal installation were evaluated and determined to
not constitute an unreviewed safety question. The engineering review of the freeze seal evaluation
included the determination that the freeze seal would not adversely affect the material strength and
seismic requirements of the piping system. A freeze seal acts equivalent to an isolation valve and
its failure is detected by the initial slow leakage across the seal boundary. A fretze seal never fails
in a catastrophic manner and its failure can be detected with plenty of time to implement the
approved contingency actions to restore the system's pressure boundary. A freeze seal failure is
not a precursor to any of the accidents postulated in the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the affected component / system are reviewed to
determine the overall impact resulting from the isolation created by the freeze seal. LCOAR
conditions are estabi'ished as necessary to ensure that the correct level of administrative control is
applied to the freeze seal evolution. The altered configurat:an of the system was evaluated and
determined to not represer.t an unreviewed safety question. Failure of a freeze seal is a slow
deterioration of the pressure boundary that is detected by evidence of a slowly developing leak.
Contingencies approved in the freeze seal controls ensure that restoration of the system is
immediately performed at the onset of a detected leak. This ensures that a malfunction of a
different type is not created.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the temporary installation of 6e freeze seals is done while the component / system is in the
applicable LCOAR. Installation of freeze seals does not affect any parameters upon which
Technical Specifications are based.
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Encineerine Reauest 9807338

DESCRIPTION:

ER9807338 supported installation of the temporary freeze seal on line 1 RC37A-3" to support maintenance
activities on check valve ICV 8378A. The line is classined as safety related and have been seismically
analyzed. The freeze seal made up the Out Of Service (OOS), boundary and provided isolation boundary.
Contingency plans were available as part of the freeze seal evaluation in the event of a freeze seal failure

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
effects on the system as a result of the freeze seal installation were evaluated and determined to
not constitute an unreviewed safety question. The engineering review of the freeze seal evaluation
included the determination inat the freeze seal would not adversely affect the material strength and
seismic requirements of the piping system. A freeze seal acts equivalent to an isolation valve and
its failure is detected by the initial slow leakage across the seal boundary. A freeze seal never fails
in a catastrophic manner and its failure can be detected with plenty of time to implement the
approved contingency actions to restore the system's pressure boundary. A freeze seal failure is
not a precursor to any of the accidents postulated in the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than hay evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created becarse the affected component / system are reviewed to
detennine the overall impact resulting from the isolation created by the freeze seal. LCOAR
conditions are established c : necessary to ensure that the correct level of administrative control is
applied to the freeze seal evolution. The altered configuration of the system was evaluated and
determined to not represent an unreviewed safety question. Failure of a freeze seal is a slow
deterioration of the pressure boundary that is detected by evidence of a slowly developing leak.
Contingencies approved in the freeze seal controls ensure that restoration of the system is
immediately performed at the onset of a detected leak. This ensures that a malfunction of a
different type is not created.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the temporary installation of the freeze seals is done while the component / system is in the
applicable LCOAR. Installation of freeze seals does not affect any parameters upon w hich
Technical Specifications are based.
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Encineerine keauest 9808177

DESCRIPTION: i

ER9808177 supported ins allation of the temporary freeze seal on line IFPD9A-1 1/2" to support
maintenance activities on valve i FP2246. The line is classified as safety related and has been seismically
supported. The freeze seal made up the Out of Service (OOS), boundary and provided isolation boundary.
Contingency plans were available as part of the freeze seal evaluation in the event of a freue mal failure.

.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of en accident or a malfunction of equipment
impcitant to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
effects on the system as a result of the freeze seal instalktion were evaluated and determined to
not constitute an unreviewed safety question. The engineering review of the freeze seal evaluation
included the determination that the freeze seal would not adversely alTect the material strength and
seismic requirements of the piping system. A freeze seal acts equivalent to an isolation valve and
its failure is detected by the initial slow leakage across the seal boundary. A freeze seal never fails
in a catastrophic manner and its failure can be detected with plenty of time to implement the
approved contingency actions te iestore the system's pressure boundary. A freeze seal failure is .

not a precursor tc any of the accidents postulated in the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the af5cted component / system are reviewed to
determme the overall impact resulting from the isolation created by the freeze seal. LCOAR
con ditions are established as necessary to ensure that the correct level of administrative control is
applied to the freeze seal evolution. The altered configuration of the system was evaluated and
determined to not represent an unreviewed safety question. Failure of a freeze seal is a slow
deterioration of the pressure boundary that is detected by evidence of a slowly developing leak.
Contingencies approved in the freeze seal controls ensure that restoration of the system is
immediately performed at the onset of a detected leak. This ensures that a malfunction of a
different type is not created.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the temporary installation of the freeze seals is done while the component / system is ir i
applicable LCOAR. Installation of freeze seals does not affect any parameters upon which [} the'

Technical Specifications are based. f
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Work Reauests 940014881 and 940014885
DCP 9800326

DESCRIPTION:

These two work requests temporarily installed non-ASME mechanical line stopping equipment in two
different location in the Essential Service Water (SX) cooling tower basin retum lines, to allow for repair
and replacement of degraded equipment and components in the cooling towers. The temporary line
stopping equipment was installed on the 48-inch diameter SX cooling tower cell return piping. His repair
was necessary because the riser isolation valves had significant leakby even w hen isolated. This formed a )
condition where N wou!d form in the ceramic tower fill during winter operation. The fi!! would degrade
due to freeze and thaw cycles, thus degrading heat removal capability.

DCP 9800326 supported the temporary installation of a line stop on the essential service water (SX) system
return header upstream of bypass lines OSX98AB, OSX98AD and riser line OSX97AH. The function of the

.

line stop- was to form an isolation barrier to conduct the installation of a refurbished valve and a new l
section of pipe. The activity temporarily changed a portion of the SX system as described in the SAR. The I

activity vos controlled by the procedure requirements of the Temporary Alteration Program.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or tne consequences of an accident or a malfanction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
SX cooling system and towers do not function to provide a radiological barrier during any of the -
analyzed accidents. The SX system does provide cooling to components required for accident
mitigation and offsite dose consequence limitations. A potential loss of SX cooling could
represent an increase in consequences of the analyzed accidents. However, in these activities the
components and equipment used for the temporary line stop exceeded the design requirements of
the current SX system and components. Therefore, there is no greater probability of failure of the
line stop equipment than the original piping itself, and the SX system will be available for
mitigation of all required accidents and malfunctions of equipment important to safety.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different t;, - than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the temporary alteration only alTected one
isolation section of the SX cooling tower basin at any given time and it did not set up conditions
that would be precursors to an analyzed transient of event. The equipment used to establish the
line stop is desig ed, manufactured, and tested to conditions that are equivalent to the current
piping and components in the SX cooling system and towers which are classified as ASME
section 111, Class 3. Finally, the SX cooling tower basin (Ultimate Heat Sink) will be fully
operable during the period of the temporary installation, even with the isolation of one cooling
tower cell and the hot water bypass return lines.

I
3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced

'

because the temporary installation of the line stop a:tivity used the same type and quality of
equipment with appropriate quality process controls commensurate with original engineered

,

specifications and did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.
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Work Reauest 970095246

DESCRIPTIO,N,;

This Work Request allowed for the temporary move of the replacement 6 stor Coolant Pump (RCP) for
the 2B RCP around the Fuel Pool, as constrained by the designated heavy load path. The old 2B RCP will
then by transported back the same path to the 401' level of the Fuel llandling Building (FilB). The reason
for this activity is that the rotor in the 2B RCP has required a rotor pull every outage to inspect the rotor
laminations for looseness. The only method for permanent repair is to remove tbc 2B RCP from

,

containment, and ship to the vendor for refurbishment. This requires transport of the spare /old mo,or '

(weighing 40 tons) arou.td the fuel pool on the approved heavy load path with transport equipment |
designed to NUREG 0612 criteria. BMP 3000-1 and BMP 3000-lT14 will be used to supply administrative

{requirements. >

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased since the
transport equipment is designed to NUREG 0612 standards. The Fuel Pool functions to cool the
spent fuel and prevent radiological release. The approved heavy load path is designated to prevent
equipment weighing over 2000 pounds from be.*.ng dropped on fuel in the spent fuel pool and
causing fuel damage with subsequent release. The RCP motor weighs approximately 40 tons and
will not be transported over the fuel or outside of the heavy load path.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because equipment failure within the transport system is
precluded due to the equipmcat design to NUREG 0612 standards. NUREG 0612 requires " single
failure" design criteria are met such that a single failure during lifting of equipment over one ton
will not result in the equipment dropping. When transport of the motor occurs by the south side of {
the fuel pool, an additional cable restraint system has been designed t support the motor in event
of a catastrophic failure 01 four transport "' wheels" or seismic event. This will prevent
interactions with the motor impacting the spent fuel. During temporary placement of the motors
near the U-l containment door, a seismic evaluation of the RCP on the floor loading has been
completed per NDIT 98-143. This NDIT demonstrates that the floor will hold the motor during a
seismic event and prevem impact on safety related equipment, located on lower elevations.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the operability of the system per Technical Specification,3.9.7, Crane Travel-Spent Fuel
Storage Facility, is not challenged. Since all transport equipment is designed to NUREG 0612 and
additional restraints have been added to assure motor stability during seismic events, the margin of
safety is not reduced. J

t
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Work Reauest 980018826-01

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this specia! procedure was to provide a method to pressure test check valve 1 S189568, to
'en;ure there was no backleakage through the valve following repair of the valve. A freeze seal had been

hstalled downstream of the iS18956B check valve in order to perform maintenance. 'ine freeze seal is
rated to the pressure rating of the line, or 2235 psig. The line will be pressurized between the freeze seal
and the check valve. The line will be pressurized to about 350 psig, using a hydro pump connected to a
temporary valve cover on the check valve. This pressure will be less than Reactor Coolant '' .m (RCS)
pressure, eliminating the possibility of injection into the RCS, even in the event of a faik : .ne freeze ;

seal. '

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment
important to safety, as previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not increased, because installation of
the freeze seat and control of pressure between the freeze seal and check valve to less than RCS
pressure will ensure that no inadvertent injection of water into the RCS occurs. The freeze seal
installation has been evaluated and found acceptable.

2. The possibility of an accident or malfunction or a different type than previously evaluated in the
UFSAR is not created because the freeze seal installation has been evaluated as acceptable. If the
hydro pump test connection or the temporary valve cover were to fail during the leak test, the
freeze seal will prevent any loss of RCS inventory.

|

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis of the Technical Specil' cations, is not reduced i
because the procedure does not affect any of the parameters upon which Technical Specifications
are based.
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Out-Of-Services 440007429 and 940007430

DESCRIPTION:

OOSs 940007429 and 940007430 isolate the main condenser outlet waterbox priming tank isolation valves
closed and place the pump in the off position. This is system not used because it requires an excessive
amount of maintenance, and its function can be performed by gravity feed.

SAFETY EVAL,UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
function of filiing the condenser waterboxes is still accomplished by the gravity method. This
system is not an initiator of accidents or malfunctions, nor is it used to mitigate consequences of |

either accic'ents or ralfunctions.

1

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in 1

the safety analysis report is not created because other than the isolation of the priming system,
there are no other physical changes to the plant, and no functional changes. This system is not
important to safety, and cannot create a new accident or malfunction.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

|

!

|

|
|

|
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Out-Of-Service 94000744 I
|

|

DESCRIPTION:

OOS 940007441 isolates the Acid and Caustic addition system to the Spent Resin Storage and Concentrates |
llolding Tanks. This prevents inadvenent operation of the system. The Acid and Caustic addition is only i
required for pil adjustment when transferring spent resins to the Volume Reduction (VR) tystem. The VR

j

system is no longer used at Byron. j

SAFETY EVAL,UATION SUMM ARY:

|

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment 1

insportant to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
function of pil adjustment to spent resins before they are sent to the VR system is no longer
required. This system is i;ot the initiator of any accidents or malfunctions, nor is it used to |
mitigate the consequences of any accidents or malfunctions, |

2. The possibility for an accident or rnalfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously m
'the safety analysis report is not created because other than the isolation of the Caustic and Acid i

addition system, there are no other physical changes to the plant, and no functional changes. This
system is not important to safety, and cannet create a new accident or malfunction.

! 3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are basei

|

l

|

|

|
|
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Out-Of-Service 940012442

DESCRIPTION:

OOS 940012442 isolates the discharge valve from the Miscellaneous Valve Stem Leak-off Drain Tank and
pump. The tank now overflows to a local Auxiliary Building Door drain, where it is processed as
radioactive waste. The isolation of the discharge valve prevents oxygen intrusion into the Recycle IIoldup
Tanks.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malianction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
function of drain tank is still performed by the overBow piping. Processing by the Auxiliary
Building door drain system ensures that any radioactive water is disposed of properly. This
system is not the initiator of any accidents or malfunctions, nor is it used to mitigate the )
consequences of any accidents or malfunctions.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because other than the isolation of the discharge from the
drain tank, there are no other; hysical changes to the plant, and no functional changes. The tank
input and overnow lines are both 1-inch in diameter, thus no possibility of tank overpressure
exists. This system is not important to safety, and cannot create a new accident or malfunction. j

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

x

i

l

i
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Out-Of-Service 940012850

DESCRIPTION:

|

OOS 940012850 isolates the OC Auxiliary Building chiller. The OB and 0A, both 50% capacity chillers are
available to provide the necessary refrigeration needs of the Auxiliary Building. The OC chiller is being
used for spare parts to keep the other two running, due to the difliculty in obtaining spare parts for these
chiller units.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:
,

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the

4

' Auxiliary Building cooling needs are still being met, This OOS does not affect any of the I
accidents or malfunctions d!mssed in the SAR. |

l

2. The possibility for an accidem x malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously m <

the safety analysis report is not created because the other two units are still providing the Auxiliary )
Building refrigeration. There are no other physical changes to the plant, and no functional

'

changes.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

i
!

I

I
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Out-Of-Service 940012898

DESCRIPTION:

OOS 940012898 isolates the Technical Support Center's computer room process cooling equipment. The
equipment is no longer needed to keep the computer room cool. ER 9601710 has been written to abandon
the equipment. The A/C units were designed to support older computer and communication equipment
housed in one room. The currently used computer and communication equipment requires less A/C than
originally designed. Computer equipment is now located outside of the computer room (PC's serve
individual stations verses the terminals connected to the central processor).

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis repon is not increased because the
TSC is still fully functional and available. The equipment needed to support TSC activities
remains operable.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the TSC habitability requirements are not affected
with a component of the TSC llVAC (0VV20S) isolated.

3. The margin o ' safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because dose calculations can still be performed. The TSC remains habitable and fully functional.

i
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Out-Of-Service 970013736

DESCRIPTION:

OOS 940013736 isolates the Unit I transformer feed for non-safety related buses 034R and 034P. These
buses will be temporarily fed from Unit 2, bus 244. Bus 244 has a safety-related backup, if necessary.
This isolation is being done until repairs on the substation transformers that normally feed buses 034R and
034P are accomplished.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the |
function of the buses is still performed by the temporary feed from Unit 2. All loads fed by these l

buses have been analyzed, and determined to be not important to safety. This isolation cannot
initiate any accidents or malfunctions, nor does the equipment powered by these buses mitigate the
consequences of any accidents or malfunctions.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previs.asty in
the safety analysis report is not created because other than the isolation of the Unit I feed to buses
034R and 034P, there are no other physical changes to the plant, and no functional changes. The
buses are still powered from i Hi 2, and a safety related backup can be provided if necessary.
This system is not irig:: ant to safety, and ci.nnot create a new accident or malfunct;on.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification,is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon w hich Technical Specifications are based.

|

!

|

|

:

|
t
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Out-Of Service 9700113,6_0

DESCRIPTION:

OOS 970011360 was in place for the OB Laboratory llVAC OB Supply Fan. This Safety Evaluation was
required due to the extended time this equipment was out of service.

SAFETY EVAll1ATION S11MM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident m a malfunction of equipment
importaot to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis re; art is not increased becuse the
Laboratory liVAC System is not important to safety and it does not affect any other systems
imponant to safety.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in j
the safety analysis repon is not created because a total loss of Laboratory liVAC has no impact on

'

the probability or consequences of equipment important to safety and their intended function. The
redundant train has 100% capacity, so the system function is maintained. |

1

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the Laboratory IIVAC system does not affect any parameters upon which Technical
Specifications are based.

e

!

l

,
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Out-Of-Service 980003243

!

nESCRIPTION:

OOS 980003243 isolates the Circulating Water (CW) sodium hypochlorite and sodium bromide injection
system. The injection header injection control valves leak by, and need to be repaired. Altemate chemical
treatment for t|.e CW system is provHed by a vendor supplied system.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipmerit
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
function of chemical treatment of the CW system is still being provided by the vendor supplied
system. This system is not the initiator of any accidents or malfunctions, nor is it used to mitigate
the consequences of any accidents or malfunctions.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because other than the isolation of the sodium hypochlorite
and sodium bromide injection system, there are no other physical changes to the plant due to this
OOS, and no functional changes. lhis system is not important to safety, and cannot create a new
accident or malfunction.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based
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Caution Card 98-0-527

DESCRIPTION:
I

Dese Caution Cards change the lineup of condensate makeup so that makeup for both Unit I and Unit 2
condenser hotwells comes from the Unit 1 Condensate Storage Tank (CST) only. This lineup differs from
that shown on UFSAR Figures 9.2-15 sheets 1 & 2, however, the system design allows for operr. tion of
both units with either CST for condenser hotwell makeup.

SAFETY EVAL,UATION SUMMARY:

1. He probability of occurrence or the consequences of an ucident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not incrersed because the
ftmotion of condenser makeup is still performed. Condenser makeup is not the initiator of any
accidents or malfunctions, nor is it used to mitigate the consequences of any accidents or
malfunctions.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the function of condenser makeup is maintained,
and no other physical changes to the plant were made. System design allows for this alignment.

l

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based.

1

I
l

|

I
1
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Caution Cards 98-1-477 and 98-2-478

DESCRIPTION:

These Caution Cards allow the Auxiliary Feedwater (AF) Essential Service Water (SX) switchover telltale
drains to be throttled to a 1-turn open position, instead of full open as shown on UFSAR Fig.10.4 2. This
is being done until the concerns on alightly less available SX water for the Ultimate lleat Sink (UHS) and
on Auxiliary Building flooding are resolved. A full open telltale drain (designed to indicate leakage past
SX to AF isolation valves) could potentially reduce flow from SX to the AF system, and/or overload the
Auxiliary Building floor drain system.

SAFETY EVAI.UATION SUMM ARY:

1, The probability of occurrence or _he consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
throttled position actually will increase slightly the flow from SX to AF in the event of an
accident, thus ensuring the availability of the AF system to mitigate accidents. The throttled
position also reduces the possibility of Auxiliary Building flooding, while remaining adequate to
prevent buildup of SW water and contaminants.

q

2. The possibility for an accident or malftmetion of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the function of the telltale drain is maintained, and
no other physical changes to the plant were made. Periodic flushing of the line during
surveillances will provide additional assurance that no water or sludge will build up.

|
3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced i

because the change does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specilications are based.

I
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Out of Service - BTRS System

DESCRIPTION:

Safety Evaluation 6G-98-0232, long term Out of Service numbers 940017.923 (unit 1) and 940012924 (unit
2), addresses the isolation of the Boron Thermal Regeneration System (BTRS). The BTRS system had been
placed in a lay-up condition and isolated in accordance with On Site Review (OSR) report number 92-034
recommendations.
The station has no plans of restoring the BTRS system as it presently exists, however investigations are in
place for design changes to uti!!ze portions of the existing BTRS system (ER 9503960). The summary
bounds the arguments used in Safety Evaluations 6G-98-0233 and 6G-98-0234, which involved removing
solenoid valves from the isolated system.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
pressure boundary components are maintained in their fail safe closed position. The Safety
Category I portion of the BTRS system is designed for Operating Basis and Safe Shutdown
Earthquakes. The BTRS system Safety Category 1 (Safety-Related) boundaries are comprised of
both system-to-system boundaries and ASME code class boundaries and as such ensure that
pressure integrity of the system is maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the change is on a system normally bypassed by
the CV system. The BTRS system is not required for Safe Shutdown of the plant or to mitigate the
consequences of an accident. Inter system leakage would be identified by operable Main Control
board alarm systems on the BTRS and CV systems. The Volume Control tank provides an
inferential measurement ofleakage from the CVCS as well as the RC system. The BTRS system
still maintains its pressure integrity and all piping that handles radioactive fluid is austenitic
stainless steel.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is on a branch line of the normal letdown portion of the CV system
downstream of Containment isolation valves and not governed by any Technical S,xcifications.

- The CV system, which the BTRS interfaces with, can perform the designed BTRS system
functions utilizing the CVCS's Reactor Make-up system.
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Safety Setooint Chance Reauest 97-059

DESCRIPTION:

SSCR 97-059 determined revised scaling for Unit i Main Feedwater Flow Venturi Tube Differential
Pressure Transmitters and to document the relationship for main feedwater flow versus venturi tube
differential pressure based on tap specific flow characteristics and venturi tube dimensions. This change
was required due to venturi refurbishment work performed during B1 R08.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY;

.l. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
venturi tube tap specine scaling and transmitters cannot initiate an accident. Main feedwater is
used in the determination of calorimetric power, which is used for calibrating the power range
nuclear instrumentation. The revised venturi scaling provides a more accurate calculation of
feedwater flow, thereby providing a more accurate detennination of calorimetric power. Since the
power range nuclear instrumentation is calibrated against a more accurate calorimetric power
indication, the associated reactor trip setpoints will occur as required per the UFSAR and
Technical Specincations.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this change was required due to main feedwater
venturi tube refurbishment work performed during BIR08 due to erosion found during inspection.
This change was required to remain within the requirements of the UFSAR and Technical
Speci6 cations. W methodology used to determine main feedwater venturi transmitter scaling
and tap specinc scaling was identical to the original scaling.

3. The margin of safety, as deHned in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the revised venturi scaling provides a more accurate calculation of feedwater Dow,
thereby providing a more accurate determination of calorimetric power. This change was requ'. rec -
to remain within the requirements of the UFSAR and Technical Specifications. The methodolvgy
used to determine main feedwater venturi transmitter scaling and tap specific scaling was identical
to the original scaling.
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Safety Setnoint Chance Reauest 97-060)

DESCRIPTION:

SSCR 97-060 documents a change to the Allowable Value associated with the setpoint for Auxiliary
Feedwater Pump Suction Pressure Low Switchover to Essential Service Water System. This change
revised the Allowable Value appearing in the quanerly functional test procedures and calibration test repon
packages associated with AF Pump Suction Pressure instrumentation. The change in the Allowable Value
was in the conservative direction.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
Allowable Value is a limit which is only used during quarterly setpoint functional testing to
determine instrument operability and cannot initiate any accident. The Allowable Value is being
moved in the conservative direction to assure the instrumentation "as left" value is within design
acceptable limits.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis repon is not created because this change only documented a revision to the
Allowable Value. The Allowable Value was moved in the conservative direction and was made
consistent with the plant calibrated setpoint and associated design calculations. The revised
Allowable Value provided the correct limit for identifying instrumentation problems while
performing functional testing.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the revised Allowable Value was made consistent with the current setpoint and instrument
uncertainty calculation. The Technical Specification setpoint and Allowable Value was revised
via a Technical Specification Amendment reviewed under Byron OSR 97-178. The Allowable
Value was moved in the conservative direction as identified in the Technical Specifications.
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Tech Evaluation 96-039

DESCRIPTION: 4

Tech Eval 967-039 is for the replacement of the Buna-N actuator diaphragm material for the Pressurizer
Power Operated Relief Valves (PORV) _RY455 A and _RY456. The alternate material is Silicon with
Dacron reinforcement fabric. The PORV valves are Air Operated valves (AOV) utilizing a diaphragm
opposed spring for positioning. The fail-safe position of the valve is closed, requiring air to open. The ,)
PORVs have a work history of air leakage past the diaphragm. This is due to compression set in the Buna- |
N diaphragm caused by the high heat environment inside the Pressurizer coffin. Compression set is the loss 4

of elasticity in an elastomer material. When the Buna-N diaphragm loses its elasticity the diaphragm casing
bolts in turn, lose their tension allowing the diaphragm to leak air. Silicon diaphragms have a demonstrably
higher temperature resistance then Buna-N while retaining the same form, fit and functional characteristics 1

of the existing Buna-N diaphragms. The higher temperature resistance of the Silicon diaphragm will' '

provide more reliable service for the critical application of the Pressurizer PORVs.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY: )
1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
PORVs have no effect on the initiation of an accident and the new diaphragm material will have
increased resistance to a known failure mode thereby increasing the overall reliability of the
PORVs.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the failure modes for the Silicon diaphragm are no
ditTerent than those for the Buna-N diaphragm. The Silicon diaphragm not only meets every
requirement of the original Buna -N diaphragm, it also surpasses the Buna-N diaphragm in its

| resistance to compression set in a high heat environment as found in the Pressurizer enclosure.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification. is not reduced
because the superior high heat resistance to compression set of.he Silicon elastomer will help to
eliminate a known failure mode for the PORV diaphragm. This will increase the overall reliability
of the PORV therefore the margin of safety will not be reduced.

|
|

|.
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Tech Evaluation 98-095

DESCRIPTION; j

Tech Evaluation 98-095 is for the replacement of John Crane packing witn Chesterton packing for various
rising stem air-operated, motor operated and manual valves which do not have active packing leak off lines
and are not double packed. The Chesterton packing uses less packing rings to reduce friction from stem
drag, while not reducing capability to minimize stem leakage.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because
failure of packing is not an initiating event for any of the accidents described in the FSAR. Also,
failure of the Chesterton packing is no uifferent than failure of the John Crane packing and is no
less reliable.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the failure modes for the John Crane and
Chesterton packing are the same. Advances in packing technology that are utilized by the
Chesterton design should help to reduce leakage and reduce stem friction.

The margin of safety, as def' ed in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced3. m
because valve packing leakage should be reduced as a result of this change. The stroke time of
valves will not be adversely impacted by this change. -

|

|
I

|
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Low Power Physics Test Procram with
,

Dynamic Rod Worth Measurement

DESCRIPTION: 1

Byron Unit 2 cycle 8 low power physics test program was performed using the Westinghouse Dynamic
Rod Worth Measurement analysis per WCAP-13360-P-A. Westingbouse DRWM utilizes a dynamic means
of determining control rod worths versus traditional rod swap technique. The DRWM system uses the
signals from the upper and lower power range detectors during continuous control rod insertion, calculates
an inverse kinetics equation, then applies a spatial factor to this calculated value to account for static and
dynamic spatial affects. The reactivity worth of the control rods is validated by measurement at the
beginning of each cycle. The purpose is to determine if the measured rod worths are consistent with the
predicted rod worths, thus giving assurance that the core is constructed as predicted and accident analysis
assumptions are validated.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the entire
DRWM test evolutien is bounded by the assumptions and limits in the UFSAR accident analyses. The
DRWM technique for rod worth measurement is not an accident initiator. The subject procedures are
written to ensure the testing is perfonned in a con! rolled and safe manner. DRWM limits the dynamic
insertion to only one control bank at a time, w hich is bounded by the assumptions stated in UFSAR
section 15.4.1, " Uncontrolled RCCA Bank Withdrawal from a Suberitical or Low power Startup
Condition". During DRWM, control rod motion will be set so that control rods move at a maximum
rate of 72 steps per minute. UFSAR section 7.7.1.2.2 discusses credible rod control equipment failures,
and states," However, in the unlikely event of these simultaneous multiple failures, the maximum
CRDM operation speed would be no more than approximately 100 steps per minute due to mechanical
limitation. This speed has been verified by tests conducted on the CRDMs. The positive reactivity
insertion rates for these failure modes including the 100 steps per minute, are bounded by the Chapter
15.0 analysis assumptions." In the event of a continuous RCCA whhdrawal from a subcritical*

condition, the automatic features of the reactor protection system will limit the power increase to 35%
as discussed in UFSAR section 15.4.1. This is an ANS condition 11 event.

The DRWM process and procedures do not result in a condition where the material and construction
standards which were applicable prior to the change are ahered. System integrity is maintained. This
test does not cause the initiation of any accident nor create any new credible limiting single failure nor
result in any event previously deemed incredible being made credible. During DRWM, control rod
motion will be set so that control rods move at a maximum rate of 72 steps per minute. Rod speed will
be restored to normal operating conditions following completion of this test. The existing separation of
the control and protection functions are not adversely impacted in addition, the safety functions of
screty related systems and components, which are related to acddent mitigation, have not been altered.
Accident analyses assumptions are not impacted by % ;nethod. In fact, accident analysis assumptions
are verified by this technique. Therefore, the probability of an accident previously evaluated in the
UFSAR will not be increased by the DRWM process and procedures.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
safety analysis report is not created because during DRWM, control rod motion will be set so that
control rods move at 72 steps per minute, and only one bank will be moved at a time. UFSAR section
7.7.1.2.2 discusses credible rod control equipment failures, and states, " llowever, in the unlikely event
of these simultaneous multiple failures, the maximum CRDM operation speed would be no more than
approximately 100 steps per minute due to mechanical limitation. This speed has been verified by tests
conducted on the CRDMs during the initial startup testing program. The positive reactivity insertion
rates for these failure modes including the 100 steps per minute, are bounded by the Chapter 15.0
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analysis assumptions." The DRWM process and procedures do not result in a different response of
safety-related systems and components to accident scenarios than that postulated in the UFSAR. No
new equipment malfunctions have been introduced that will affect fission product barrier integrity. In
addition, there is no effect on any assumption previously made in the radiological consequence
evaluations nor effect on the mitigation of the radiological consequences of an accident described in the
UFSAR. No new performance requirements are imposed on the equipment important to safety.
Accident analyses assumptions are not impacted by this method. In fact, accident analysis assumptions
are verified by this technique. Therefore, the DRWM process and procedures will not increase the
possibility of an accident or a malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
UFSAR. Therefore, DRWM will no introduce any new equipment failure modes, or introduce the
possibility for an accident or malfunction of a difTerent type then previously evaluated.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced because the
malfunction of equipment important to safety that may be affected by the DRWM methodology is the
continuous RCCA Bank Withdrawal From a Subcritical Condition during the withdrawal of the test
bank from near full in to full out position. The maximum positive reactivity insenion rate assumed in
the accident analysis is greater than that for the simultaneous withdrawal of the combination of the two
sequential control banks having the greatest combined worth at maximum speed. There are no
radiological consequences associated with an uncontrolled rod cluster control assembly bank
withdrawal from a suberitical or low power start-up condition event since s bactivity is contained
within the fuel rods and reactor coolant system within design limits, in the a.. of a RCCA
withdrawal accident f n the suberitical condition, the core and the reactor coolant system are not
adversely affected, sir..e the combination of thermal power and the coolant temperature result in a
DNBR greater than the limit value. Thus, no fuel or clad damage is predicted as a result of DNB. This
accident is classified as an ANS Category 11 event. The Dynamic rod insertion and subsequent
withdrawal is bounded by the continuous RCCA Bank Withdrawal From a Subcritical Condition (for
which there are no radiological consequences), and therefore the margin of safety for analyzed accidents
is not reduced during this test.

4
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Byron Unit 1 Cycle 9 (BY C9) core reload

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation was performed for the Byron Unit I Cycle 9 (BYlC9) core reload design. %e
change evaluated encompasses the composite effects of the following changes:

1. Fuel loading pattern
2. Replacement Steam Generator (RSG) interaction with the fuel design
3. Peaking Factor increases:

a. FQ increase from 2.5 to 2.6 -
b. FNDilincrease from 1.65 to 1.7

4. Fuel mechanical design changes:
a. Circumferential groove in fuel rod top and bottom end plugs
b. Nominally enriched Axial Blanket pellets with annuti
c. IFBA B-10 enrichment at 1.5X
d. Rod backfill pressure reduced from 200 to 100 psig

5. One stainless steel filler rod

The changes were incorporated into many implementing procedures, including the Byron Curve Book, the
Reload Design Key Parameter Checklist, and D.RP 7-127.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

'
1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because fuel
construction meets all design criteria. The core fuel loading pattern and changes in operating
characteristics do not produce any mechanisms by which any of the evaluated accidents, such as
LOCAs or llELBs, etc., can be initiated. He consequences of previously evaluated accidents is i

not increased because the reload design process confirmed all design parameters satisfy the j

accident analysis limits and assumptions as documented in the UFS AR or other appropriate |
evaluations. The analyses included mechanical, nuclear, thermo-hydraulic and transient analyses, I

which concluded that all core parameter criteria, such as DNB. PCT, and fuel temperature, were !
met. In addition, the analyses showed that all system performance criteria, such as containment
pressure and no water through pressurizer safeties were met. |

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a difTerent type than any evaluated previously in )
the safety analysis report is not created because this core reload's fuel mechanical features
introduce no new failure modes. The reload key parameters and assumptions meet all standards
and criteria. The core operates within pertinent design basis operating limits. Therefore, the cycle
specific changes in these parameters introduce no new failure modes.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the core reload design process safety analysis was performed in accordance with NRC
approved methodologies and indicates that BYlC9 operates within acceptable limits and margin is
maintained. i
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Byron Unit 2 Cycle 8 (BY2C8) core reload

i

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation was performed for the Byron Unit 2 Cycle 8 (BY2C8) core reload design. The
change evaluated encompasses the composite effects of the following changes:

1. Fuel loading pattern
2. Peaking Factor increases.

z
a. FQ increase from 2.5 to 2.6
b. FNDit increase from 1.65 to 1.7

3. Fuel mechanical design changes:
a. Nominally enriched Axial Blanket pellets with annuli
b. IFBA B-10 enrichment at 1.5X
c. Enlarged grid sleeve diameter
d. Cast composite bottom nozzle

The changes were incorporated into many implementing procedures, including the Byron Curve Book, the
Reload Design Key Parameter Checklist, and updating the UFSAR via DRP 7-214.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMM ARY: I

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased beca,tse fuel !

construction meets all design criteria. The core fuel loading pattern and changes in operatiq 1

characteristics do not produce any mechanisms by which any of the evaluated accidents, such as
LOCAs or llELBs, etc., can be initiated. The consequences of previously evaluated accidents is
not increased because the reload design process confirmed all design parameters satisfy the
accident analysis limits and assumptions as documented in the UFSAR or other appropriate
evaluations. The analyses included mechanical, nuclear, thermo-hydraulic and transient analyses, !

which concluded that all core parameter criteria, such as DNB, PCT, and fuel temperature, were ,

met. In addition, the analyses showed that all system perfonnance criteria, such as containment |
pressure and no water through pressurizer safeties, were met. !

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this core reload's fuel mechanical features
introduce no new failure modes. The reload key parameters and assumptions meet all standards
and criteria. The core operates within pertinent design basis operating limits. Therefore, the cycle
specific changes in these parameters introduce no new failure modes.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the core reload design process safety analysis was performed in accordance with NRC
approved methodologies and indicates that BY2C8 operates within acceptable limits and marg:n is
maintained.
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Damaged Fuel Assembly Grid Repair

DESCRIPTION:

SE-6G-98-0306 supported the perfonnance of procedure STD-FP-1998-8217, " Procedure for Repair of a |
Damaged Grid on an Irradiated Fuei Assembly" This procedure was to be performed by Westinghouse
Fuel liandling Technicians under direction of Byren Fuel handling Supervisor.

The aforementioned procedure is to be used to repair fuel assembly Gl5E. Grid strap #4 near the middle of
assembly G15E was identified to have damage consisting of a tear on the upper left side of the grid,
resulting in the accompanying vanes being pulled away from the rods.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence, consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
repair of the grid for a fuel assembly does not have an operability impact on the Fuel Handling
Long Handle Tool or SFP Bridge Cranc. Only I fuel assembly will be repaired. The physical
contact of the vise grip tool with the fuel assembly will be controlled to not increase the
probability of dropping the fuel assembly.

Since only one fuel assembb vill be repaired at a time, the accident consequences of section
15.7.4.2.! bound this activ' , . This accident assumes that a mechanical or equipment operator
error results in dropping a fuel assembly into the refueling pool during its transfer from one
position in the pool to another. Additionally, since the Long Handled Tool will be used to
move / lift the fuel assembly, adequate water shielding depth will be maintained during the activity.
The repair of the G 15E fuel assembly is to be performed over an empty rack such as to prevent
interaction with additional assemblies.

In the referenced accident analysis, this equipment is assumed to fail, resulting in rupture of fuel
cladding. Since only the one fuel assembly is affected, the consequences of a postulated
equipment malfunction is still bounded by existing safety analysis.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the repair of the damaged grid will occur with the
fuel assembly being suspended by use of the normal Long Handle Tool, with associated Spent
Fuel Pool crane limits and controls. Use of pneumatic vise grip to manipulate / repair grid vane
will have no impact on physical structure of fuel assembly rods. Since only the one fuel assembly
will be repaired. the accident analysis of 15.7.4 are bounded.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the Grid Strap Repair does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications
are based.
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bei Assemb!v Recacinn Work

DESCRIPTION:

SE-6G-98-0180 supported the performance of fel recaging work of 2 smashed fuel assemblies. The
activities performed under this Safety Evaluation including lif ing the fuel assembly from the spent fuel
rack locations using :he fuel assembly nozzleless lift tool, removal of the special lift straps from the fuel
assembly and placing the assemblies into the MFRS dual basket for reassembly. Following the picking and
movement of the damaged fuel assernblies to the MFRS dual baskets, the Dummy Rod Load Fixture was
loaded into the new fuel assembly skeleton and transferred to the MFRS dual basket where the reassembly
was performed on G17E and G22E. The task was completed by removing the new assemblies, visually
inspecting the new assemblics and removal of the old skeletons from the MFRS baskets and placed in the
Spent Fuel Pool.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
use of procedure STD-FP-1998-8168, Revision 1 and the continued operation of the plant
subsequent to the use of the aforementioned procedure will neither adversely affect the safe
operation of the plant nor the plant's capability to safely shutdown. The safety analysis is not
impacted by the use of the procedure. Also, the recaged storage skeleton meets the original
structural design basis.

Fuel pool activities, performed under these procedures, include enhanced administrative controls
to preclude possible accident precursor conditions. These controls provide assurance that the
probability of the Fuel Handling Accident does not increase.

Therefore, the probability of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR is not increased.

The consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR are not increased due to the
use of procedure STD-FP-1998-8168, Rev 1. The preceding safe'v evaluation concludes that this

'
;

situation does not adversely affect the reactor coolant system and the associated components since
no Technical Specification limits are violated and the system remains operable. The current fuel
handling accident analysis bounds any event that could arise during the use of the procedure. The
only equipment important to safety for the fuel handling accident outside containment is the fuel
handling building exhaust filtration system. Since the filters are not affected, the consequences ;

evaluated in the FSAR for fuel handling accident will not increase due to malfunction of
equipment important to safety.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the possibility of fuel failures resulting from
equipment catastrophic failures or misuse are not new modes of failure and are bounded under the
current safety analysis assumptions.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Speci0 cation, is not reduced
because the recaging of the 2 crushed assemblies does not affect any parameters upon which
Technical Specifications are based.
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Fuel Assembly Ton Nozzle Straichteninz

DESCRIPTION:

SE-6G-98-0180 supported the performance of Top Nozzle Straightening work as described in the h$t of
Westinghouse and Byron Site procedures to include:

1. Lift the Top Nozzle using the fuel assembly nozzle handling tool or a lifting hook on the Leaf
Spring.

2. Size the Thimble Tubes associated with the Nozzletess Lifting Tool.
3. Gage the Thimble Tubes sized in step 2.
4. Removal of Top Nozzle. |

The reasoning behind this activity is to straighten the crushed fuel assembly Top Nozzle and size the
Thimble Tubes / Guide Tubes to allow entry of the Nozzleless Handling Tool as part of the recaging effort
for Fuel Assemblies G22E and G17E(damaged by the upper internals in 1993).

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence, consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
use of procedure SPP 98-072, Revision 0. Whereby the continued operation of the plant
subsequent to the use of the aforementioned procedure will neither adversely affect the safe
operation of the plant nor the plant's capability to safely shutd.iwn. Tae safety analysis is not
impacted by the me of.he pree@re. The current fuel handling acident analysis bounds any
event that could arise during the use of the pod.ve hersaw the proposed activities are not
intended to lift the damaged assemblies and will not move the damaged assemblies over other
spent fuel.
Fuel pool activities, performed under this procedure, include enhanced administrative controls to
preclude possible accident precursor conditions. These controls provide assurance that the
probability of the Fuel Handling Accident does not increase.
The consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR are not increased due to the
use of procedure SPP 98-072, Revision 0. The preceding safety evaluation conclud:s that this
situation does not adversely affect the reactor coolant system and the associated components are
not challenged since the system is still operable and the limits imposed by the plant Technical
Specifications continue to be met. Therefore, the conclusions presented in the FSAR remain valid
such that no more severe consequences will result from an accident condition.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the possibility of fuel failures resulting from
equipment catastrophic failures or misuse are not new modes of failure. Administrative controls
were placed on equipment (unplugging the electric chain hoist once in position) to preclude any j
new failure mode involving its use. The proposed activides were not intended to lift the damaged I

assemblies and did not move the damaged assemblies over other spent fuel and were, therefore, |
bounded by current safety analyses as intended. |

|
3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced j

because the Top Nozzle Straightening does not affect any parameters upon which Technical
Specifications are based.

t

I

|
.
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On Site Review 98-048 |

DESCRIPTION:

This On Site Review evaluated the acceptability ofincreasing plant load on Unit I from 75% to 100%
power with the steam flow transmitters reading higher than actual flow. This condition occurred because
the actual ditTerential pressure experienced by the steam flow transmitters after installation of the new
Steam Generators was larger than that predicted by calculation. Thus the steam flow transmitters did not
have sufficient span to provide accurate indication through 100% power, and indicated higher than actual
steam flow. The transmitters have since been replaced.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipmer t
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
steam flow transmitters are not used as an input to any safety related function. The transmitters
only feed control and indication for Steam Generator level control. It is not required indication for
any Emergency Operating Procedure.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the effects of this situation have been analyzed for l
the Steam Generator level control system, and found acceptable. Because of other circuit efrects,
the response of the control system during postulated transients or accidents is the same as if the
transmitters were indicating normally. I

1

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced !

because the change did not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are based. |

1
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Steam Generator Tube
in-Situ Pressure Testing

DESCRIPTION:
4

In-situ pressure testing of selected individual steam generator tubes was performed to collect leakage and
structural integrity data of tube with defects detected during eddy current testing. The in-situ testing was

; performed with Framatome Techaologies, lac., processes and procedures while in plant modes 5,6 or I

; defueled with the steam generators out-of-service. Each tube tested was pressurized with room temperature
| demineralized water incrernentally up to 6000 psig, while the leak rate was monitored. Each tube tested is

required to be removed from service by tube plugging.

I

SAFETY EVAI,UATION SUMMARY _1 |

!
1. He probability of o currence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
in-situ pressure testing is performed on an individual tube in an out-of-service and isolated steam i

generator in plant modes 5, ti or defueled. The tube is subsequently removed from service by an
approved pluEging technique. When circumferential defects were tested, the tube is stabilized and
plugged to enmre that the tube is contained and cannot damage surrounding tubes should the tube
sever. Administrative controls exist to ensure that the maximum analyzed plugging levels are not
exceeded. Due to the material properties of the tubing, the tube is likely to leak prior to rupture.
Due to the small volume and limited make-up capacity of the tert apparatus, the process has low
energy such that shouid the tube rupture, surrounding tubes cannot be affected. The in-situ
pressure testing does not affect other tubes or otner components important to safety.

2. The possibility for an acciderd or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in |
the safety analysis report is not created because the in-situ pressure testing is performed on tubes 1

in an out-of-service steam generator and the tested tubes are removed from service following the
test. The in-situ pressure test does not affect surrounding tubes due to the low energy available j
from the testing apparatus. The stresses induced to the tubesheet from the elevated test pressure ;

are minimal and are less the stresses induced by the approved roll plugging and sleeving
processes. The in-situ pressure test only affects the tube being tested and does not affect other
systems or functions. Operation of the steam generator is not afTected since the tested tube is ;

rem 9ved from service. Administrative controls exist to ensure that the maximun. evaluated j

plugging levels are not ex;eeded. i

3. The m.rgin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the tube tested is removed from service by an approved tube plugging technique. The
tube is no longer a component within the reactor coolant pressure boundary and therefore, no
longer subject to the specified pressure and temperature limits. The tube plug is the new pressure
boundary and has been evaluated for all operational and transient conditions.
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Steam Generator Tube Removal Procedures

DESCRIPTION:

13yron Technical Review flYTR-98-018 reviewed and approved Framatome Technologies Inc., procedures
emeve portions of tubes from the Unit 2 steam generators and to install a welded plug in the tubesheet

where the tube had been. The tube removal process involves removal of the tube-to-tubesheet weld,
relaxation of the expanded tube within the tubesheet, cutting the tube from the inside and pulling the tube
through the tubesheet hole. A portion of the tube remains in the steam generator and the tubesheet is
plugged at both ends. The tubesheet bare hole is plugged with a welded plug and the opposite leg tube is
plugged with an approved mechanical plug. The tube removal and plugging processes are performed in
modes 5,6 or defueled with the steam generators out-of-service, drained and isolated.

The scope of this evaluation is focused on the field procedures and welded plug qualifications. Once the
specific tube to be removed is identified, another safety evaluation is required to evaluate plant operation of
the plant with a tube remnant.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMM ARY:

8 The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis repon is not increased because the
tube pull and tube plugging processes are limited to the tube selected for removal and do not afTect
surrounding tubes. Following tube removal, the tube ends are removed from service by tube
plugging in accordance with the ASME Section XI repair program. These processes are
performed with the steam generator out-of-service, drained and isolated in the interim when the
tube is removed and prior to tube plugging, a containment atmosphere leak path exists between the
primary and secondary sides of the steam generator where the tube had been removed. To prevent
a radiological atmospheric containment bypass, controls exist in the procedures and work
packages to ensure the atmosphere is contained within the steam generator up to the containment
isolation valves.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in j

the safety analysis report is not created because the tube removal and plugging processes are
'

limited to the tube selected from removal and do not affect the surrounding tubes, equipment,
systems or functions. The processes are monitored by engineering and quality control personnel
to ensure the processes are performed appropriately and to ensure any deviations are resolved
appropriately. The tube plugging process is performed as an ASME Section XI repair and meets
all ASME Code requirements for the repair of steam generator tubes. Procedural controls exist to
ensure that the plugging levels remain within evaluated plugging limits. The processes are
performed in modes 5,6 or defueld with the steam generators out-of-service, drain and isolated.
The processes return the steam generators to a condition that meets all design requirements for |
operating and accident conditions.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the tnbe removal and plugging processes do not affect any parameters upon which the
Technical Specifications requirements are based and there is no reduction in the margin of safety.

I

I
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iSteam Gs,. aor Operation |

Followine Tube Remo_ val

DESCRIPTION:

Portions of three tubes on the hot leg side were renmved in the Unit 2 steam generators. Two tubes were etc j
below the third hot leg support plate and one tube was cut below the fifth hot leg support plate. A ponion ,

of each tube remains intact from the cold leg tubesheet end through the U-bend to the tube cut location.
Following tube removal the hot leg tubesheet bare hole was plugged with a welded plug and the cold leg
tube end was plugged with an approved mechanical plug. This evaluation addresses the operation of the
steam generator with tube remnant in tubes removed from service. The tube removal and plugging
processes were previously evaluated.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis repon is not increased because the
affected tubes are removed from service by tube plugging in accordance with the ASME Section
XI repair program and the tube remnants cannot affect surrounding tubes or components during
normal and accident conditions. Engineering evaluations show that during normal operation, the
tube remnants are fluid elastically stable and do not affect plant operation or surrounding tubes.
Cyche fatigue is precluded by low flow induced vibrational stresses. Accident transients on the
secondary side may afTect the stability of the tube remnant. The tubes are cut sufficiently below a
support plate so that the tube remnant cannot be pulled out of the confines of the support. The
confining presence of the support plates prevents the tube remnants from damaging surrounding
tubes and creating tube leakage.

;

2. The possibility for an accident or malf unction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis wport is not created because the locations where the tubes were removed ere
isolated from the reactor coolant boundary by tube plugging of the tubesheet holes at the primary
face. The tubes are designed and qualified in accordance with ASME Section 111 Class I
requirements. The plugs and tubesheet boring are capable of maintaining integrity during normal
and accident conditions with appropriate margins of safety as specified in ASME Section Ill. The
plugged tubes provide equivalent pressure boundary integrity as the original tubing. Flow induced
vibration evaluations have determined that the tuir remnants are fluid clastically stable and do not
affect the tube nor surrounding tubes. During accident transient loading, the tube remnants are
contained within the tube support plates and cannot cause damage to other tubes where tube
leakage occurs. Operation of the steam generators with tube remnants in tubes that are removed
from service by tube plugging does not create a malfunction or accident of a differen type than
those already evaluated in the SAR.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because steam generator operation of the tube remnant in plugged tubes does not affect any
parameters upon which the Technical Specifications are based and therefore, there is no reduction
in the margin of safety.
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RilR Pump Floor Plue Removal
6G-98-0213

DESCRIPTION:

10CFR50.59 Safety Evaluation was written for removal of Residual 11 eat Removal Pump Floor Plug to
support maintenance on I A RilR pump for scheduled maintenance work window on Ril system. The
affected structure, IR110lPA floor plug, provides a ventilation boundary for the VA system. The VA
System is required to maintain % in 1120 minimum negative pressure in the ECCS equipmsnt rooms of the '

Auxiliary Building with respect to atmosphere. The floor plug is not considered a flood barrier.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because
removal of the floor plug does not have any impact on the events, which initiate a LOCA. Durin,
removal of the floor plug, the ECCS rooms will be verified to remain withir the requirements c
Technical Spec fication % in.1120 with respect to the outside atmosphere. Thus, removing the
floor plug with administrative controls in place ensures any design base accident remains bounded
by existing UFSAR analysis. The removal of the floor plug will not affect any safety related
equipment from a ventilation boundary perspective. The VA system will still meet its intended
functions, thus all other safety related equipment would not be affected from ventilation concerns.
Therefore, removal of the floor plug will not increase the probability of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety. The operation of plant safety related equipment required to
mitigate the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety would not be
degraded due to ventilation concerns. There is no increase in the consequences of an equipment
malfunction since no new assumptions are being made with regard to the reliance on equipment or
equipment performance.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis repon is not created because administrative controls will be established prior to

,

and during the floor plug removal. The administrative controls will consist of System Engineering !

to verify required negative % in. pressure and proper flow direction is maintained in adjacent
ECCS equipment rooms w hen floor plug is removed as well as after plug is reinstalled.
Additionally,1 A Ril pump will be verified OOS by maintenance prior to removing the floor plug. i
This will ensure all normal and accident mitigation functions of VA system are met. i

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the removal of the floor plug does not affect any parameters upon which Technical I
Specifications are based. 1

!
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' License Amendment # 106- Partial ITS Implementation

DESCRIPTION:

Commonwealth Edison chose the option ofimplementing a portion of NRC approved License Amendment
# 106. Amendment # 106 granted approval for full conversion from Current Tech Specs to a set of TS
based on NUREG-1431, " Standard Technical Specifications - Westinghouse Plants." Revision i dated
April 1995. Specifically, the implementation was the Post-Accident Monitoring requirement in ITS for
Containment Floor Drain Level Indication prior ta overall site implementation 15 days ahead of schedule.
In ITS, the TRM contains the actions required for failures associated with the Containment Floor Drain
Sump Level Indication. The TRM is the repository for all the Tech Spec technical requirements not
required by 10CFR50.36 and which did not meet any of the four the criteria in the "NRC Final Policy
Statement on Technical Specification improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors," published on July
22,1993.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis repon is not increased because the
action taken was an administrative control change and involved equipment that is required for
post-accident monitoring only and it is not relied upon for accident mitigation.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the action taken was an administrative control to
partially implement a technical requirement that was determined to not meet the NRC criteria for
it inclusion in improved Tech Specs. The action did not involve any physical changes to the
equipment in the plant and therefore the potential for different accidents or malfunctions is not
created. The action taken does not adversely impact UFSAR accident-related systems, structures,
and components (SSCs).

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the action taken does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The action to panially implement one section of the TRM does not affect the Technical
Specs LCOs of the Technical Specifications.
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (60-98-0137)

|
i

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
i as Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation dowr ents changes to current Byron

)
| Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
'

during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the
format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for
ad ninistrative which included format changes,(M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive
the * (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM. j

|

. . .:ty evaluation 6G-98-J137 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
cm l' 1EFUELING OPERATIONS".

,efety evaluation, " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in place just prior to the
i. .nentation of Amendment 106.

.

SAFETY EVAL UA TION SUMM ARY;

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes i

do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do
the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve
wordmg preferences and format changes. These changes do.not involve any physical changes to j

plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety
to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are i

based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
,

!

|

|
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0139)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). His safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to i TS. All relocations to .n TRM were considered char:ges since at a minimum the
format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for
administrative which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive
than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the finallocation of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0139 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Section 1.0,"USE AND APPLICATION".

- Within this safety evaluation " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in placejust prior to the
implementation of Amendment 106.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes
do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (5SCs). Nor do
the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. . The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve
wording preferences and format changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to
plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety

' to which these SSCs are operated or maintained. '

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G 98-0140)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Techt.ical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the
format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for
administrative w hich included forma * changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive
than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0140 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Sections 2.0 and 2.1 involving "RTS Instrumentation Trip Setpoints", "ESFAS Instrumentation Tr:;,
Setpoints" and " Miscellaneous Test Requirements".

Within this safety evaluation, " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in place just prior to the
im'plementation of Amendment 106.

SAFETY EVAL U ATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
imponant to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These cisanges
do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do
the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve
wording preferencer. and format changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to

'

plant systems, strur,tures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety
to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.

|
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Safety Evaluation (6G 98-Ol41) 1

DESCRIPTION: |

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). His safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron )
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) |
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the '

format of the speci'ication was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for
administrative which included format changes, (MJ for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive
than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the speci!ication was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0141 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.0, involving "TLCO Applicability" and "TSR Applicability"

i

Within this safety evaluation, " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in placejust prior to the i
implementation of Amendment 106. ;

|
!

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability ofoccurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes

,

do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do |

the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained. 1

2. He possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve
wording preferences and format changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to |
plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety
to which these SSCs are operated o maintained. |

3. The margin of safety, as defined in @e basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affe:t any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
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Technical Reauirements Manual j
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0142)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a rninimum the
format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for
administrative which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS,(L) for less restrictive
than CTS, or (R) for relocation ndicating the finallocation of the specification was outside the TRM.5

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0142 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.1, " REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS"

Within this safety evaluation, " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in place just prior to the
implementation of Amendment 106.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes
do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do
the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

!

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve ,

wording preferences and format changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to |
plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety
to which these SSCs are operated or maintained. j

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not effect any parameters upon w hich Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.

1
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0143)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the
format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for
administrative which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive
than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0143 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.2," POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS". It should be noted that this section was deleted during
subsequent revisions of the TRM.

Within this safety evaluation, " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that wcre in placejust prior to the
implementation of Amendment 106.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes
do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do
the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve
wording preferences and format changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to
plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety
to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.

|
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Technical Reauirements Manual |

Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0144) )
|

1

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the
format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for
administrative which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive
than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0144 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.3, " INSTRUMENTATION".

Within this safety evaluation, " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in placejust prior to the
implementation of Amendment 106.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes
do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do l

the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained. !

|
2. He possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in !

the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve
wording preferences and format changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to i

plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety !

to which these SSCs are operated or maintained. )

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are ;

based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only. ;
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Techaical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0145)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the
format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for
administrative which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than C fS, (L) for less restrictive

}than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0145 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.4, " REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM".

Within this safety evaluation, " CTS"ieferred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in placejust prior to the
implementation of Amendment 106.

,

|

|

SAFETY EVAL,UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment !

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the |

changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes
do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do
the changes decrease the level of safety to which these 5SCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve
wording preferences and format changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to
plant sistems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety 1

to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced i
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Techr.ical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only,

f
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0146)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the
format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for
administrative w hich included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive
than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0146 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.5, " EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS"

Within this safety evaluation, " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in placejust prior to the
implementation of Amendment 106.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes
do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do
the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve
wording preferences and format changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to
plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety {
to w hich tlase SSCs are operated or maintained. !

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.

|
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0147)

i

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the i

format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for
administrative which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive
than CTS, or(R) for relocation indicating the finallocation of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0147 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.6, " CONTAINMENT SYSTFMS" It should be noted that this section was deleted during
subsequent revisions to the TRM.

Within this safety evaluation, " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in place just prior to the
implementation of Amendment 106. l

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:
|

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes |

'

do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do
the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve
wording preferences and format changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to
plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety
to w hich these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.

|
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0148)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the
format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for )administrative which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive i

than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0148 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.7," PLANT SYSTEMS".

Within this safety evaluation, " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in placejust prior to the
implementation of Amendment 106.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes
do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do
the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve
wording preferences and format changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to
plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety
to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. 1 he margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced i

because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are )
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.

I
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I Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0149)

|

DESCRIPTION:
;

I
This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to |
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to cunent Byron |
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the
format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for j

administrative which included format changes,(M) for more restrictive than CTS,(L) for less restrictive
than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM. j

I

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0149 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM |
Section 3.8, " ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS" '

Within this safety evaluation, " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in place just prior to the
implementation of. Amendment 106.

1

SAFETY EVALUATlON SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes
do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do
the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malf ~ 1 of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not create _ . 4se the changes are " administrative" and involve
wording preferences and format changes. .hese changes do not involve any physical changes to .

'
plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety
to which these SSCs are operated er maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon w hich Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
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i Technical Reauirements Manual
| Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0150)
|

|
l DESCRIPTION:

! This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the
format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for
administrative which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive
than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0150 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Section 5.0, " ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS".

1

{
Within this safety evaluation, " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in placejust prior to the
implementation of Amendment 106.

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes
do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do
the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve
worcling preferences and format changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to
plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety
to which these SSCs are operated or maintained. j

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced I

because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.

i
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Technical Reauirements Manual
)Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0155)

DESCRIPTION: |
|

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) during
the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format
of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for administrative
which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R)
for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0155 discusses the "more restrictive" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.9 " REFUELING OPERATIONS" The changes in this safety evaluation are:

1. To providejustification for expanding the applicability for immediately suspending movement of
fuel with the refueling cavity water level below its limit from Mode 6 to anytime during the
movement of fuel in the containment. This change is consistent with Tech Spec 3.9.7 revised with
Amendment 106;

1

2. To provide justification for revising the frequency for verifying direct communication between the
control room and personnel at the containment refueling station from once within I hour prior to
CORE ALTERATIONS and 12 hours thereafter to once within I hour prior to CORE
ALTERATIONS and once per 12 hours thereafter. Rules of TRM usage would not allow a
surveillance extension on the first 12 hour surveillance following the initial I hour surveillance
and therefore would be more restrictive than previously allowed by Technical Specifications; and

3. To providejustification for revising the frequency for verifying crane interlocks from once within
~7 days of crane use and 7 days thereafter during crane use to once within 7 days of crane use and
once per 7 days thereafler during crane use. Rules of TRM usage would not allow a surveillance
extension on the first 7 day surveillance following the initial 7 day performance and therefore
would be more restrictive than previously allowed by Technical Specifications.

|
1

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY: )
|

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this
safety evaluation incorporates MORE restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These
changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs).

,

Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained. j

|
2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in

the safety analysis report is not created because this safety evaluation incorporates MORE
restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These changes do not involve any physical
changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the

.

level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the changes are more restrictive than any parameters upon which Technical Specifications
are based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only. a

1

)
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Technical Reauirements Mamini
Safety Evaluation (60-98-0164)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to |

as Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents char.ges to current Byron i

Technical Specifications that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) during i
the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format
of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for administrative
which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R)
for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM. j

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0164 discusses the "more restrictive" changes associated with TRM
Section 1.0 "USE AND APPLICATION". The changes in this safety evaluation are:

1. To provide justification for changing the table that defines a mode. This change clarified head
closure status and associated coolant temperatures for plant conditions not previously satisfying a
defined MODE or satisfying more than one mode. This change is related to Tech Spec Table 1.1-
1 revised with Arnendment 106; and

2. To provide justification for revising the SHUTDOWN MARGIN definition to add the phrase "In
MODES I and 2, the fuel and moderator temperatures are changed to the hot zero power
temperature" consistent with the Tech Spec change implemented with Amendment 106. ,

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment j
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this I

safety evaluation incorporates proposed and accepted changes adopted with Tech Spec
Amendment 106. These changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures,
or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are
operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this safety evaluation incorporates proposed and
accepted changes adopted with Tech Spec Amendment 106. These changes do not involve any
physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease
the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3, The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0165)

DESC*tlPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result of h,., menting Technical SpeciGcation Amendment 106 also referred to
as fmproved Technical Specifications (l.. ,. This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) during
the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format
of the specification was modined to replicate ITS. Each change was categccized as (A) for administrative
which included format changes, (M) for rnore restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R)
for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G.98-0165 discusses the "more restrictive" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.0 "TRM LIMITING CONDITON FOR OPERATION (TLCO) ANS SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENT (TSR) APPLICABILITY " The changes in this safety evaluation are:

1. To providejustification for defining rules of TRM usage that limit extensions to surveillance
intervals with frequencies specified as "once" Previously, a 25% extension to the surveillance
interval could have been applied. This change is consistent with Tech Spec Section 1.4 revised
with Amendment 106;

2. To provide justification for defining rules of TRM usage that denote specific requirements that
must be followed if a surveillance requirement fails or if the delay period is exceeded. Although
informally utilized historically, this changes clarifies and eliminates potential misinterpretation of
the requirements; and

3. To provide justification for changing applicability for entry in what used to be Technical
Specification 3.0.3 by deleting "not applicable in MODE 5 or 6" resulting in applicability at all
times. This represents a more restrictive change to the previous requirements.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:
i

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment I

hportant to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this
safety evaluation incorporates MORE restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These |
changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs).
Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this safety evaluation incorporates MORE
restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These changes do not involve any physical
changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the
level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the changes are more restrictive than any parameters upon which Technical Specifications !

are based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0166)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specincations that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) during
the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format
of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for administrative
w hich in.luded format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS,(L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R)

,

' for ralocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM. |
!

Speci0cally safety evaluation 6G98-0166 discusses the "more restrictive" changes associated with TRM |

Section 3.1 " REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS". The changes in this safety evaluation are:

1
1. To provide justification for requiring both the reactor trip and the reactor trip bypass breakers to be )

opened when the LCO for Position Indication Systems is not met. Previously, only the reactor trip
,

breakers were expressed and it was assumed to include the bypass breakers if they were in use; |
2. To provide justification for performing a SDM determination more frequently than previously

required as a result of transferring from Mode 2 to Mode 3. This is due to the rules of usage
defined in both the amended Technical Specifications and tne Technical Requirements Manual. I

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:
1

1. 'Ihe probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this
safety evaluation incorporates MORE restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These
changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs).
Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this safety evaluation incorporates MORE
restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These changes do not involve any physical
changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the
level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the changes are more restrictive than any parameters upon which Technical Specifications,

are based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.

s

|

.1

.

I
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0167)

1

DESCRIPTION: l

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
,

as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
'

Technical Specifications that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) during
the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format
of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for administrative !

w hich included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS,(L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R)
for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G98-0167 discusses the "mcre restrictive" changes associated with TRM ;

Section 3.4 " REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEMS" The changes in this safety evaluation are.

1. To providejustification for requiring engineering evaluations anytime out-of-limit conditions for
chloride or fluoride are experienced in the Mode 1-4, regardless if the condition is corrected prior
to entry into Mode 5;

2. To providejustification for requiring two reactor head vent paths be OPERABLE and closed in
Modes 1,2,3, and 4. This requirement then defines actions for the condition of one inoperable
reactor head vent path where the previous Tech Specs were mute;

3. To provide justification for defining a Completion Time for the engineering evaluation required
for determining the effects on the structural integrity of the pressurizer when the pressurizer
temperature exceeds the specified limits; and )

4. To providejustification for crediting automatic PORV actuation to mitigate the effects of
pressurizer overfill during a spurious Si at power.

|

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment I

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this j
safety evaluation incorporates MORE restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These '

changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). j

Nor do the changes decrease the leve! of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this safety evaluation incorporates MORE
restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These changes do not involve any physical
changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the
level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced ;

because the changes are more restrictive than any parameters upon which Technical Specifications !

are based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.

|

i

|

|
|
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0168)

JESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). His safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) during
the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format
of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for administrative
which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R)
for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G98-0168 discusses the "more restrictive" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.5 " EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS". The change in this safety evaluation was to
eliminate 3 of 4 defined methods for venting tia hot side of the RCS. This change was based on
Westinghouse letter stating the safety analysis did not support three of the methods.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this ,

safety evaluation incorporates MORE restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These !
changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). I
Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this safety evaluation incorporates MORE
restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These changes do not involve any physical i

changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the j
level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained. j

|
3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced i

because the changes are more restrictive than any parameters upon which Technical Specifications
]

are based. De change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
i

!

:
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0169)

DESCRIPTION:

I
This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specitienion Amendment 106 also referred to {
as improved Technical Speci6 cations (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron j
Technical Specifications that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) during
the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format ;

of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for administrative I

w hich included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R)
for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G98-0169 discusses the "more restrictive" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.7 " PLANT SYSTEMS". The changes in this safety evaluation are:

1. To provide justification for changing the applicability for requiring two Fuct flandling Building
(FIIB) System trains from "whenever irradiated fuel is in the storage pool" to "during crane

,

operations with loads, including new fuel assemblies, over or within the spent fuel storage pool." l
in the unlikely event there were no irradiated fuel assemblies in the storage pool, this still would i

aquire two FIIB systems during crane operation and therefore is considered more restrictive;
2. fo providejustification for changing the applicability for requiring boron concentration to be

within limits "whenever irradiated fuel is in the storage pool" to "during crane operations with
loads, including new fuel assemblies, over or within the spent fuel storage pool." In the unlikely
event there were no irradiated fuel assemblies in the storage pool, this still would require boron
concentration to be within limits during crane operation and therefore is considered more
restrictive.

SAFETY EVAI UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability ofoccurrence or the consequences of as. ccident or a malfunction of equipment
impcrtant to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this
safety evaluation incorporates MORE restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These
changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs).
Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to whicn these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this safety evaluation incorporates MORE i

restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These changes do not involve any physical
changes to plant systems, structutes. or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the
level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the changes are more restrictive than any parameters upon which Technical Specifications
are based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98 0181)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result of implementing Technical Specification Amendment 1% also referred to
as Improved Technical Specifieraons (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
' Administrative Technical Requirements (ATR) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements
Manual (TRM) during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at -
a minimum the format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as
(A) for administrative which included format changes,(M) for more restrictive than CTS,(L) for less
restrictive than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the
TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0181 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.10. " FIRE PROTECTION"

SAFETY EVAL,UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes
do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do
the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained..

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are "adrainistrative" and involve
wording preferences and format changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to
plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety -
to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual and the ATR.-
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0182)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Administrative Technical Requirements (ATR) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements
Manual (TRM) during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at
a minimum the format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as
(A) for administrative which included format changes,(M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less
restrictive than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the
TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0182 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.11 " RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENTS"

SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes
do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do

,

the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve
wording preferences and format changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to ;

plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety
to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change afTects the Technical Requirements Manual and the ATR.

;
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0].H)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Administrative Te:hnical Requirements (ATR) that were relocated to the Byron Tech' ical Requirements
Manual (TRM) during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at
a minimum the format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as
(A) for administrative which included format changes,(M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less
restrictive than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the
TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0183 discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.12, " RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAM"

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes
do not insolve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do
the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve
wording preferences and format changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to
plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety
to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual and the ATR.
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. Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0184)

DESCRIPTION:

. This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Dyron
Technical Specifications that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) during
the conversion to ITS. A11 relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format
of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for administrative
which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R)
for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G98-0184 discusses the "more restrictive" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.11," RADIOLOGICAL EFFLUENTS". The change in this safety evaluation is to delhe a
Completion Time for preparing a Special Report when it has been determined that the dose limits to a
MEMBER OF THE PUBLlr from plant releases and the fuel cycle have been exceeded.. Previously, a
completion time was not defined.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:
.

1.' The probability ofoccurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is net increased because this

3 safety evaluation incorporates MORE restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These
} changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs).

Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this safety evaluation incorporates MORE
restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These changes ao mt involve any physical
changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the
level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the changes are more restrictive than any parameters upon which Technical Specifications
are based.' The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.

/.
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Tecimical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0185)

!

DESCRIPTION:

l

This safety evaluation is a result of:mplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to |
ar Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluativ swments changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications that were relocated to the Byron Technical suquirements Manual (TRM) during
the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format !
of the specification was modified to replica'e ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for administrative !

which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R) ;

for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM. j

Specifically safety evaluation 6G98-0185 discusses the "more restrictive" changes associated with TRM j

Section 33 " INSTRUMENTATION The changes in this safety evaluation are: ;
"

1. Providejustification for defining a Completion Time for analyzing the retrieved data for a seismic
event as 14 days. Previously no completion time was defined; and

2. Providejustification for requiring a portable continuous monitor with the same alarm setpoint in
the fuel pool area whenever both channels of the FHB Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation are

,

inoperable. !

i

S AFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this
safety evaluation incorporates MORE restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These !
changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs).
Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained. ;

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this safety evaluation incorporates MORE
restrictive changes to the Technical Specifications. These changes do not involve any physical
changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrem the ;

level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintairad. i

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
,

because the changes are more restrictive than any paran&rs upon which Technical Specifications !

are based. Tie change affects the Technical Requiremots Manual only.

i

|

I
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0190)

I
.

DESCRIPTION: l

Ihis safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) during
th conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format
of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for administrative
which included fonaat changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive thon CTS, or (R)
for relocation indicating the final locatioa of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0190 discusses the "less restrictive" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.9 " REFUELING OPERATIONS" The changes in this safety evaluation are:

1. To provide justification for ch.tnging the applicability from "Whenever irradiated fuel is in the
storage pool" to "During crane operations with loads, including new fuel assemblies, over or
within the spent fuel storage pool" when Fuel Handling Building ventilation is required to be
operable. This change is consistent with the revised Tech Spec 3.7.13 implemented with
Amendment 106; and

2. To providejustification for deleting the requirement for verifying, within 2 hours prior to the start )
of moving fuel, the reactor vessel water level is within limits. This change is consistent w ith the
revised Tech Spec 3.9.7 implemented with Amendment 106.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment |
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this i
safety evaluation incorporates proposed and accepted changes adopted with Tech Spec
Amendment 106. These changes do not involve any physical changes to plant cystems, structures,
or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decreese the level of safety to which the:e SSCs are

,

operated or maintained. I

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this safety evaluation incorporates proposed and
accepted changes adopted with Tech Spec Amendment 106. These changes do not involve any
physical changes to plant systems, structures, or componants (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease
the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The m5rgin of safety, as de6 ed in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is do" t affect any parameters upon w hich Technical Specifications are
based. The change affecto we Technical Requirements Manual only.

!

!

!
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Technical Reauirements Manual )
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0203)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron j
Technical Specifications that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manaal (TRM) during i

the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format
of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for administrative
which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R)
for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

]

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0203 disc s ne "less restrictive" changes associated with TRM
Section 1.0,"TRM USE & APPLICATION" Int .hange justified by this safety evaluation is to add the
allowance to perform a CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST (COT) or TRIP ACTUATION DEVICE
OPERATIONAL TEST (TADOT) by means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps
such that the entire channel or trip actuating device is tested. This change to the COT and TADOT
definitions was implemented by Amendment 106 to the Technical Specifications, and 6G-98-0203 provides !
justification to use the same definition in the TRM.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
change only modifies the TRM definitions for COT and TADOT. These changes do not involve i

any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes
decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are to TRM definitions. These
changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs).
Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.

l
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0204)

DESCRIPTION:
'

His safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to ,

as improved Technical Specif: cations (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron |
Technical Spcificotions that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) during )
the conversion to iTS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format

'

of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as ( A) for administrative
which included fomiat changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R)
for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0204 discusses the "less restrictive" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.0,"TLCO AND TSR APPLICABILITY" The changes in this safety evaluation are:

1. To providejustification for using the revised SR 3.0.3 (actions required if discovering a SR not
performed) implemented with Amendment 106 in the TRM;

2. To provide justification for using LCO 3.0.5 (equipment removed from service or declared
inoperable to comply with ACTIONS may be returned to service under administrative control for
testing to demonstrate OPERA BILITY) in the TRM;

3. To provide justification for the station to determine the appropriateness of placing the unit through
the transient of a shutdown when a TLCO is not met and the associated actions are not met, when
an associated action is not provided in the requirement, or if directed by the associated actions, for
requirements determined unnecessary for the protection of the public health and safety; and

4. To provide justification for changing modes or other specified conditions of applicability, with the
concurrence of the Station Duty Officer, when a LCO is not met provided the plant is not in an
unanalyzed condition or a required safety function is not met.

|

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes apply to how the rules of use are applied in the TRM. These changes do not involve any
physical cha ,es to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease
the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained, i

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated prevbusly in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are to TRM rules of use. Rese
changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs).
Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced ;

because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are |
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0205)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety eva.luation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) during
the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format
c?the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for administrative
which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R)
for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0205 discusses the "less restrictive" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.1, " REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS". The changes in this safety evaluation are:

1. To provide justification for allowing in the TRM an 8 hour completion time for restoring an
inoperable RWST to operable status when either the boron concentration or the borated water
temperature are not within the specified limits. This change is consistent with the revised Tech
Spec LCO 3.5.4 implemented with Amendment 106;

2. To providejustification for allowing 15 minutes to initiate boration to restore Shutdown Margin
(SDM) to within limits if the SDM requirements are not met. This change is consistent with the
revised Tech Spec LCO 3.1.1 implemented with Amendment 106;

3. To provide justification for eliminating RWST requirements from the TRM which are redundant
to Tech Spec LCO 3.5.4 for the RWST;

4. To provide justitution for allowing either an actual or simulated Safety injection (SI) actuation {
signal to be used for testing automatic valves actuated by a SI s:gnal. This change is consistent |
with the revised Tech Spec SR 3.5.2.5 implemented with Amendment 106;

5. To provide justification to use options other than reactor trip breaker (RTB) position to assure the ,

rod control system is incapable of rod withdrawal. This change is consistent with the revised Tech
Spec LCO 3.3.1 implemented with Amendment 106;

6. To providejustification to use options other than charging pump circuit breaker position to verify
the inability of a charging pump to inject water into the RCS for overpressure considerations. This
change is consistent with the revised Tech Spec SR 3.4.12 implemented with Amendment 106;

7. To provide justification to extend the allowed restoration time for an inoperable charging pump
from 72 hours to 7 days. This change is consistent with the revised Tech Spec LCO 3.5.2
implemented with Amendment 106;

8. To provide justification to extend the required time to initiate boration from immediately to I hour
following a loss of SDM in Modes I and 2 with Keff 1.0. This change is consistent with the
revised Tech Spec LCOs 3.1.4,3.1.5 and 3.t.6 implemented with Amendment 106; I

9. To provide justification for allowing a positive reactivity addition with inoperable boration flow |
paths provided the positive reactivity addition is the direct result of a Tech Spec required
cooldown. j

10. To provide justification for deleting a note stating when RCS cold leg temperature is 330 F 1

that a maximum of one charging pump shall be operable. This note provided protection against a
mass addition pressure transient which is redundant to Tech Spec LCO 3.4.12, " Low Temperature
Overpressure Protection System (LTOP);

I 1. To provide justification for only requiring a unit to be placed in Mode 4 as opposed to Mode 5 if
the LCO is only applicable in Modes 1,2, or 3.

12. To provide justification for only requiring a unit to be placed in Mode 4 as opposed to Mode 5
reflecting the Mode dependent requirements of the Boric Acid Storage System (BASS) with one
inoperable BASS.
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SAFETY EVAL.UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evalaated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this
safety evaluation incorporates proposed and accepted changes implemented with TS Amendment
106 and associated UFSAR changes into the TRM. These changes do not involve any physical
changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the
level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this safety evaluation incorporates proposed and
accepted changes implemented with TS Amendment 106 and associated UFSAR changes into the
TRM. These changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or
components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are
operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.

I
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0206)

,

4

l

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) during j

the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format
!

of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for administrative |
which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R)
for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0206 discusses the "less restrictive" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.3, " INSTRUMENTATION" The changes in this safety evaluation are:

1. To providejustification for changing the FXY(Z) methodology which is based on a ID-2D
synthesis of data to a FQ(Z)W(Z) methodology based on a more advanced 3D calculation. This
change is consistent with the revised Tech Spec LCO 3.2.1 methodology implemented with
Amendment 106;

2. To provide justification for allowing additional restoration time for an inoperable accident-
monitoring channel from 7 days to 30 days for functions with two required channels. This change
is consistent with the revised Tech Spec LCO 3.3.3 implemented with Amendment 106;

3. To providejustification for allowing additional restoration time for inoperable accident monitoring
channels from 48 hours to 7 days for functions with no operable channels. This change is-

consistent with the revised Tech Spec LCO 3.3.3 Implemented with Amendment 106;
4. To provide justification for removing the shutdown requirement and implementing TLCO 3.0.c

4
'which may or may not require a unit shutdown based on verifying that the plant is not in an

unanalyzed condition nor a safety function lost for inoperable Post Accident Monitoring
instrumentation;

5. To providejustification to change the recipient for TRM required SPECIAL REPORTS from the
NRC to the Plant Operations Review Committee;

6. To providejustification to changing the applicability for Fuel 11andling Building Radiation
Instrumentation from with fuel in the fuel storage areas or fuel building to during crane operation
with loads over or within the fuel storage pool. This change is consistent with the revised Tech
Spec SR 3.7.13 implemented with Amendment 106; and

7. To provi& justification to allow a 7 day restoration time for an inoperable Fuel fiandling Building
(FliB) Ventilation system train prior to requiring placing the remaining operable FilB Ventilation
system in operation. This change is consistent with the revised Tech Spec LCO 3.3.8 implemented
with Amendment 106.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY: |

5 1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment |
'

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this
safety evaluation incorporates proposed and cceepted changes implemented with TS Amendment
106 and associated UFSAR changes into the TRM. These changes do not involve any physical
changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the
level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

|

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this safety evaluation incorporates proposed and
accepted changes imp;emented with TS Amendment 106 and associated UFSAR changes into the
TRM These changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or
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components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are
operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0207)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron

- Technical Specifications that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) during
the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format
of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for administrative
which included format changg (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R)
for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0207 discusses the "!ess restrictive" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.4 " REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM" The changes in this safety evaluation are:

1. To provide justification for using the existing note to clarify exiting the mode of applicability for
dissolved oxygen in Mode 4 with TAVG < 250 F; and

2. To provide justification for not performing the chemistry surveillance for dissolved oxygen in
Mode 4 with TAVG < 250 F.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. De probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this
safety evaluation only clarifies the intent of the note found in the Tech Specs prior to Amendment
106. These changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or
components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are
operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this safety evaluation only clarifies the intent of
the note found in the Tech Specs prior to Amendment 106. These changes do not involve any
physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease
the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in :he basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the ;echnical Requirements Manual only.
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G-98-0208)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) during
the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format
of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for administrative
which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R)
for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0208 discusses the "less restrictive" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.6 " CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS". The changes in this safety evaluation are:

1. To provide justification for modifying a previous unit shutdown requirement for hydrogen
monitors inoperable for greater than 30 days to a 14 day report to the NRC. TMs change is
consistent with the revised Tech Spec 3.3.3 implemented with Amendment 106; and

2. To provide justification for allowing " separate condition entry" for each hydrogen monitor. This
change is consistent with the revised Tech Spec 3.3.3 implemented with Amendment 106.

3. To providejustification for placing a hydrogen monitor in operation and not enter an LCO solely
because the monitor is not in standby mode.

]

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment )
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this ;

safety evaluation incorporates proposed and accepted changes adopted with Tech Spec
,

Amendment 106. These changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, I
or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to w hich these SSCs are '

operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for are . Aat or mawnction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis repen is not created because this safety evaluation incorporates proposed and
accepted changes adopted with Tech Spec Amendment 106. These changes do not involve any
physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease
the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6G 08-0209)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) during
the conversion to 175:. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the format
of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for administrative
which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive than CTS, or (R)
for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0209 discusses the "less restrictive" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.7 " PLANT SYSTEMS". The changes in this safety evaluation are:

1. To provide justification for changing restoring spent fuel pool water level if below the limits to
immediately suspending movement of loads, including new fuel assemblies, over or within the
spent fuel pool without a specific requirement to restore level. This change is consistent with the
revised Tech Spec 3.7.14 implemented with Amendment 106;

2. To providejustification for changing the applicability for spent fuel pool (SFP) bor6n
concentration and level whenever irradiated fuel is in theyr to during movement ofloads,
including new fuel assemblies, over or witHde MP. This change is consistent with the revised
Tech Spec 3.7.14 implemmt;d witti Amendment 106;

3. To providejustification for allowing crane operation with 'oads in the fuel storage areas when the
boron concentration in the SFP is < 2000 ppm or the SFP water level is < 23 ft, provided the crane
operations are not over or within the SFP. This change is consistent with the revised Tech Spec
3.7.14 implemented with Amendment 106;

.

4. To provide justification for revising the actions required for one inoperable Fuel Handling )
Building (FHB) train during fuel movement to allow seven days for restoration prior to placing the
remaining operable train in operation. This change is consistent with the revised Tech Spec 3.7.13 i

implemented with Amendment 106;
5. To provide justification for modifying the completion time for decontamination of a contaminated

sealed source from "immediately" to " prior to use or transfer to another license".
6. To provide justification to change the recipient for TRM required SPECI AL REPORTS from the

NRC to the Plant Operations Review Committee. !

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMM ARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this
safety evaluation:

Incorporates proposed and accepted changes adopted with Tech Spec Amendment 106 or,
Reduces the restrictions associated with sealed sources or SPECI AL REPORT recipients.
These changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components
(SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are .perated or
mt.intained.
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2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this safety evaluatior. incorporates:

Proposed and accepted changes adopted with Tech Spec Amendment 106 or,
Reduces the restrictions associated with sealed sources or SPECIAL REPORT recipients.
These changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components
(SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or
maintained.

I
3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced j

because the change is does not affect any parameters upon w hich Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only. ;

)
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safctv Evaluation (6G-98-0210)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Administrative Technical Requirements that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual
(TRM) during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a
minimum the format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as
(A) for administrative w hich included format changes,(M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less
restrictive than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the
TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation 6G-98-0210 discusses the "less restrictive" changes associated with TRM
Section 3.10 " FIRE PROTECTION" The changes in this safety evaluation are to providejustification for
allowing credit for either an actual or simulated actuation signal to verify the system actuates to its correct
position. This change is related to Tech Spec 3.5.2.5 revised with Amendment 106.

SAFE 7Y EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this
safety evaluation incorporates proposed and accepted changes adopted with Tech Spec
Amendment 106. These changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures,
or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are
operated or maintained.

1 The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because this safety evaluation incorporates proposed and
accepted changes adopted with Tech Spec Amendment 106. These changes do.iot involve any
physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease
the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6H-99-0019)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result of implementing Technical Specification Ameadment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the i

format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for I
administrative which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive
than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

!

Specifically efety evaluation (611-99-0019) discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Revision D to TRM Revision E. These changes are the result orchanges to the ITS submittal subsequent
to the issuance of Revision D of the TRM, providing corrections and clarifications to Revisiot n of the j
TRM to restore the original intent of the CTS specifications, and to paralkl certain applicable viianges
made in the ITS submittal for human factor considerations.

Within this safety evaluation, " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in place just prior to the
implementation of Amendment 106.

!

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY: |
!

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction ofequipment
. important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are "adminis;rative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes
do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do
the changes decrease the hvel of safety to which these S5Cs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are "admiristrative" and involve
wording preferences and format changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to
plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety
to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6H-99-0020)a

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimolementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the
format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for
administrative which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive
than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation (6H-99-0020) identifies a "less restrictive" change to the TRM LCO for
"ECCS Subsystems - Tavg <200 F and Pressurizer Level < 5%". He change eliminates the requirement
to verify the circuit breaker position and control switch position for the Si pump, relying on instead other
means allowed by Tech Spec Amendment 106 to render the pump incapable to injecting into the RCS.

Within this safety evaluation, " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in place just prior to the
implementation of Amendment 106.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
change replaces one naethod of making a Si pump incapable of injecting into the RCS with
another method approved with Tech Specs Amendment 106. These changes do not involve any
physical chnges to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease
the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the change replaces one method of making a SI
pump incapable ofinjecting into the RCS with another method approved with Tech Specs
Amendment 106 These changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures,
or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are
operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is no.t reduced
because the change is does not affect any paramet.ers upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6H-99-0022)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current lyron
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the
format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for
administrative which included format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive
than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation (6H-99-0022) identifies " relocated" requirements that were identified as
being relocated to the TPM in ITS submittal Revisions E through T and afkt inclusion in TRM, were
relocated to other owner controlled documen's during subsequent TRM revisions. This safety evaluation
documents where and how the relocated rcquirements are controlled.

Within this safety evaluation " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in place just prior to the
implementation of Amendr Ant 106.

SAFETY EVAL UATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve relocating requirements to owner controlled documents
other than the TRM. These changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, ;

ctructures, or coriponents (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these i

SSCs are operateJ 3r maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve
relocating requirements to owner controlled documents other than the TRM. These changes do.,

#
not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the
changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not afTect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6H-99-0028)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as Improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to cuirent Byron
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the
format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for
administrative which included format changes,(M) for more restrictive than CTS,(L) for less restrictive
than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evaluation (6H-99-0028) discusses the " administrative" changes associated with TRM
Revision D to TRM Revision E. These changes are the result of changes to the ITS submittal subsequent
to the issuance of Revision D of the TRM, providing corrections and clarifications to Revision D of the
TRM to restore the original intent of the CTS specifications, and to parallel certain applicable changes
made in the ITS submittal for human factor considerations.

Within this safety evaluation, " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in placejust prior to the
implementation of Amendment 106.

SAFETY EVAL.U ATION SUMMARY:

1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment
important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because the
changes are " administrative" and involve wording preferences and format changes. These changes
do not involve any physical changes to plam systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do
the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in
the safety analysis report is not created because the changes are " administrative" and involve
wording preferences and fomtat changes. These changes do not involve any physical changes to
plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety
to which these SSCs are operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon which Technical Specifications are
based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.

,
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Technical Reauirements Manual
Safety Evaluation (6H-99-0038)

DESCRIPTION:

This safety evaluation is a result ofimplementing Technical Specification Amendment 106 also referred to
as improved Technical Specifications (ITS). This safety evaluation documents changes to current Byron
Technical Specifications (CTS) that were relocated to the Byron Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
during the conversion to ITS. All relocations to the TRM were considered changes since at a minimum the
format of the specification was modified to replicate ITS. Each change was categorized as (A) for
administrative which meluded format changes, (M) for more restrictive than CTS, (L) for less restrictive
than CTS, or (R) for relocation indicating the final location of the specification was outside the TRM.

Specifically safety evrluation (611-9WO38)identifics a "less restrictive" change to the TRM LCO 3.0.e.
TRM LCO 3.0.e allows equipment rerr .ed or declared inoperable to comply with Actions to be returned
to service under administrative control solely to perform testing required to demonstrate its operability, the
operability of other equipment, or variable to be within limit. This safety evaluation addresses a minor
change in the wording that deletes the allowance for testing to demonstrate variables to be within limits.
This change is consistent with the Tech Spec Amendment 106.

Within this safety evaluation, " CTS" referred to the Byron Tech Specs that were in placejust prior to the
implementation of Amendment 106.

MFETY EVALUATION SUMMARY:
3

y I
1. The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or a malfunction of equipment j

important to safety previously evaluated in the safety analysis report is not increased because this !
change is consistent with proposed and accepted changes implernented with Tech Spec i

Amendment 106. These changes do not involve any physical changes to plant systems, structures,
or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs are
operated or maintained.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously in i
the safety analysis repon is not created because this change is consistent with proposed and

'

accepted changes implemented with Tech Spec Amendment 106. These changes do not involve
any physical changes to plant systems, structures, or components (SSCs). Nor do the changes
decrease the level of safety to which these SSCs tu operated or maintained.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical Specification, is not reduced
because the change is does not affect any parameters upon w hich Technical Speci0 cations are i

based. The change affects the Technical Requirements Manual only.
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